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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
A = absorbance 
c = catalyst 
Cx = oxidized form of a catalyst 
= total analytical concentration of X 
cat. catalyzed 
Dr = reduced form of a dye 
Dx = oxidized fortn of a dye 
= molar absorptivity of a dye solution 
= equilibrium constant of first step in mechanism 
= formation constant 
rate constant 
Ox = oxidizing agent 
Q = a reaction intertnediate 
R = reducing agent 
T = trans'!]littance 
uncat. = uncatalyzed 
[x] = concentration of X in moles/liter 
[xJ 
0 
= total or init;i.al concentration of x in moles/liter 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
If a given sample is titrated with a species which has a catalytic 
effect on an independent reaction, the abrupt increase in rate of this 
independent reaction after the equivalence point in the titration has 
been reached may be used as an effective end-point detector. This method 
of end-point detection is referred to as catalytic end-point indication 
and the independent reaction is called the indicator reaction (1). This 
study is part of an effort to characterize these indicator reactions; 
particular attention has been given to a single selected chemical sys-
tern, 
Use of the digital computer to analyze the differential equations 
describing an indicator reaction allowed both the estimation of system 
parameters and the selection of a simplified mechanism which best de-
scribed the system, Computer analysis consisted of two primary parts: 
(1) use of least-squares fitting to estimate rate constants assuming a 
particular simplified mechanism given absorbance versus time data and 
(2) simulation of absorbance versus time curves given systeltl parameters 
and a mathematical model describing the system. 
A review of existing simulators and modeling programs showed that 
considerable work had been done, especially in the area of bio-chemical 
enzyme systems, Methods of expressing and obtaining mathematical models 
vary, but almost all users of simulating techniques relied on one or 
2 
more diff~rential equations to show the dynamic qualities of their sys-
tems. Programs were of two general types: (1) those which simulated 
reactions given system parameters (2,3,4) and (2) those which analyzed 
data to obtain unknown parameters (5,6). 
In the first class, extensive work had been done by Garfinkel who, 
in one particular simulation (2), used over 80 parameters in the model 
to simulate the concentration of all the species present in an enzyme 
system. This type of simulation (i.e.-curves given parameters) was 
fairly well cut and dried although no reference was found wherein a con-
centration gradient was introduced as is done in catalytic titrations. 
In the second class of papers (determination of constants given 
absorbance versus time data), the work reported in reference (5) seems 
to represent the most general and readily adaptable program available, 
The authors used linear regression analysis to determine. the parameters 
of a set of differential equations. A general outline for the analysis 
was given along with examples of both simple systems and output of the 
program. Output consisted of parameters and their standard errors. As 
in the papers mentioned above, no concentration ramp was included in the 
model. 
A paper 9y Atkinson (6) was on a somewhat more basic level and dealt 
with a system quite similar to those used in catalytic titrations. He 
presented a straight forward outline of the elucidation of rate constants 
using a non-linear least squares method. In addition, some discussion 
of flow rates and statistical analysis was given. 
A review of existing computer programs for the study of chemical 
systems, especially bio-chemical kinetics, has been prepared. by Gar-
finkel, et al. (7), and includes discussions of theoretical aspects, 
3 
applications, and progrannning languages and methodology. Childs and co-
authors (8) have dealt more specifically with analytical applications of 
computers in their review and list at least ten references to programs 
dealing with reaction kinetics. 
The programs which have been developed from this present study are 
original programs, based upon the same fundamental principals as those 
mentioned above. The advantages of this approach, that is development 
of original programs for specific problems as opposed to using an al-
ready developed "canned" program, lie chiefly in being better able to 
utilize computer time and storage space by omitting much of the pro-
grannning necessary to make a program completely general. Thus, the work 
was not undertaken to offer a cure~all for all kinetic and mechanistic 
studies, but to develop a comparatively small and. inexpensive.set of 
programs for use only in the area of indicator reactions for catalytic 
end-point indication. 
This study consists of two principle thrusts: (1) the use of a 
hypothetical chemical system for the development and testing of computer 
programs and (2) the application of these programa.to a real system. 
The hypothetical aystem presented.are not intended to approach,general-
ity, but are specific, totally hypothetical reactions used only for the 
purpose of developing computer programs and for showing the capabilities 
of those programs in the 1:1,nalysis of a g.iven system. Chapter III in its 
entirety consists of the study of these hypothetical systems. Chapter 
IV, on the other hand, is devoted to showing the utility of the programs 




Previous work in this lab involving catalytic end-point indication 
has.been carried out using a,Beckman DB spectrophotc,meter and a flow 
cell utilidng a,peri,ataltic pump (9), However, the need for more re-
liable data·and b~oader instrument response has prompted the introduc-
tion of the us.e of the Cary 14 spectrophotometer in the study of indica-
tor reactions for ci,,talyt:f,.c ,end-point indication, 
Using the Cary 14, t:{.trationE:1 were done directly into the .sample 
cell, thus eliminating any time lag between the introduction of the cat-
alyst or other reactant and. measurement of the resulting absorbance, 
Mixing of the teactants once in .the cell called for a special .stirring 
arrangement in the Cary 14 cell compartment. Such a cell holder has 
been designed and repofted in the literature (10), 
The holder, constructed mainly of phenolic resin due to .its anti-
magnetic properties, feat\,lres a brass, thermostatable cell compartment 
and an eight pound block of lead to act as ballast to help cut down vi~ 
bration effects, The actual stirrer is first wrapped with appro·:dmately 
one hundred turns of .fine .enaineled wire then coated with silicone rubber 
to both hold the coil in place and to provide additional ·insurance 
against vibration, The rate of rotation of the stirrer is monitored by 
measuring the current; output of the cc;,il surroundin_g the spinning magnet. 
,. 
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with an ordinary ammeter having a 100 micro-amp movement. Calibration 
of stirring speed versus current was.accomplished by connecting the out-
put leads of the stirrer to an event counter then recording the number 
of "events." for a given amount of time. Details of construction and 
performance are given in reference 10. 
The constant speed, motor .driven buret used in the catalytic titra-
tions is abo described in the reference mentioned above (10). 
Reagents 
All reagents.used were prepared as outlined by Mottola and Harrison 
(LJ.) with t;he exception of solutions of nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA). 
· The free acid form of NTA is not soluble in water to the degre.e needed 
-2 to prepare a useful stock sqlution of -10 M. The NTA dissolved, how-
ever. when an excess of sodium acetate, a weak base, was added. The NTA 
was standardized pot;entiometrically by titrating the acetic acid liber-
ated upon the dissolt1tion of the pure NTA in sodium acetate with stand-
ard base (0.01 N NaOH). 
Procedure. 
Preparation of Reaction Mixture 
One ml of dye solution, periodate solution, and ligand soll,1.tion (if 
any) were pipetted into a 10 ml volumetric flask. Five ml of buffer 
were then added and the mixture diluted to 10 nil with distilled water. 
Obtaining Titratfon Curves 
.; 
Three ml of the reaction mixture were pipetted into a one cm spec-. 
trophotometer cell which was then placed into the special cell holder 
6 
in the Cary 14. The motor driven buret containing titrant was, then 
moved into position above the cell compartment with the tip of the buret 
just below liquid level in the cell. Addition of catalyst was initiated 
by manually turning, on the power to the motot driven buret •. The .time .at 
which catalyst actual,ly reached the solution in the cell, that is, t = o, 
was determined in the following man~er~ The amount of time required for 
the catalyst solution in the syringe to travel from a given index.mark 
to the tip of .the syringe was deter~ined in separate experime~ts. After 
turning on the buret motor, a mark was placed on.the chart paper after 
the delay time mentioned above had elapsed. 
Standardization of NTA 
The amount of NTA necessary to give the desired concentration was, 
dissolved in a sodium acetate solution containing at least an equimolar 
amount of sodium acetate. It was found that. a 50-100 per cent excess 
acetate gave good results and fairly fast dissolution of the NTA, 
Twenty-five ml of the resulting solution was pipetted into a beaker and 
diluted with another 25 ml of distilled water. The solution was then 
titra,ted with standard 0.01 M sodium hydroxide while recording the pH 
as a function of volume. The molarity of the NTA was calculated, realiz-
ing that at .the observed pH of the original NTA solution (pH= 4.7), two 




The original p~ans for this study called for the use of_ CSMP, a 
Continuous _§ystem.tlod!!ling Program available from IBM. Initial efforts 
at using this language proved awkward, du~ primarily to fairly strict 
format limitations as to plot dimensions, data input and output, and 
sub-program structure. Due to these problems, in addition to debugging 
problems, CSMP was dropped and a-FORTRAN IV program was written to c:lo 
the simulation. For the particular applkation being studied .here, 
FORTRAN IV offered several advantages over the more gener4l GSMP program, 
namely: (1) greater output;. flexibility in both plots and :p.um,erica.1· 
' . 
values, (2) e:x:ecution of FORTRAN IV on the WATFIV terminal was about 
. ' . 
60-70 per cent less expensive _than.the same job done with CS:M1?, (3) the 
programmer cquld know exactly what was going on in the execution of his 
program·since he wrote the coding himself, and (4) FORTRAN IV or some 
other FORTRAN dialect is available on virtually every c.ompiler whereas 
CSMP is usually 1,:1,.mited to large computer installations. 
Development of ,Si;mul,.atic:,n Proatam 
. .. 4 . . . - ' . 
The heart pf any simulating program is the integration of the dif-
ferential equations descr:f,.bing the,system. The method used in the pres-
ent study was trapezoidal.integration. When.compat"ed to plots obtained 
'7 
8. 
using Runge-Kutta methods (12), the trapezoidal-method gave the same re-
sults for a hypothetical system similar to the. one.which was.chosen for 





= y. + 6t (X + X ) · t 2 t · t + 6t. 
Y = f(t) and xt = :! = f'(t) 
A check of the integration technique is given.in Appendix A. 
A. block diagram flow chart of the simulation prograJ:ll along wit'l,. a 
complete print-out of the .. source program incl,.uding definition of all 
FORTRAN variable names b given in Appendix B •. 
Appl::t:cation of Si,mulation Program to.a Hypothetical System 
It was felt th_at the best way. to gain an insight into s.imulation 
applications was,to use the program on a simplified hypothetical system 
befote the study of· a teal experimental system. This also presented an 
opportunity to demonstrate the utility of the simulation program in pre-
dieting the shape.of a titration curve as a function of various para-
I 
meters, The following topics will be discussed in this section: (1) 
study.of the pre~equilibrium and steady-state conditions without .the 
presen,ce of a complexing agent in the system, (2) study of several pos-
sibilities of th,ree-body colU.sions in .both the steady-state and pre-
equ:1,librium conditions, and (3) study of steady-state and pre-equilibrium 
conditions in the .presence of both inhibitory and rate increasing 
],.igands. 
9 
The generalized equation o;f the reaction to be studied is the 
following: 
(C) 
Dr+ Ox = Dx + R (3-1) 
where: 
Dr = reduced form of a dye, 
Ox = oxidizing agent, 
Dx = oxidized form of dye, 
R = reducing agent, and 
c = catalyst. 
Pre--equilibrium C.ondition--No Complexing Agent 
In the pre-equilibrium i,.pproach, the catalyzed reaction is viewed 
as proceeding in the following manner: 
c + Ox 
kl 
C;x + R = 
k_l 
k2 
Cx + Dr = Dx + C 
where, now, Cx = oxidized form of the catalyst and: 






If an equilibrium condition is assumed to exist in the first and faster 
step (Equation 3..:.2), then the seco.nd step (Equation 3-3) will be rate 
determining and the rate wi.11 be given by: 
10 
rate = -k2[cx][Dr] (3-5) 
Usi~g Equation 3-2 and the stoichiometry of the system, we may express 
the equilibrium concentrations of the various species as functions of 
their initial concentrations and the instantaneous concentration of the 
"activated" catalyst, Cx. That is: 
= [ox] - [ex] 
0 
= [c] 0 - [ex] 
[R] = [ex] eq 
We can then use these expressions along with Equation 3-4 to give: 
[ex] = 
([CJ + [Ox] ) ±,·{Ce] - [ox] ) 2 + (4[C] [ox] /K ) o o V( o o o o eg 






Stoichiometry requires acceptance of the positive root and substitution 
into Equation 3-5 gives the final form of.the catalyzed rate: 
rate = 
-k2[nr]{ ([e] 0 +tox]0 ). + i/ ([e] 0 -[ox]0 ) 2+(4[e]0 [0x]0 /Ke9)_1;} 
2(1 - 1/K ) . . (3-10) 
eq 
It can be seen that if K is large, 1/K approaches zero and Equation eq eq 
3-9 reduces.to: 
[ex] = [e] 
0 
(3-11) 
which leads to·the simpler,rate expression: 
11 
(3-12) 
For the ,spec;Lal case when Keq "" -1 ,. no second degl;'ee terms appear and the 
"activated" catalyst concentratiop. is given by: 
,·[c] [ox] 
[ex] · 0 · 0 [c] + [ox] · (3-13) 
0 0 
The validity of the assumption leading to Equation 3-11 was,veri'"7 
fied using CO!l\puter simulation. Curves were generated using Equatiot!. 
3-10 a~ the model letting Keq range from 108 to 10,0 •. No -difference was 
o~served in any of these curves. 
In addition, a ~imulation using Equation 3-12 was identical to a 
curve_generated from Equation 3-13 wherein.there ie no ambigu\tY in 
cb,oiC,e of root. This observation further vetifies that for·all Keq 
greater than or eq\,lal to l, the assumptions leading to Equation 3-11 
Steady.-lt;ate,Condit:i.on,..-No Complex.Added 
In the steady-state approximation, we again look at .Equations 3-1~ 
3-2, and 3~3. Instead of allowing an equilibrium condition to be 
est.ablished; however I WI! assume -.hat t;:he ~''activated'' catalyst is con":" 
! 
sumed as rapidly as it i$ formed, . that , is: 
d[Cx] 
dt (3-14) 




Equation 3-2 is then rate determining and: 
rate = k1[ox][c] - k_1[cx][R] 




k.,.:1 [R] + k 2[Dr] 
stoieh;iomett:'Y leads to: 
[Dr] = [Dr] - ([Ox] - [ox]) 0 0 
[R] = [Dr] - [Dr] 0 







Substitution into Equation 3-17 yields the final, steady-state rate ex-
prf?ssion: 
rate = 
-k1k2[Dr] ([Dr] - [Dr] + [ox] ) [c] 0 · 0 0 (3-21) 
If k2 is much greater than k_1 , this expression simplifies to: 
(3-22) 
Computer simulation showed that the iresults of using Equations 3-21 and 
3.,.22 are iden,tical for given values of k1 , the rate constant for the 
forward and rate determining reaction, It appears from these compari-
sons that the expression given in Equation 3-22 is a valid model for the 
steady state approximation under.the specified conditions, 
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Consideration. of a Three-Body Collision..in the Mechanism of Reaction 
The previous discus~ipns concerned only two-body collisions in the 
mechanism of reaction. If three-body collisions are considered, several 
possible combil1.ations ocq.u:i:-, The most significant possibilities are 
discussed, 
References are made to the generalized equations: 
kl 
ac + box k = acx + bR 
-1 
cCx + dDr 




The procedure followed in all of the follow:l.ng der:l.vation$ is the same 
as that used in the previoue sections, therefore, only important results 
will be presented in this discussion. Complete derivations may be found 
in Appendix c. 
Pre-equilibrium Condition-:- a= 2, b = 1 . 
In th;i,.s situation, the expression for the actiyated catalyst con-
centration iE! a cubic equation which requires numerical solution. Using 
such a method, the concentration. of the activated catalyst, [ex], was 
found to be exactly the same as the initial.catalyst concentration, 
[C] 0 ~ This is'the same result obtained when assuming a two-body collis-
i.on, This means that .only the stoichiometry of the second reaction 
(Equation 3-24) affects the rateexpression for the reaction, That is, 
if c = 2: 
cat, rate = (26) 
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and, if c = 1: 
cat. rate = -k2[cx][Dr], (3-27) 
the same result obtained when assuming 1:1 stoichiometry for the first 
reaction (Equation 3-23). 
Pre-equilibrium Condition-- a ::; 1 ~ b. = 2 
' 
As was the case above, a cubic equation arises giving again the 
same results as the 1:1 stoichiometry, [ex],;,. [c] • The stoichiometry 
0 
of Equation 3-24 would affect the rate in the same way as outl,ined above. 
Steady-State Condition: a.= 2. b = ·· 1, c = 2. d = 1 
,:.~57-\.\'¢' 
Writing the differential rate '·equations, assuming no time rate of 
change of activated catalyst, and proper substitution yields the follow-
in,g expression :t:or the catalyzed rate: 
cat. rate = -k)Cx][Dr] (3-28) 
Solution of a quadxatic equation in [ex] and substitution of stoichio-






-k2[Dr] + /ck2[Dr]) 2 + 4k1k_1[R][ox][c] 2 
2k_1[R] 
= [Dr] - [Dr] and 
0 
= [Dx] - [Dr] + [ox] 
0 0 
(3-29) 
It can be seen that if the second texm under the square root is small, 
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which it usually is due to the magnitude of [R] and [c]2, that the ex-
pression goes to zero, This is expected since one of the basic assump ... 
tions of the steady-state approximation is that the activated species is 
used up as soon as it is formed. 
I . . , ~ !. ' 
~teady-S~ate <;":onditi.on: a = 1, b "" 2, c "" 1, d = 1 
This stoichiometry yields a simpler expression for the rate due to 
the absence of any second degree terms in the expression giving the 
activated catalyst con~entration, [ex]. The rate equation is: 









[Ox] = [ox] - 2[Dr] + 2[Dr] • 0 . 0 
The uncatalyzed reaction in this case is given by: 
k 
20x + Dr u~cat Dx + 2R. (3-33) 
The uncatal.yzed rate is then: 
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' 
uncat. rate·= k t [Ox] 2[Dr] unca (3-34) 
3-Bocly Collision Involving.Three Different Species 
The reactions considered here are the following: 
(3-35) 
k2 
Q + C + Dx + R (3-36) 
These are discussed in the light of both the pre-equilibrium and the 
stea.dy ... state conditions·, 
Pre-equilibrium tbn,dit!on 
1. 
The equ:tl,ibriUI11. constant for the reaction given by Equation 3-35 
is: 
K = [Q]/[C][Dr][Ox] eq (3-37) 
Substitution of stoichiometric equalitiea for [c], [Dr], and [ox] into 
the equilibrium expression gives the following cubic equation: 
[q] 3 - {[o~i:] 0 + fc] 0 , + [Pr\} i[QJ 2 + {[ox] 0 ([C] 0 + [Dr] 0 ) + [C] 0 [Dr] 0 
(3-38) 
+.Kl} [Q] - [c] 0 [Dr] 0 [ox] 0 • o 
eq 
Computer analysis of the function reveals tpe following~ As K becomes eq 
smaller, the curve (i..e.,, f (Q) vs. Q): "shifts" upward along the ordin-
17 
ate axis until the~e is no intersection greater than zero. This means, 
of course, '!:hat the~e will be no positive root found for these cases~ 
Secondly, solution of.the c.ubic equation using a numerical t11ethod shows 
10 · [] [ that if Keq i.s quite large (say, Keq greater than 10 ), then. Q = C] 0 ~ 
If .this is the case, the uncatalyzed reaction remains the sa~e as that 
given for the two~body coilision and the rate of the catalyzed reaction 
becomes: 
(3-39) 
and is.therefore independent of the concentration of the species appear~ 
ing .in the exp:reesion for the uncata1yzed reaction. 
Steady-Sta'!:e :Condition 
In this case, the rate is give~ by: 
(3-40) 
Making the steady-state approximation (d[Q]/dt = O) and solving for [Q] 
gives 








ca,t. :rate· = -k1[c][Dr][ox] (3-42) 
[c] and 
0 
[ox] - [Dr] + [Dr]. 
0 0 
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The uncatalyzed reaction rate is given by: 
uncat. t'ate = -k t [ox][Dr] unca · 
Computer Simulation of Curves Assuming 3-Body Collisions 
As would be expected due to higher order terms in the rate con-
'trolling step, the :t;eactions were much slower than in the case of two-
body collisions. These expressions.would require constants of much 
greater magnitude than those.used.in the two-body problem to approach 
reality. In fact, using the constants.from the two-body problem, the 
catalyzed reaction was not always faster than the uncatalyzed reaction. 
When the steady-state con!iition was as~umed, the curves obtained 
1· i 
considering a 3-body collisi,on :f.n th~ rate,determining step were all 
1 ,., _ _ . i . · .. · j 
quite similar to thc,se optained for the 1:1 stoichiometry. In other 
words, constants of about the same order of magnitude as were used in 
the two-body problem gave curves similar to those already reported. 
By far the most interesting of the 3-body collisions were those 
involving the collision of three different species. Simulation of the 
I 
expression obtained assuming the pre-equilibrium model resulted in a 
curve quite similar to those obtained when assuming the steady-state 
mech.anism in the two-body problem. Similarly, simulation of the 3-body 
curve obtained using the eteady-state condition pi:-oduc'ed a curve almost 
identical to that which resulted wh'1n considering the pre-equilibrium 
condition in the two-body problem. By adjusting parameters, the curve 
obtained using Equation 3-42 can be superimposed upon the curve result-
ing from the pre-equilibrium conditien (see Equation 3-12). 
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Addition of Rate Modifying Complexing Agents 
The sections preceding this one have dealt mainly with the study of 
a hypothetical rei:i.ction of a dye and an oxidizing agent, catalyzed by 
some metal ion. This reaction was assumed to take place (in aqueous 
media) with only the ;dye, oxidizing agent, catalyst, and their inter-
mediate and final products present. At this point, consideration is 
given to complicating the system with the addition of a complexing agent 
and is presented in two main parts: (1) addition of a ligand which ties 
up catalyst (or catalytic species) thus inhibiting the progress of the 
reaction and (2) addition of a ligand which, i,n addition to.tying up the 
catalyst, forms a new species which itself exerts a rate increasing ef-
feet upon the reaction. For the sake of eliminating redundancy, the 
"normal. catalytic cycle" is considered to occur by pre-equilibrium kine-
tics and is assumed to be a two-body collision (see page 9, this work), 
Addition of Inhibitor: Derivation of Expressions 
Consider the addition to the system of a ligand, L, which forms a 
complex with the catalyst, C, according to the following reaction: 
with 




It follows, then, that if the initial catalyst concentration is repre-
sented by [c] , the amount of catalyst, C, available for participation 
0 
in the dye reaction is given by: 




But, from the equilibrium expression, we have: 
(3-4 7) 





1 + Kf[L] 
(3-48) 
Further, we know that the ligand concentration, [L], can be.expressed in 
terms of the total analytical ligand c;onc;ent:tation, CL' in the following 
manner similar to that used by Freiser artd Fernando (14): 
a "" L 
Solving for· [L] gives : 
[L] = 
c;r.. [c] + 1/Kf 
[L] = 
[C] + 1/Kf 





1 + ------------[ c] + 1/Kf 
At this point, for simpl.ification of the symbolism, we let: 
X: = [c], C,;: [c] 0 , I<!= 1/Kf' and L = CL 





x = c (3-52) 
Proceeding with the solution for X, we have: 
XL 
X +x+I{ = c 
x2 + KX+·xt =ex+ CK· 
x2 + (K + L - C)X - CK = 0 
Applying the quadratic formula, we arrive at: 
x = -,(I + 1 - c) ± 1§ + L -. c,> 2 + 4CJS (3-53) 
or, in terms of the original syinbpls: 
[c] ,.. ~ ·-(1/K + C - [c]o) :t .£/Kf + CL - 1 [c] ) 2 + 4[c]o . (3-54) 
· f -L o Kf 
Analysis of this e!Kpressiofi reveals that if Kf is large, 1/Kf approach,es 
zero and we ~y . represent Equat,ion 3-54 as: • 




Co11sideration of e~periment:al :i::ealities leads to three possible cases: 
(2) [c] < CL' or (3) [c]. > CL. Looking first at case 
0 0 · 
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1, we see that if [C] 0 = CL, then: 
[C] = ~(O ± 0) = 0 (5-56) 
and there is no ambiguity in choice of positive or negative root. If 
[C] 0 < CL, however, we must choose the positive root, since the other 
choice leads to: 
[c] = ~ ([c] - c - c + [c]) o L L o or: 
(5-57) 
This, of course, is an impossibility in this case since [c] cannot be 
less. than zero. Th:i,.s gives then, with choice of the positive r.oot: 
[c] = ~ ([c] - c + c - [c]) = o o L L o (5-58) 
In the third case ([C] 0 > c1 ) either Equation 3-57 or 3-58 would 
fit theoretically. Equation 3-58 must be ruled out, however, since it 
,is impossible for a given amount of ligand to tie up more than an 
equivalent amcunt of catalyst according to Equation 3-44. We then have 
from Equation 3-57 that: 
These same results can be obtained numerically in th.e following 
manner: We first re-write Equation 3-55 taking only the positive root: 
(5-59) 
Term 1 = [C] 0 - CL and 
It can be seen that Term 2 will always be positive and numerically equal 
to the absolute value of Term 1. When [C] 0 < CL' Term 1 will be less 
than zero which leads to: 
[CJ = ~ [-Term 1 + Term 2] = o (3-60) 
On the other hand, if [C] 0 > CL' Term 1 is positive and: 
[c] = ~ [Term 1 + Term 2] (3-61) 
m ~ [2 • Term 1] = Term 1 
This numerical analysi$ is necessary to accurately apply the expressions 
developed above to computer simulation of the resulting catalytic titra-
tion curves. 
Addition of Inhibitor: Co~~uter Aµalysis 
The system was simulated on the computer assuming various total 
ligand concentrations. Resules of this simulation are shown in Figure 
1, a composite g~aph of all the curves simulated from a total analytical 
-5 -s concentration of CL= 1 x 10 M (code= 1) to CL= 8 x 10 (code= 8). 
It is apparent from this set of curves that the distance from the 
inflection point to the.baseline (represented by Din Figure 1) is a 
direct function of ligand concentration, Indeed, this fact is the basis 
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of catalytic end-point determination as discussed by Mottola (1). 
Addition of Rate Increadng Ligand 
In the hypothetical reaction between a dye and an oxidizing agent, 
catalyzed by a metal ion, the intermediate species in all approaches is 
the oxidized form of the catalyst (represented by ex). If .a rate-in-
creasing ligand is introduced, it is assumed that it forms.a complex 
with ex which in some way results in an increase in the rate.of the 
overall reaction, either by true catalysis or promotion. Catalysis is 
the speed:i,ng up of ·.an already existing reaction, without destruction of 
the catalytic species. Promotion refers to the speeding up of a reaction 
in such a way as to destroy the rate ..... increasing species (15) •. · The dif- · 
ferences between.these two aspe~ts are covered later. In this section, 
two possible approaches to rate.,-increase are discussed: (1) a pre-
equilibrium condition and (2) a steady-state condition. 
Pre-Equilibrium Condition of Rate-Increase: Derivation of Expressions 
eonsiider tiheaddition of a ligand, L, to a system such as described 
above, and the formation of the following complex: 
ex+ L :¢ exL where = [exLJ 
[exJ[L] 
One possible route of rate-increase is the following: 




K = eq 







P = some p;roducts of the decomposition of Q. 
Here, we assume that the second step is the slo~ step and is irreversi-
ble. The rate of this reaction is therefore given by: 
where: 
rate1 = k[Q] 
rate due to the ligand effect, 
[Q] =- K [exL][Dr], eq then: 





All quantities in this equation are either known or determinable, except 
[ext]. An expression for [exL] can be obtained in the following manner: 
,From the mass balance relation for the total catalyst concentration we 
may write: 
[e] =- [ex]+ [ext]+ [Q] 
0 
Then, solving fo:r [CxL], we have: 
but, [Q] 
[C;icL] "" [e] - [ex] - [Q] 
0 
= K [CxL][Dr], eq This leads to: 
[ext] = [c] - [ex] - K [exL][Dr] o eq 
or, solving for [ext]: 
[CxL] "" 
[e] - [ex] 
0 





This expression, substituted ;into Equation 3-67 gives: 
kK [Dr] ([c] - [ex]) eq o 
1 + K [Dr] eq 
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(3-72) 
It now becomes nece~sary to obtain an e~pression for [ex], here-
after .called the "uncomplexed catalyst concentration", meaning the con-
centration of "activated" catalyst available for reaction by the normal 
catalytic cycle. 
Solving Equation 3-70 foD [ex] gives: 
[ex] = [c] - [CxL] - K [CxL][Dr] or: o eq · 
[ex] = [c] - (l + K [Dr]) [CxL] o eq 
From ~he ligand mass.balanee, we have: 
CL • [CxL] + [L] + [Q] 
But, from the appropriate equilibrium expressions we kno~:. 





and, as. before, [Q] = K · [C;x:L] [Dr]. Substit::'uting these values into eq . 
Equation 3-74 yields: 
[CxL] + [cxLl i tc [CxL][Dr] ·. · · [Cx]Kf . eq . (3-76) 
Proceeding with the algebra, we obtain: 
= [CxL] {[ex]+ Kl+ K [Dr][cx]} 
f eq 
= [CxL] {.l... + (1 + K [Dr]) [ex]} 
Kf eq 
Finally, solving for [CxL] yields: 
[CxL] = 
1/Kf + [1 + K [Dr]] [ex] eq 
Substituting into Equation 3-73, we arrive at: 
[ex] 
(1 + K [Dr])[Cx]c1 
= [ ] { eq . } 
co - 1/Kf+(l + K [Dr])[ex] 
eq 
Now, to simplify the algebra, let: 
x = [ex], c = [c] 'D = K [Dr], L = CL' and K = Kf o eq 
Equation 3-78 is re-written as: 
X = C _ (1 + D)XL 
i + (1 + D)X 
Proceeding with the solution: 
(D + l)X2 + ! = f + (D + l)CX - (D + l)XL K K 
(D + l)X2 + ~ - (D + l)CX + (D + l)LX - f = 0 
(D + l)X2 + [! - (D + l)C + (D + l)L] X - f = 0 
(D + l)X2 + [! - (D + l)(C - L)] X - f = 0 






-[1/K - (D + 1) (C ~ L)] + /.(1/~ - (D + 1) (C - L)]Z + 4(D + l)C/K 
x = · ~:nn + 1) 
or, convert;ing hack to the original te-rms: 
I . . 2 4 (K [Dr] + 1) [ C] ••. [Kl - (K [or]+ l)([C] - CL)] + eq K . · .. · 0} 
f eq o f 
(3-80) 
It should be noted that .all quantities in Equation 3-80 are known with 
the exception of CL, . the total ligand concentration, . Since Equation 
3-64 is assumed to be irreversible, CL is not.constant. 
total ligand c9ncentration at time "t", Then: 
Let C = L = . L 
dL 
dt 
-d[P] {- d[g]} = 
dt 
kK ([c] - [ex]) 
eg o = .. dt' 
Or, to an approximation: 
.6.L = 
= - 1 + K Cnr] ecJ. .. 
kK ([c] - [ex]) 
eq o. . • 6t 
1 + K [Dr] .. and: . eq 
(3-81) 
(3-82) 
(3 ... 83) 
This expression, by no means intended to be rigorous, will yield an ap-
proximate value of the change in·ligand.concentration with time which 
can be used in computer simulation discussed in the following section. 
Pre-equilibrium Condi,tion of Rate-Increase: Computer Analysis 
Using the expressions developed above to descr:i.be the system, it is 
both interesting and pertinent .to study the effect of varying certain 
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parameters on the behavior of the system. 
The procedure for each parameter was the following: choose reason-
able values for the parameters not being studied, hold these constant, 
vary the parameter of interest, and observe the effect on the shapes of 
the resulting simulated curves. A close study of these curves can lead 
to valu~ble conclusions concerning relative magnitude of parameters and 
possibly give an insight into when or if a given parameter may be assum-
ed to have no effect on the system. 
In the present system under study, the following parameters were 
varied with respect to the remaining parameters: 
K = equilibrium constant for the formation of the complex, Q eq 
(see Equation 3-63), 
Kf = formation constant for the complex, CxL (see Equation 
3-62), 
k = rate constant for promotion path (k =kin Equation 3-64), 
p p 
and 
CL = the concentration of to·tal ligand in all forms at any time 
(see Equation 3-28). 
The re.sults of assigning different values to these parameters can be 
seen in Figures 2 through 8 and are summarized in the following sections. 
Each graph in this series contains a legend. However, units have 
been omitted for sake of simplicity. Following is.a list of the FORTRAN 
representations of the various parameters and a short explanation of the 
significance of each. 
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Figure 2. Computer Simulation of Hypothetical System; Addition 
of Rate-increasing Complexing Agent Assuming Pre-
equilibrium Condition. Effect of varying Keq 
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tion of Rate-Increasing c'omplexing Agent· Assum-
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Please note that in the following discussions, "reaction" refers to, 
the portion of the curve after a time equal to UNRUN has elapsed; i.e,, 
it does not refer to the uncatalyzed portion of the curve. 
Variation of K. 
eq 
A look at Figure 2 shows that codes 4 and 5 have been over-printed 
with a 6. 8 This indicates that all values of KEQ greater than 10 have 
8 no effect on the system since 4 + 10 , This observation is compatible 
with Equation 3-72. In the term (1 + K [Dr]), we may neglect the value eq 
39 
1 if K [Dr] is large enough. If we accept a rejection criterion of 1%, eq 
then K [Dr]> 100 in order to neglect the value 1. Since [Dr]~ 10-5 , eq 
we have: K > 107 in order to neglect 1. This agrees quite well with eq 
the simulation w~ich shows that, under the assumed conditions, the point 
where K need not be considered is somewhere between values of 107 and eq 
108 • Under these conditions, t;he rate expressiot). becomes: 
J,"ate • 
which simplifies to: 
kpKeq[Dr]([e] 0 - [ex]) 
K [Dr] eq 
rate = k ([e] - [ex]) 
p p O (3-84) 
It should be noted that this simplified expression b independent 
of dye cpncentration, except for the small contribution of [Dr] in the 
expression for [ex] given by Equation 3-80. 
Using the same reasoning, it can also be seen that if K [Dr]< 10-2 eq 
or K < 103, then the value K [Dr] is negligible with respect to 1, eq eq 
and the rate expression becomes: 
rate 
p 
= k K [Dr]([e] - [ex]) 
p eq o 
rate = K*[Dr]([e] - [ex]) 
p O 
or, letting K* = k K P eq (3-85) 
(3-86) 
Although in this. case the value of K still affects the behavior eq 
of the system, it would be impossible to separate the constants k and 
p 
K if an attempt were made to.determine them given an absorbance versus eq 
time curve. It will be shown later that Equation 3-86 is in exactly 
the same form as the expression obtained assumin~ the steady-state 
condition. The curves represented by 1 and 2 in Figure 2 show curves 
3 resulting when values of K ~ 10 are used. eq 
The region between the extremes represented by Equations 3-84 and 
40 
3-86 has been studied in Figure 3. It can be seen that as the value of 
K is increased, increments of equal magnitude affect the system less eq 
7 and less until the point at K > 10 , after which .. no additional effect eq 
is observed. Also, by noticing the change in curvature near the base-
line going from curve 1 to curve 8 (increasing K ), it is apparent that eq 
the effect of the dye concentrations ·(proportional to A) is becoming 
less and less~ That is, in the lower curves, a decrease in absorbance 
causes a corresponding decrease in rate causing gentle deterioration to 
zero absorbance. In the.higher curves at corresponding A values, the 
rate is.still relatively fast, resulting in a rapid decrease to zero. 
The breaks in the curves which are most noticeable in curves 4 and 
5 are a result of different periods of dominatton of promotion and cat-
alytic paths. This is due to the term ([c] - [ex]) in the rate expres-
o 
sion. When the reaction is just under way, [ex] ~ 0 since about all Cx 
is tied up by the complexing agent and, consequently, promotion pre-
dominates. As time passes, however, more catalyst is added as c1 is de-
creasing, until a point is reached where [c]0 ~ c1 (Note: [C] 0 means 
"total catalyst added at time;::: t", not initial catalyst concentration) 
and rate > rate • From this point on, the catalytic path predominates. 
c p 
In reality, it is usually the case that equilibrium constants of 
reactions we would be likely to study would be large enough to neglect, 
dependent upon reaction conditions, of course. Consequently, the equa-
tion which most favorably describes any given system, assuming a pre-
equilibrium condition, would be Equation 3-84. In .the section in which 
41 
constants are petermined, we will, in any case, assume that K is .either 
eq 
known or independently determinable. 
Variation of Kf . 
The effect of varying Kf can be .seen is Figure 4. It is quite easy 
to predict .the outcome.of changing Kf since this basically affects only 
the amount of catalyst available for reaction by the catalytic path. 
5 Figure 4 shows that values of Kf > 10 have no further effect on the 
system, ~nder these conditions. A look at Equation 3-80 shows why. The 
predominant term is: 
Term = (K [Dr]+ l)([c] - CL) eq o (3-87) 
Assigning reasonable values, we have: 
Term = 
Again assuming a 1% rejection criterion·, we have: -l < 10-4 K 104 or f > 
Kf 
l in order to neglect~ in Equation 3-87. This agrees with results ob-
f 
served in Figure 4. 
Variat:f,.on of k 
Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of varying k, the rate constant 
p 
for promotiort cycle. Figure 5, shows variation from the point where 
rate = rate (curve 2) to where rate >>rate. Figure 6 covers the 
p c p c 
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region from rate << rate to where rate ~rate, The curves show that, 
p c p c 
in general, the system behaves as expected; i.e., an increase ink re-
p 
sults in an increase in the reaction rate, Figure 6 shows that the break 
which was mentioned previously in the discussion of the equilibrium con-
stant variation, As before, this is attributed to predominance of either 
rate or rate indifferent portions of the curve, Again, as is shown by 
p c 
curve 6, Figure 6, rate predominates early because [ex]~ o. It is in-P . 
teresting to note the sensitivity of the system to even small changes in 
k as is seen in Figure 6. 
p 
Variation of Total Initial Ligand Concentration 
This is probably the most interesting aspect as far as chemical 
analysis is concerned, If the system is sensitive to changes in ligand 
concentration, we have a basis for a method to determine the ligand. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the effects of varying initial ligand concentration. 
Comparison of these two sets of curves shows the difference in sensitiv-
ity caused by an increase in the rate constant for promotion. Curves 2 
and 3 in Figure 7 differ by approximately the same order of magnitude of 
curves 1 and 3 in Figure 8, yet the effect of the same change in ligand 
concentration is much greater in the second case. 
It is obvious from studying the figures that in the early portions 
of the curves, the system is practically insensitive to ligand concen-
tration. This can be attributed to the large formation constant of the 
metal-ligand complex, CxL. That is: in the early stages of reaction, 
not much catalyst has been added, and, if ligand is present, the metal 
will all be complexed if Kf is large (see previous section for defini-
tion of "large"), Under these conditions, two observations can be made: 
(1) no catalyst will be available for reaction by the normal catalytic 
path and the rate of the reaction is therefore due only to promotion 
caused by the complex, Cx~; and (2) as long as CL> C·t where C = rate 
of catalyst addition and t = time, the catalyst will be the limiting 
factor in formation of the complex, CxL. Consequently, the resulting 
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curve will be p~actically independent of CL until enough time has passed 
to make C•t > CL. From this point on, the amount of complex formed will 
be negligible and catalyst will become available for reaction via the 
normal catalytic path. The rate will now be rate + rate instead of 
c p 
only rate as it was at the beginning of the reaction. The main dif-
p 
ference, then, between two curves with a difference only in initial 
ligand concentration, is the amount of time it takes for enough catalyst 
to be added to complex all of the ligand present. This effect is es-
pecially noticeable in Figure 8. 
Although this reasoning does not explain all the differences in the 
curves, it does account for the similarity of the reactions in the early 
stages. Other differences arise from the relative magnitudes of rate c 
and rate which, of course, depend upon the relative size of the rate 
p 
constants and the amount,of rate-increasing complex, CxL, formed in the ' 
first stages of the reactions. 
It should be noted at this point that almost an infinite variety 
of shapes and rates can be obtained by varying the different parameters 
of the system. Only those systems which seem reasonable when compared 
to existing curves from previous experiments have generally been select-
ed for simulation. 
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Steady-State C9~ditigq of Rate-Increase: Derivation of Expressions 
We shall now look at another possible path of reaction rate increase 
making use of the steady~state approximation. As in the pre-equilibrium 
approach, we again consider the formation of the complex exL according 
to the following reaction: 
ex+ L -:t exL K = f 
[ext] 
[ex][L] (3-62) 




Q-+ ex+ P + Dx (3-64) 
In this case, however, the second step is fast and the first, Equation 
3-63, oecomes rate determining. This is used in the following 
derivation. 
We can write the rate of the reaction as: 
_ d[D,IJ. = 
dt 
Making the steady-state approximation: 




Substitution of Equation 3-90 into Equation 3-88 gives: 
Solving Equation 3-90 for [Q] gives: 
[Q] = 
From the mass balance equation for total catijlyst we have: 
[c] = [CxL] +[ex]+ [Q], or: 
0 
[ext] = [c] - [ex] - [Q] 
0 
Substitution of Equation 3-94 into Equation 3-92 gives: 
[Q] 
k 
= 1 · ([e] - [ex] - [Q])[Dr] 
k_l + k2 0 
= iF, we solve for [Q]: 
continuing: 
[Q] + K*[Q][Dr] = K*[nr]([e] .· - [ex]), and finally: 
0 
[Q] = 
K*[nr]([e] 0 - [ex]) 









In this instance, k2 is greater than k1 for the steady-state approxima-
tion and since k_1 > O, it can be seen that iF < 1. Since in actual 
laboratory practice [Dr]~ 10-5 M, we can neglect the term iF[Dr] in the 
expression (1 + K*[Dr]) since the term K*[Dr] ~[Dr]~ 10-5 • This gives 
a simplified expression for [Q]: 
[Q] = 
kl 
--- [Dr] ([e] - [ex]) 
k_l + k2 0 
(3-97) 
Substitution of Equation 3-97 into Equation 3-91 gives the rate expres-
sion: 
(3-98) 
An expression for [ex] can be obtained in exactly the same way as 




= K [exL][Dr] eq and Equation 3-92 
In the expression for :[ex], Equation 3-80, we simply replace K wher·,-eq 
kl 
ever it appears with k + k. Since we have already shown that this 
-1 2 
constant is less than one and that [Dr]~ 10-5 M, we can again neglect 
kl 
----;.....,..- [Dr] when compared to 1 and Equation 3-80 simplifies to: 
~-1 + k2 
47 
[ex] = ~- [l... - ([C] - C )] + ik.l. - ([C] 2 Kf · o L · Kf o - CL) J2 + if [c]o} 
(3-99) 
where, as in Equation 3-83, AC1 = rate1 •At, since Equation 3-64 is not 
reversible. 
A closer look at Eq1Jation 3-.98 shows that if k2 » k_1 , we can ne-
glect k_1 in the expression (k_1 + k2) and Equation 3-98 simplifies to: 
(3-100) 
As was mentioned previously, this equation is in the same.form as 
Equation 3-86: 
where K* = k K 
p eq (3-86) 
It is interesting to note the similarity of these expressions, One, 
Equation 3-100, is obtained assuming steady-state conditions and the 
other, Equatio'Q. 3-86 is derived assuming the pre-equilibrium condition. 
Steady-State Condit;ion..of Rate Increase: Comptiter Analysis 
As was done with the pre-equilibrium condition, we again look at 
the effect that varying different parameters has on the system, The 
same procedure was used and units are all the same as those given in 
Table I, with the exception of k. Here, due to the presence of [Dr] 
p 
-1 ... 1 
of M min • The results of varying in Equation 3-100 k has units p . 
certain parameters (kp, Kf, and c1 ) can.be seen in Figures 9 through 11 
and are i;;ummarized in the following paragraphs, 
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Variation, of Kf 
Kf is again the formation constant of the metal-ligand complex. 
Here again, its value affects most directly the amount of catalyst avail-
able for reaction by the normal catalytic cycle. That is, if Kf is 
large enough, practically all of the'-catalyst added is immediately com-
plexed. How large must Kf be? If we look at Equation 3~99, the e~pres-
sion for [ex], we can see ~hat the predominant term is: 
Term ... (3-101) 
For example, if c1 - 2 x 10-s and [c]0 - 10-5 , we have: 
Term = 
Assuming a.1% rejection c~iterion, we have: 1 -< -5 -2 7 10 •10 or Kf > 10 
Kf 
1 in order to neglect the term i"'" in Equation 3-101. This result agrees 
f 7 
with the ol>se~ation in Figure 9· in which values of Kf .::. 10 exhibit no 
further effect on the system, 
Variation of k 
Figure 10 shows the results of varying the rate constant for the 
promotion cycle~ As in.the pre-equilibrium condition, we again see a 
break in the curves where kp < kc due to the predominance of ratep and 
rate in different portions of the curve. Curve 3 especially shows.the c 
slower rate due only to promotion in the early portions of the curve 
where all catalyst is complexed and none is available for reaction by 
the normal catalytic path. At about t = 4.92 minutes, however, enough 
catalyst has been added to overcome the amount of complexing agent 
present and the reaction continues in such a way that rate= rate + c 
~ate instead of rate = rate only. 
p p 
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Curve 4 is noteworthy in that here k = k. The overall rate equa~ 
p c 
tion used in the simulation is: 
,LdAt = - k A - k A[Cx] - k A([C] - [ex]) 
U C p O (3-102) 
After rearranging and grouping terms, this expression may be written as: 
dAdt m - k A - (k - k )A[Cx] - k A[C] 
U. C p p o 
It can be seen that if k = k, the expression simplifies to: c p 
,LdAt m - k A - k A[C] 
U C O 
or, since k = k: p c (3-104) 
This is the exact e~pression obtained for the pre-equilibrium mechanism 
assuming no compl,exing agent present (see: Equation 3..;12). Thus, if 
we assume this mechanism, it would be impossible to tell promotion from 
ordinary met.al catalysis under these, conditions. 
Variation of Total Initial Ligand Concentration 
Figure 11 shows the same effect observed in the pre-equilibrium 
condition. That is, if [C] 0 < CL, CL has no further effect on the sys-
tem as long as it is greater than a given value. Figure 11 shows that, 
under this particular set of conditions, the minimum value of c1 is 
53 
-5 2 x 10 M. Any concentration greater than this has nQ further .effect 
on the system. 
Li~and Effect: True Catalysis or Promotion 
The difference betllteen true catalysis and promot;i.on has been men-
tioned earler. The developments in,the previous sections have consider-
ed only promot:J.on. In other words, it has been assumed that dCL/dt ,f,. o. 
If the system is truly catalyzed by the formation of a complex, we 
maywrite Equations 3-63 and 3-64 in the following manner: 
CxL +Dr~ Q (3-106) 
Q +:Ox+ L + Cx (3-107) 
The only difference in the expressions describing true catalysis 
. dCL 
and those for promotion is in the value of CL. Before, since dt ,f,. O, 
dCL . 
it .was necessary.to numerically integrate the expression for dt to ob-
tain a value for CL. In the present case; however, we merely say: 
CL:::: constant== the concentration of ligand initially added. The only 
modification to the simulating programs was the removal of the expres-
AC · -
L sions giving the.value of At • Results of computer simulation can be 
seen in Figures 12 t~rough 17 (assuming the pre-equilibrium condition) 
and Figures 18 th~ough 20 (assum:J.ng the steady-state condition). It 
can be seen that these curves are, in general·, quite similar to their 
counterparts in Figures 2 through 11. There are a few subtle differ-
ences, however, and these contrasts are. st.Umnarized in Table Il. . 
COPY l Of 3 
PPO..t'l--PRE-EQ: VAll:TATll'N llF K!'-,J (LIG • CUNSTANT 1/10172 
leO fle'I tJ.9 0.7 Oeb Oe5 0.4t Oe3 0.2 Oel OeO 
TIME l•••••••••l•••••••••'•••••••••'•••••••••l•••••,•••l•••._•••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••i•••••••••I CAT PROMO 
o.ce _,.. __ • 0 • SUMMARY OF CUii.YES 
01 l 7 ---- • 0 1 SUMMARY Of C~VES 
0125 ·--- • 0 • SUHMU.Y Of CURVES 
O. jJ ---- • 0 1 SUMMARY OF CUii.YES 
014<' ---- • 0 1 SUMMARY OF CURVES 
o.stJ ---- - 0 - SUMMAltY OF CUR.YES 
01 511 ---- • 0 • SUMMARY OF CUll;VES 
0167 •••• • 0 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
01 75 .;. •• • 0 1 SUMMAll:Y Of CUit.YES 
o.·a) ---- • 0 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0192 •••• • C • SU""4UY OF CURVES 
1100 ---- • 0 • SUMM.t.ltY Of CUii.YES 
1108 ---- • 0 • SUMM.O.Y OF CURVES 
r.11 ---- • 0 _ _svsTE~ PAR~MfTEll:SI I SUMM,Ut.Y OF CUR.YES 
1125 •·•• • 0 • SUMMAltY Of CURVl!S 
11 33 ---- • 0 t,.[Q • C:OO!;i • SUMHAltY OF CUAVES 
1.42 ---.- • 0 ---·------------ • SUMMAltY OF CURVES 
!::~ ::::: ~ iSTUT •, .• 7.00E""Ol l --> l.OOF 01 : :~===~: 2:~:: 
t~~ :::: : ~ -uroru~ · ···3.~cE oo- 2 --> 2.cor o~ : !~=:::~ : ~~=~=: 
!:!; ::::: g hcu • 1.roF.-c'.i 5.Cof 01 : :~::;: ~~ ~~=::: 
2.co ---- - 0 - SUMMARY OF CUllVES 
2.oe ---- 1 0 ox • 1.noe-02 4 --> 1.00f 04 • SUHIO,RY OF CURVES 
::1; ::::: g "KUNCU~ • 1.f?0!"'0~ 2o0C'f 0'• : ;~:::~ g: ~:::; 
2e33 ---- • 0 • SUflllMARY OF CUit.YES 
2e 42 ---- • 0 ICCAT "' lo OOE 0"' 7 .3t.l.' o4 • SUMMA'-V Of CURVES 
21!,0 ---- - 0 - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2•5" ---- 1 O ICPf'O • l.OOF 00 7 --> J.OC'F O'i ., SUMMAltY OF CURVES 
::~! :::: : ~ iFOJtM " l.i,tlf 2C n ·-) l,01'F % : :~:;::~: ~~:~:: 
2.83 ---- • 0 • SUflllM.UY OF CURVl!S 
2.92 ----., O l.lGlNO • 2.ooe-0, 1.o()f ')7 ., SUMJIIARY OF CUltVES 
3.co ---- .. Cl - SUMMUY OF CURVES 
3.C8 ---- • 0 f! --> l.CO( (H • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3117 ........ • 50 1 SUMMAltV Of CURVES 
3,25 ---- 1 "70 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3. H ··-- 1 3570 1 SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3e42 ---- 1 25 1 0 • SU....,..ARY OF ClmVES 
3.5C .. --- - 145 1 80 - SUMMHV OF CUltYES 
3158 ....... 1 14! 7 0 • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
3.117 ---- • 34' ,1 10 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.1, ---- , 34 5 ,1 ao- • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3.IJ~ ---- • 2345 '1 10 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3-92 ---- • 231t 5 +T I O • SUMARY OF CURVES 
lte:JC• ---- - 23 4 5 6 7- IO - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4.08 ---- • 12)4 5 6 1 I O I SUMMARY OP' CUltVES 
"• l 7 ---- • 123 4 5 • 7 I O • SUMMARY OP' ClmY!S 
4.25 ---- 1 123 .\ 5 ft 1 I O I SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4. 33 ---- 1 12 3 4 5 6 8 '10 • SUMIIARY· OF CUltYES 
4.42 ---- 1 12 3 4 5 7 8 1 SUl'IM.RY Or CURVES 
4.50 .... ·• - l 2 3 4 5 6 0 - SUMHAU Of CUltVES 
4.511 ---- • l 2 3 4 5 8 CilO • SUMMARY \'.)F CURVES 
lt.67 ---- • 1 2 3 4 5 6 Oe SUMMARY OF CURVES 
•• T, ---- • l 2 J 4 5 6 O. SUMMAltY Of CURVES 
•• eJ ---- • 1 2 3 4 5 ao. SUMMARY OF CUit.YES 
4.92 ...... • 1 2 3 4 5 O. SUMMAtllV OF CURVES 
5.0CI ---- - l 2 3 4 5 0- SUMMARY OF CUltVES 
. ;:~~ :::: : l i2 z \ 5, 1 1 g: :~~"::; : ~~=::: 
5.25 ---- 1 1 2 3 o. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5.33 ....... • l 2 3 01 SUMHARY OF CUflVES 
s.1t2 ---- • l Z a. SUMMARY OF CUAVES 
5. 'j(I ---- - 1 2 J 4 6 0- SUMHAltV OF CURVES 
5.SB ---- • l Z 3 4 6 1 O. SUMMARY Of CUflVES 
;:~~ ::::: 1 12. z3 :t 6 77 g; ~~==::: ~ ~~:~~ 
5.83 ---- • l Z 3 6 1 O., SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5.92 ··-- • 1 Z 3 6 7 O. SUMMAltY OF CURVES 
6.t'.10 ---- .. 1 2 3 6 1 0- SUMMAlt.Y OF CURVES 
!:f~ :::: : .1 21 6 6 71~: ~~==::~ : ~:~:: 
6e2S ---- • 3 4 6 701 SUMMAltV OF C~YES 
r,. 33 ---- 1 2 3 610. SUMMAltY OF CUltVES 
6.lt2 ---- • l 2 J ' 6701 SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6.50 ---- • l 2 3 4 5 60• SUMMAltY Of CUl'VES 
6.58 ---- • 12 3 4 5 60., SUMM,lltY Or CUltVES 
6167 -·-- 1 1Z 3 4 5 60. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6• H ---- • 12 3 4 5 60., SUMMARY OF CUlt.VES 
6eij3 ~--- • 12 3. 4 5 0 1 SUMMAU OF CUltVES 
6e9i.' ---- • 123 4 5 O. SUMMARY OF CUAVES 
7100 ..... ., .. 123 4 S 0- SUl4MAlt.Y [JF CUAVES 
l.011 ---- 1 1234 5 o., SUMMAltY OF CUltVES 
7117 ....... • 13 lt5 01 SUMMARY 0,: CUlt.VES 
7.,25 ---- • 1345 o. SUMMARY Of CUit.YES 
Y.33 ---- • 234501 SUMMARY OF CUltVES 
7.,42 --·- 1 24501 SUNMAIIY Ofl CUlt.VES 
1150 ---- - 1350- SUMMHY OF C\MVES 
l.'Se ---- • 350., SUMMAltY Of CUltYES 
7.67 ---- "' 240, SUMMARY OF Ct.Ml.YES 
1. n ---- • ltO. SUMMARY OF tultVES 
7183 -:--•• • 40 •. SUMMARY OF CUltVES 
le'H ---- • 301 SUKMAltY OF CUii.YES 
e.oo ---- - 20- SUNMHY o, CURVES 
a.as ---- • 10. SUMMHV OF CUI.VU 
8.17 ---- 1 o. SUMIIIAU OF CUit.YES 
e.2s ---- • o. s"UMMAIW o• CiJAVl!S 
8133 ---- • 01 SUMMAtllY Of' CUit.YES 
8.42 ---- 1 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
81 'lO ---- - 0- SUMM.lltY OF CUltVES 
B.58 ---- • O. SUMMARY OF CUllt.Vl!S 
l!le6l ---- •- . .. ·-· . • ···- __ . .. _ 01 SUlfllfllltY OF CUa.VES 
8175 ---- • , Oe SUMMAltY OF CURVES 
lMS l l1••11••••l•••1•••1•l•••••••••l••1••••11l•••1•••••l•11•••••1l•1•••••••l11••••••1l•••••1•••l11•••••••I CAT ,1tOMO 
1.0 0,11 o.a 0.1 o., 015 0.4- 0.3 0.2 0.1 o.o 
Figure 12. 
---ABSORBANCE---
Computer Simulation of Hypothetical System; Ad-
dition of Rate-Increasing Complexing Agent 
A$suming Pr~-equilibrium Condition and True 
Cat~lysis. Variation of K 
eq 
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COPY 1 OF 3 
Plq,QMO--Pll:E.:.cg; VARIATlllN L•f. KFOi:M CLJG = CONSTANT 1/10172 
---AiSOABANCE._ __ 
1 • 0 0• 9 :,.a c.1 o.6 o.s· o.4 o.3 e.2 0.1 o.o ,. PROMO 
TIME A 1•••••••••1••••••••• 1.••••••••• 1.•••••••••j••~••••••,••••••••• 1•••••••.•• 1••••••••• 1••••••••• 1••••••••• 1, SU~MlRv OF CURVES 
0,08 ---- • b , SUMMA.RV OF CiJRVES 
O, 17 ---- • 6• , SUMMARY 'Qp CURVES 
0,25 ---- • 6 SUMMARY OP CURVES 
g::: :::: : : : ~~==::~ ~ ~:::~; 
o. 50, ---- "" 6 , SUMMARY IDF CURVES 
,0,!58 ---... • 6 , SUMMARY 'OF CURVES 
.0,61 ---- • 6 , SUMMARY ,Qf CURVES 
0, J.5 - .......... • 6 , SUMMARY Of' CURVES 
0,13 ............. !" 6 ,. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
~::! :::: : : ··m,TEM PARA~FTE~S; :. :~==::: :, ~:::: 
~=~~ === .: : -~.r ~~~~~----=-~~~:: : ~~==:=~ g: ~:::~ 
1,25 ........... • 6 1 , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
,l:!i ==:: : ---~T~IIT • 7,0QE-01 l· --> I.Ot;f- 2'l : ~~==::~ g; ~~:::; 
·:::~- :::: : : ., ::~~,RUN • 1.COf' 00 2 --> l,i;Of lil : :~==:=~ g; ~~=::: 
t;: :::: : : ~NOT • l,CCE-05 3 ~-> I.Mf !lh : :~::::~ ~~ ~~:~:: 
!::: ::::: : QX .. 1.ooE-N ~ --> 1,Nif ::5 : ~~::::~ g~ ~~:::: 
2.00 ---- - 6 :·~~,-NCAT • ·1.ooe-02 5 --> l,('~E 03 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
,z.ca __ .,,_ • 6 · f! • Sl,JMMARY OF CURVES 
2.17 --"'.'- • 6 -.CClT • 1.ooe··os t, --> 1,f'"F-\"!-2 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.zs ---- • ' • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
z.33 ----, 6 Kl'ltO ·• 1.cr.E Of'.'! • SUMMARY OF CUll:VES 
2.42 ---- • 6 - SUMMARY OF CURVES i::: === =. : :\~~ilGAND .. 2,0llE-l)'i : ~~==::: g~ ~~:::: 
!:~:.::::: : '·-K1:o •·t.fl!'EOI! ::~:::::gr~~=:=~ 
2.13 ---- • 6 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
t~~ :::: : : : ·~~=:::: ~; ~~:::~ 
,.os ---- • 6 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
!:!! ::::: o,. : ~~==::: ~= ~~:~=~ 
!:!i ~=~: : 56 56 ! ~~==:=~ ~ ~~=t:~ 
J.50 ---- ., 5 i • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
;::~ =:: : 5 ~5 6, ,. : ~~=:::~ g; ~~:::: 
t;~ ::::.: !I i ,· 6 5 6 : :~::::~ ~~ ~~:::~ 
!:P~ :::: : 56 56 : :~::::~ g; ~~:::~ 
4.09 ---..., • 65 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4.17 ---- • 6 5 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4.25 ---- • & 54 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4.33 ---- • 6 54 • SUMMARY OF CUll:VES 
4.42 ---- • 5 4 - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
lt.50 ---- "' • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4.58 ---- • 4. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4.67 ---- .• 54. SUMMARY .OF CURVES 
'te75 ---- • s. SUMMARY .OF CURVES 
~.13 --,.- • 6 5. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
'-•92 ........... • 6 .S- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5.or, ---- '"' , 5. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5.0e ---- • ' s. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
· 5.11·---- • 6 5. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5.25 --.-- • 6 '• SUMMARY t!JF CURVES 
·5.33 ,. ......... • 6 5. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5.42 __ .,...;, • 6 5- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
'• 5(' ---- - 6 5. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
·5.5& ---- • 6 5• SUNMARY. OF CURVES 
5.67 ---- • 65. SUMMARY OF CURVE'S 
5. 75 --...,- • 65. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
5.83 --:-- • 65• SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5•92 ---- • '5- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
i,.cc ---- - 65. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6.0a ---- • 6• SUMMARY OF C.URVES 
b,17 ---- ;, 6• SUMMARY Of CURVES 
6.25 ---- • 6. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6.33 ---.- • 6• SUMMARY OF CURVES 
&.42 · ---- • &- SUMMAft.Y OF CURVES 
6. 50 -·-:- - 6. SUMMARY OF CURVES· 
&.5d ---- • 6. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6.67 ---- • : · . -.·-.~, • 6. SUMMARY .OF CURVES 
·1~:'; -~-- j•••••••••••••••••••l••••••••~·i:.;~•~••i·f;•••••••:tiil•~•••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l••••••••·l~••••••••I CAT PROMO 
1.0 0~9 o.s. ~.7 c,:,.t -'P.·' 0.4 . 0.3 0.2 0.1 o.o 
Figure 13. Computer Simulation of Hypothetical System; 
Addition of Rate-Increasing Complexing 
Agent Assuming Pre-equilibrium Condit1:o,n,S' 
and Trqe Catalysis. Effect of Varying Kf 
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CHEM '.JCCC--!'.Eo SIMPSON COPY l OF 3 
PRQMD--PRE-1:Q: VA?.lATION OF KPRC CLIG"' :oNSTANT, 1/10172 
---ABSC~!IANCE:---
loO Oo9 O.B 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 Oo3 00 2 Ool O.O 
TIME A l•••••••••l•••·•••••~l.••••••••ol,,,,,,,,,l,oo••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,1 CAT PROMO. 
O,O!l ---· • C , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
O, l T ---- , 0 , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0,25 •••• • 0 , SUMMA.RY OF CURVES 
'.) 0 3 3 • .,. •• , 0 , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0, 42 -·-- o O , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0,50 ---- - 0 - SUMMUIY OF CURVES 
0,51:1 ---- • 0 , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0,1:17 ----;, O SYSTE~ PARA"IEl"El'.'i: , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0~75 ..... • 0 , SUMMlRY OF CURVES 
O,i:13 ---- , 0 = COil.::: , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0,9Z ---· 1 0 ---------------- , SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l,OC ---- - C - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l,JA --·- • 0 ASTA.RT • 7.0f'IE-01 l --> O,'.lJE-·J! • SUMMARY OF CU!l:VES 
le 17 ••• ,. • 0 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.25 ---- • O UNRll... • :1.rnE IJC 1,('rE-r)<' • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le 3J ---- • 0 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le42 ---- • C INCt.T " l ,f',:[-C.'> ?, ":OF-0? • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.5('1 ·••• - . 0 - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.58 ---- • O QI( " l ,l)CF-0? 5,ncr-0? • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le67 • .., •• • 0 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.75 ---- • Q ··1cuNCAT ., 1.0nf-('I? "i --> l,O')E'-lll • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le 83 •••- • 0 • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
leqz ---- • 0 KC:AT -; l,C'(1E r;~ 2,('~~-')l • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.00 ---- • 0 - SUMMARY Of CURVES 
2.oa ---- • 0 l(FQIHI "' 1.rrne 2'1 1 --> 5,0r.F-(ll •· SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.17 ---- • 0 • SUM"I.I.RY OF CURVES 
Ze2'5 ---- • I) llGA"tO '"7,C!'!E·f'" 1,0',~ 00 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
!.33 ---- • • SUMM.I.RY OF CURVES 
2.42 ---- • KEQ "'1.cnt ('fl ... :CE 00 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
~:;~ ::::: o --> l,llrf ·a1 : ~~==!:! g~ ~~:~:~ 
2,67 ---- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2e 75 ---- • • SUHIURY OF CURVES 
2.113 ---- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.qz ---- • (l • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3.0n ---- - 0 - SUMMARY Of CURVES 
3o01! ---- • 890 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3e l7 ---- • 68 9 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
J.25 -·-- • 579 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3o33 ---- • 4671 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3.42 ---- • 3b 7 8 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3.~IJ ---- - ?56 7 9 - SUMMARY Of CU'-VES 
3e51! ---- • 156 7 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
].67 ---· • ',,56 1 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
h 75 ---- • 456 1 O. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
J.fl3 ---- • 35 6 7 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
!:i~ :::: : ~:~ 6' g: ~~::::; g~ ~~:~:~ 
4o C'I! ---- • H 5 6 Oe SUMMARY OF CURV'fS 
'tol7 ---- • 2345 6 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4.25 ---- • 234 5 ' O. SUK.MAltY OF CURVES 
4• 33 ---- • 23'. 5 6 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
'te'o2 ---- • ll 4 5 6 O. SUMMOY OF CURVES 
4e5C' ---- :'" ll 4 5 6 0- SUMMO.Y OF CURVES 
•• se ---- • 13 4 5 6 o. SUMHAIII.Y OF CURVES 
4e67 ---- • 123 4 5 , o. SUHHAltY OF CURVES 
4e 75 ---- • 123 4 5 6 O. SUMMUY OF CURVES 
4e83 ---- • 123 4 5 6 Oe SUMMARY OF CURVES 
4e92 ---- • 123 .ft 5 b Oe SUMMARY OF CURVES 
.5. OC --,-- - 123 lt 5 6 0- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
s.oa ---- ·• 123 4 '5 o. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
5.17 ·--- • 123 'o 5 O. SUMMUV OF CUltvES 
:::ii :::: : 1~ 3 Zl g: ~~==::~ g; ~~:~:~ 
5.42 ---- • l 23 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5. 50 ---- - 123 .ft • O• SUMMARY OF CURVES 
lj.58 ---- • l l3 4 O. SUHNARY Of CURVfS 
5.67 ---- • l 23 4 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
5• 7':- ---- • 1 23 4 O. SUMMAIII.V OF CURVES 
5.83 ---- • 123 4 o. SOHM.I.RY Of CURVES 
5. gz ---- • 12 3 4 Oe SU/i4HARY OF CURVES 
,6.00 •••• - l 23 4 6 0- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6.0B ---- • 123 4 ,6 o. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
'6e l 7 -·-- • 123 4 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
.6 1 25 ---- • 12 3 4 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6e33 ---- • 12 3 .ft Oe SUMMARY OF CURVES 
6e'i2 ---- • 123 4 6 O. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
'6.50 --·- - • 123 4 0- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
]6.58 ---- • 1 23 4 5 O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
.11!:~~ :::: : 12~23 4 4 5 g: ~~:~::: g: ~~:~:~ 
,6.83 ---- • 123 4 5 O. SUMl1ARY OF CURVES 
'6•\n -- ... - • 13 4 5 o. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
- J1.oo ---- - 123 4 50- SUl1MARV OF CURVES 
~ ii:~; ::= : 2!/ 4 g: ~~==::! ~ ~~=~:~ 
i'7.25 ---- • 13 4 o. SUMM.I.RY OF CURVES 
7• J 3 ---- • 2 3 40. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
J7o42 ---- • 2340. SU11M4RY OF CURVES 
.7.50 ---- - H 0- SUHM.1.RY OF CURVES 
7e58 ---- • 230. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
7.67 ---- • 130. SUl1HARV OF CURVES 
7. 15 ---- • JO. SUMMARY Of CUIII.VES 
7o83 ---- • 20. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
7o92 ---- • 10. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
a.co ---- - 10- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
e.oa ---- • 10. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Sel 7 --•- ~ O. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
80 Z5 ---- • Oe SUMMARY OF CURV!S 
Se33 ---- • Oe SUMMARY OF CURVES 
8.42 ---- • O. SUMMARY OF CUit.YES 
e.5C ---- - 0- SUMMARY OF cURves 
a.sa ---- • o. SUMMARY OF CURVES :: ~; :::: : ... : . ... ~: ~~==::! g;· g~:~:; 
\IME A 1!0•••••••0!9••••••·~~a•••••••o!;•••••••o~~•••••••c;!;•••••••o!;.•••••••o!;•••••••o!i•••••••o!i'••••••o!o CAT PROMO 
Figure 14. 
---ABSORBANtiE---
Computer Simulation of Hypothetical System; Ad-
dition of Rate-Increasing Complexing Agent 
Assuming Pre-equilibrium Condition and True 
Catalysis. Effect of Varying k. 
p 
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PROMO--PIH-EQ: \IARIATJN, UF CLIGI INITI WHEN KPRU • o.o? i CLfG • CONST 1110172 -
··•ABS!JRl:IAIIICE··· 
1. 0 0.11 Oo s Oo 7 · 006 0 0 5 , o.~ 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 l 00 o 
T~~~!-~-- !·········l·········l·····.?···~·········1·········1·········1·-·····•-1·········1·········1·········1. su~~!RY r;o~~AVES 
Ool 1 ··•· o 5 o SUMMARY OF Cl.111.VES 
Ool, ••·• o 5 o SUMMAIIV Of CURVES 
0o3l •·•· o 5 • SUMMARY OF CUfl.VES 
OoftZ ··•· o 5 o SUl1M,UY OF CURVES 
Oo50 •••• • 5 • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
00519••··· 5 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Oa6T ••·• 0 5 SYSfEM' PtlPAlolfTERS; 0 SUHMARY OF CURVES 
0 0 75 •··· 0 5 • SUMM,OIY OF CUltVES 
g::i: :::: : : ---------------- : :~::::: : ~::~: 
f:g~ ::::: ; AST.I.RT( • 7.tt'f·Ol 1 ·-> (l.0,1E·Ol : ~~:::::: ~:~:! 
t~~ :::: : : UNRU!f' l " 3.00E r,r : ~~==::: : ~~:~:~ 
loll-··· • 5 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
t::~ :::: : ; INCA~. : : ;~::::~ : f:~:; 
• 1..58 ---- • 5 ; • 1.00E-C?. 1.oor-0~ • SUMMARY OF Cllfr.VES 
1•67.·-·-- 0 5 • SUMMARY OFCUllVES 
lo7S ---- • !I KUNC.tl[-. 1,0C'E-C'i" • SUMM,IRY OF Cl.11.VES 
h,!) .--·- • !I • SUMM,IRY OF CURVES 
1 •. ,ll2 ---- • !I l(C,t,f o SUMMARY CJ= CURVES 
2o00 ---- - !I. -,SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.oe ---- • !5 KPRO • 2,00E-02 • SUHM,IRY OF CURVES 
20 17 ---- • !I j o SUMMARY CF CURVES 
2o25 ---- • !I KFORM. • l,C'r;r 20 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2 0 33 --•• • !I • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2 0 42 ---- • !I • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.so----- 5 -SUMMARYOFCUI\VES 
2o!l8 ---- • !I O SUMMARY OF CURVES 
20 67 ---- • ~ • SUMMARY OF CUAVES 
2 0 75 ---- • !I • SUMMARY OF CUltVES 
20 83·---. !I • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2o92 ---- • !I • SUMHAAY OF CURVES 
3-00 ---- - 5 - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
30 0d ---- • !I • SUMMARY OF ClMVES 
3.17 ---- • !11 • SUMMARY OF CUltVES 
3,25 ---- • !I l • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
lolJ ---- • !12 l • SUMMARY OF CU'-VES 
]o'o2 ---- , !I 2 l • SUMMARY OF CURI/ES 
3050----- 5 z• - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3,58 ---- • !I • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
3,67 ---- • 53 • SUMMARY OF CUltVES 
3.75----. 5 3 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
] 0 83 ---- , 5 • SUMMARY OF Cuti.YES 
3.92 ---- • 5 • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
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Figure 15. Computer Simulation of Hypothetical Sys-
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED ASSUMING TRUE CATALYSIS WITH THOSE OBTAINED ASSUMING PROMOTION 
Reaction Rate ComEarison 
Parameter Condition Catalysis Ref. Fig: Promotion Ref. Fig: 
Varied Assumed 
Faster than Promotion When: Faster than Catalysis When: 
KEQ Pre-eq. KEQ large compared to 1/(Dr) 12 KEQ small compared to 1/(Dr) 2,3 
KFORM Pre-eq. Kf larger than 1/(C) 0 13 Never faster 4 
St-St Kf larger than 1/(C) 0 18 Never faster 9 
KPRO Pre-eq. k larger than €/k p c 
14 k smaller than E/k 5,6 p c 
St-St Never faster 19 k smaller thank 10 p c 
CLIG Pre-eq. Always faster 15,16,17 Never faster 7,8 
St-St CL much smaller than (C) 0 20 Never faster 11 
"' l,.) 
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The most drastic and, consequently, the most interesting difference 
in rates between true catalysis and promotion effects is observed in the 
case of variation of initial ligand concentration, This rather pronounc-
ed difference in effects may be explained by looking at two key expres-
sions. Equations 3-80 and 3-99 give the amount of catalyst available 
for reaction by the normal catalytic cycle when assuming the pre-equi-
librium and steady-state mechanisms, respectively. These expressions 
can in turn be analyzed in terms of a conunon expression: 
As was mentioned in earlier discussion, as long as [C] 0 < c1, al-
most all of the available catalyst is tied up in the complex, CxL, If 
this is the case, the rate ~ 0 and rate 11 = rate1. (rate1 = rate c over a 
due to ligand effect). 
dC1 
It can be seen, then, that if ---- = 0 and C is dt L 
therefore not decreasing as the reaction proceeds, catalyst will be tied 
up longer by a given amount of ligand added at t = O. If, for a given. 
system, the rate due to ligand effects is faster than the rate due to 
the normal catalytic cycle, then we would expect the faster rate to per-
sist for a longer time if c1 is not destroyed. This accounts for the 
observed effect in the simulated curves. If we had chosen a system in 
which :rate1 < ratec, the opposite effect would be observed; i.e., the 
promotion effect would give the fastest overall rate since the slower 
rate (rate1 ) would not be allowed to persist for as long since c1 is 
being destroyed as the reaction proceeds, 
It is noteworthy to mention that the curves observed assuming the 
steady-state ~ond:ftiort an.d true catalysis, most closely resemble those 
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Determination of Constants 
The second phase of this study of catalytic titrations involved the 
elucidation of rate constants for the catalyzed and uncatalyzed portions 
of a given reaction from absorbance versus .'time data. The basic princi-
ples of the method used are the same regardless of the mechanism chosen: 
that is, estimates of "J:"ate constap.ts may be obtained by plotting the 
instantaneous rate of a reaction, measured as the derivative of an ab-
sorbance versus time c1,1rve against some function of time and absorbance. 
That particular function to be used depends upon the system under study 
and the form of the differential equations describing the system. For 
this reason, a hypothetical system very similar to that described 
earlier (see pages 9-l;L this wcrrk) was used to develop·· the compute-r 
programs necessary to obtain estimates of rate constants. Applications 
of a modified version of the program described here to a real system 
are discussed in the next chapter. 
Consider a generalized, simplified rate expression of the follow-
ing form: 
whe-re: 
RATE= UNCATALYZED RATE+ CATALYZED RATE 
UNCAT RATE dA -kA = - = ' dt u 
CAT RATE dA - k A(C) , = di = C O 








A = absorbAnce of the monitored species. 
It was assum~d throughout this development for the sake of simplicity 
and clarity of illustration that k and k represented true first and u c 
second order rate constants, respectively, and that the rate of the 
reaction was independent of any parameters other than those given in the 
rate expression. 
Looking first at the uncatalyzed part, it can be seen that if 
dA/dt is plotted as a function of A, the slope of the resulting straight 
line will be equal to - k, Now, taking the overall rate equation and 
u 
rearranging, we get: 
~+ k A dt u = - k ACt c (3-111) 
dA Here a~ain, knowing ku' we can plot the quantity (dt + kuA) versus ACt 
and, again, obtain the slope, -k, and thus the catalyzed rate constant, c 
It was obvious that for this procedure to work, a reliable method 
of determining the derivative, dA/dt, must be used. Such a method was 
found in the literature (16). The method essentially consists of the 
fol.lowing, An odd number of ordinate points is used in a "convoluting 
smooth" to obtain the derivative of the central point of those taken, 
The value of the derivative is found using the following relationship: 
m 
derivative of central point= 
i t C.Y, =-m i i 
t.X•N 
where: 
Y = f(X), 
m = number of points taken, 
C. = ce>nvoluting integers, and 
l. 
N = normalizing factor. 
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The constants Ci and tqe normalizing factor N are given in tables in the 
reference (16). 
An equally impottant factor, of course, is the least-squares fitting 
routine. The method used is the same as that outlined in an article by 
Sullivan, Rydberg, and Miller (17). A set of normal equations is gen~ 
erated and then solved by matrix inversion. The most useful portion of 
their work was the inclusion of a data weighting feature and a method 
of obtaining statistical parameters by using the diagonal elements of 
the inverted matr;i.x arising from the solution of the set of normal equa":' 
tions. 
Weighted least squares minimizes the function: 
s = ~ W (Y Y ) 2 i=l i i(calc) - i(obs) (3-113) 
where: 
S = "sum of squares", 
l. = no, of data points, 
W. = weights of each individual data point, 
l. 
Y - observed or experimental ordinate value, and obs -
Ycalc = ordinate value calculated from results of fit, 
In the present work, weights for each point were based on indeterminate 
errors from two sources: (1) instrumental error and (2) error in read-
ing the chart paper from which the ·data was obtained. This may be 
represented as: 
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TOTAL ERROR = INSTRUMENTAL' ERROR+ CHART READING ERROR (3-114) 
An ex;pressi,on for instrumental error may be arrived at.in the same 
manner as that used by Willard, Merit, and Dean (18). According to 
these autqors: 
L\C 0.4343 L\T 
- = C T log T 
where: 
c .. concentration of monitored species, 
L\C = error in C, 
T -· transmittance, and 
AT =. photometric error 
But, since: 
A = - log T 
where: A= absorbance, we have: 
L\C 
- = c 

















Then; ignoring the negative sign since error is absolute, the final ex-
pression for the relative error due to instrumental error is: 
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If. the absolute error in chart reading is :represented by t::.R, the 
overall expression for relative error becomes: 
TOTAL ERROR =· i(.4343•10A•!::.T + !::.R) (3-120) 
A plot of total error versus absorbarice with !::.T = .005 and !::.R = 
.002 is shown in Figure 21, A weighting function which gives almost 
equal weight to those points occurring in the flat portion of the curve 
is: 
p 
= [ 100 - (total rel. error)] • 10 (3-121) 
where: 
P = maximum acceptable per cent error. 
A plot of W. versus A with P • 10% is also shown in Figure 21. This 
]. 
is the weighting expression used for the determination of system para-
meters, 
"Data" for a test run was provided by simulating a curve using the 
following parameters: 
A = initial absorbance = 0.7 
0 
uncatalyzed rate constant -4 k = = 10 /min. u 
catalyzed 5 k = rate constant = 10 L/M·min. c 
catalyst addition rate. -5 c = = 10 M/L•min. 
Values of absorbance thus obtained for the overall (that is, uncat + 
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Figure 21, Error Curves for Absorbance Region Oto 1. Curve 
A: Relative Error in Measurement as Function 
of Absorbance. Curve B: Weight Assigned to 
Individual Data Points Derived From Correspond-








i) determines dA/dt, 
ii) computes the corresponding independent and dependent var-
iables, . 
iii) does a least squares fit of the function thus obtained, and 
iv) prints out the slope of the line and goodness of fit para-
meters. 
The points.obtained from t"tie program along with the best least squares 
line are plotted in Figure 22 •. The value found by the program for the 
catalyzed rate constant was: 
k c 
. 5 = 1.02 x 10 • 
Compared to the 'true' value used ill the simulation, this number con-
tains an error of+ 2.0%. 
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A complete listing of the source program along with a flow diagram 








ACClc, X 106 M 
2.00 3.00 4.00 
Figure 22, Determination of Rate Constants Using a Computer 
Simulated Catalytic Titration Curve as Data 
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CHAP.TER IV 
ANALYSIS OF A REAL SYSTEM 
Catalyzed Oxidation of a bye 
The system selected for analysis was the Mn(II) catalyzed oxidation 
of malachite green cation (MG+) by periodate ions, This system was 
chosen for study primarily due to its relatively broad use in analytical 
applications (19,20). First, a set of criteria had to be set aside to 
decide when a given mechanism adequately "describes" the system under 
study. The criteria used were these: (1) values found for any rate 
constant must remain constant under variation of at least one major sys-
tem variable (such as initial dye concentration, oxidizing agent concen-
tration, catalyst addition rate, etc.) and (2) constants found with the 
program described in Chapter III must reproduce the experimental curve 
from which they were derived when used in the ~imulation program also 
described in Chapter III. Any mechanism which led to the satisfaction 
of these two points was considered to adequately describe the behavior 
of the system under study~ 
Selection of a Simplified Mechanism 
The logical place to start the search for a suitable mech~nism to 
describe the Mn(II) catalyzed oxidation was with those mechanistic as-
sumptions dis~ussed previously in this work in Chapter III. As has been 
pointed out earlier, assumption of pre-equilibrium kinetics leads to a 
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rate expression of the form: 
(4-1) 
where: 
[Mn(II)]t = amt. of catalyst added at time .. t 
Since the value of ku was kpown from previous work (23), and was equal 
-3 -1 to 1.5 x 10 min , the contribution from the uncatalyzed reaction 
would be small when compared to thl:!.t from the catalyzed portion. Since 
in this work the uncatalyzed reaction was almost imperceptible over a 
period of three minutes and rough calculations confirmed the order of 
magnitude of the reported value, the uncatalyzed contribution has been 
neglected in the determi~a,tion of catalyzed rate constants for the sake 
of simplicity, 
A set of experimental titration curves was obtained, the absorbance 
values were read and punched onto iBM data cards, and the instantaneous 
rate, dA/dt, was plotted as a function of the absorbance times the 
catalyst concentration, The plots were straight lines, but the result-
ing constants did not meet criterion 111, Le, ,--the values were a func-
tion of initial dye concentration, Consideration of a reverse reaction 
in the rate determining step succeeded in producing a better fit of the 
data, but failed to compensate for the dependence of rate constants upon 
initial dye concentration •. 
The possibility of a chain mechanism was also considered using the 
following equations to describe the system: 
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MG -f; + Mn II 
II Mn + Products 
Products' 
This mechanism was ruled out "on paper", however, when the derived rate 
equation proved to be independent of catalyst concentration, which was 
definitely unrealistic, 
These results led to the consideration of the steady-state approxi-
mation in the reaction kinetics in hopes of obtaining a mechanism which 
better described the system. The apparent reliance of the observed rate 
upon initial dye concentration prompted the inclusion of possible re-
verse reactions ;l.n the development of the overall rate expre.ssions. 
Use of the steady-state approximation led to the development of a 
mechanism which met both of the established criteria. Complete deriva-
tion of the final expression follows. 
Development of Expressions for the Selected System 
• 
The reaction path considered ~as: 
Mn(II) 
kl-
+ t 104- + H+ ! 
k_l 
1 - 1 Mn(III) + 2 !03 + 2 H20 
k 




It was felt that Mn(III) was a reasonable choice for the reaction in-
termediate and was preferred over any higher oxidation states for sever-
al reason~. First, it is well known that acetate stabilizes the +3 oxi-
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al reason~. First, it is well known that acetate stabilizes the +3 oxi-
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(4-11) 
Substitution of Equation 4-9 for [ex] led to: 
-(k2[Dr] + k_2[Dx])(k1[ox]~ + k_2[Dx])[C] 0 
Rate= 
k_1[R]~ + k1[ox]~ + (k2[Dr] + k_2[Dx]) 
Proceeding with the algebra, the first term to the right of the equals 
sign was divided by (kiDr] + k_2[Dx]), This gave: 
Rate = 
-(k1[ox]~ + k_2[Dx])[C] 0 
k_1[R]~ + k1[ox]~ 
---------- + 1 
(k2[Dr] + k_2[Dx]) 
(4-12) 
Since it was assumed that k1 ~ k_1 (the validity of this assumption can 
be seen later) and from stoichiometric considerations [R] ~ [Dr] , the 
0 
term k_1[R]~ was neglected in comparison to k1[ox]~. This simplification 
· . 3 5 was entirely justified, since VOx] 0 = 5 x 10- and [Dr] 0 ~ 2 x 10- , 
This simplification was applied an4 [C] 0 factored out to arrive at: 
Rate= - [c] 0 (4-14) 




k1 [ox]~ k_iDx] 
kl[Ox]~ + k_2[Dx] - (k2[Dr] + k_2[Dx]) - k_2[Dx] 
k1[ox]~ _...,,,........,,,.. _____ +l 
(k2 [Dr] + k _2(Dx]) 
(4-15) 
The k_2[Dx] terms in the numerator cancelled and k1[ox]~ was factored 
out. to give: 
k_2(nx] 
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1 - ...,.,(k-2......,[D ....... r_]_+_k_-2-[-Dx-=] ...... ) 
(4-16) 1 k1[ox]~ 
1 + =(k~2-[D ...... ): .... ·J-+--,,-k _-2--[--Dx-=] ...... ) 
Again clearin~ fractions in both the numerator and denominator inside 
the brackets and cancelling out common terms led to: 
(4-17) 
Mass balance requires [Dx] = [Dr] - [Dr]. This substitution gave the 
0 
final overall catalyzed rate expression: 
Rate = (4-18) 
Testing Validity of Simplified Mechanism 
Determination of Constants 
Rate constants were obtained using the program described in Chapter 
III. The required function of absorbance to be plotted versus a func-
Uon of the derivative was obtained by algebraic manipulation of the 
rate expression~ Rquation 4-18. 
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Equation 4-18 was first re-written in the following manner: 
Rate 
- = [CJ 
0 
(4-19) 
Grouping similar terms and inversion of both sides of the equation gave: 
[c] 
0 
-- = Rate 
(k1[ox]~ + k_2[nr] 0 ) + (k2 - k_2)[Dr] 
- k1k2[ox]~[Dr] 
(4-20) 
Dividing both terms in the numerator of the right-hand side by the de-
nominator led to: 
[c] 
0 
- = Rate 
1 




Conversion to absorbance by application of Beer's Law considering a 1 cm 
path length led to: 
[c]o 
..---- = rate 
(k1 ~[ox]~+ k_2 A0 ) 
- k1k2 €[Ox]~ 
The form of equa.t;i.oil;l _suggested a plot of 1/A versus [c] /rate 
0 
(4-22) 
should be a straight line with slope= and inter-
cept 
- <~2- k ... 2> 
= 
k 1k 2 ~;[ox]~ 
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A.new set of titration curves were obtained according to the pro-
cedure outlined in Chapter II using the fastest chart speed possible on 
the Cary 14 (8 inches/min) with hopes of improving resolution and accu-
racy of chart reading. The data was recorded, punched on IBM data cards, 
and read into the program for determining rate constants. Figure 23 
shows selected plots of 1/A vs [c] /rate and serves to illustrate the 
0 
variation of slope with changing initial dye concentration and the rela-
tively constant value of the intercept. 
Consideration of the expressions for the slope and intercept showed 
the dependence of the slope upon initial absorbance. Letting c1 = inter-






kl e;[Ox]~ + k_2 A0 
- k1k2 e:[Ox]~ 






0.0 2.0 6.0 8.0 








" c:f ....... -
-10.0 
-15.0 • 
Figure 23. Variation of Slope as a Functiim of Initial Dye 
Concentration (See App~ndix E, p. 124) 
0 = 3.75 x 10-6 M O= 1.27 x 10-5 M 
·~ 5 6 = 7,77 x 10 M r1= 1,68 x 10- M 
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Supstitution of the expression for k1 into Equation 4-24 led to: 
= 1 + -k2 (4-27) 
or finally: 
= (4-28) 
A plot of c2 versus c1A0 proved to be a straight line with intercept 
equal to - 1/k2• This offered a method for the determination of k2• 
Figure 24 shows the ~lot used in the determination of k2, the forward 
rate constant for the reaction represented by Equation 4-5. Further, 
solving Equation 4-28 for k_2 gave: 
c2k2 + l 
= 
ClAo + C2 + i:-2 
(4-29) 
This provided a method for obtaining a second constant, k_2• Substitu-
tion of the values thus obtained for k2 and k_2 into Equation 4-26, 
along with the mean value of all c1 values gave the value for the third 
constant, k1 • Complete listings of computer print-out of all the least 
squares fits of both raw data and for the determination of k2 are given 
in Appendix E. A brief summary of the values found and their standard 
deviations is given in Table III, 
1.0 4.0 
Figure 24. Determination of K2 , the Forward Rate Constant for 
the Reaction Represented by Equation 4-5. Data 




SUMMARY OF RATE CONSTANTS FOUND 
Rate Constant Value Found Relative Standard Deviation (7-) 
kl 1.36 x 104 M-:-~ sec 
-1 20.1 
k2 2.24 x 108 tf"1 
-1 
66.2 sec 
k_2 8.43 x. 108 M~l 
-1 7.58 sec 
It should be noted at this point that the large standard deviations 
reported here and in the NTA results to follow in the next section can 
be attributed to several factors, the most significant being the inherent 
error in using the intercept of a linear plot in the determination of 
parameters. Any stati$tics text, such a,E; the one by Snedecor and 
Cochran (26) points out the poorer precision associated with the inter-
cept of a linear plot when extrapolating long ··atstancesi, Unfortunately, 
due to the nature of the modified rate equations, this offers the only 
means of obtaining ah estimate of tpe rate constant, k2 • Since the value 
found for k2 is in turn used in the determination of the remaining system 
parameters, the error introduced here is carried throughout the deter-
minations. The value reported for the standard deviation of k_2 is that 
of the slope of the linear plot mentioned above, since this is the basis 
of the determination of this constant. The statistical information re-
ported for k1 was obtained by calculating the sample standard deviation 
of the individual intercepts (c1 in Equation 4-25). A recent review 
presents a detailed analysis of the problems encountered in using linear 
plots in the estimation of various parameters (27). 
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The assumption made earlier in the derivation of the rate expres-
sion can now be verified; i.e.--that k1 ~ k_1 • The equilibrium constant 
for Equation 4-4 can be estimated from the standard potentials of the 
6 half-reactions and appears to be on the order of 10 . Since K = eq 
k1/k_1 , the values of Keq and k1 require k_1 to be much, much less than 
k1 • The simplification made in Equation 4-14 appears as indeed valid 
under these conditions. 
Computer Simulation of Experimental Curves 
The curves used to obtain the constants discussed in the preceding 
section were simulated using the constants thus detef111.ined. Figure 25 
shows selected curves at varying initial dye concentrations. A reason-
able good fit was obtained, especially in the earlier portions of the 
curves. Handling of the observed induction period will be discussed in 
the following chapte~. 
Summary: Selection of a Simplified Mechanism 
The steady~state approximation in the kinetics of the Mn(!!) 
catalyzed oxidation of MG+ by periodate ion leads to an overall rate 
expression which satisfies both of the established criteria: (1) the 
constants determined are independent of initial dye concentration and 
(2) simulated curves match those experimental curves from which the 
constants were obtained. 
'1NClll-·PERIODUE SYSTEM: SIMULATION 35.0Z,03,08, , 09 6/14/72 
DATA SET ~ 35.09 
--·ABSOIII.HNCE---
t.O O.t 0.1· 0.1 o., 0.5 o., O.J o.z 0.1 . o.o 
TIPIE A l•••••••••l•••••••••l,••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I CAT Ill.EV, 
i.N ·- - . - SUMMARY of WAVES 
1.12 --- • • SUMMARY Of cUllvis· 
1.0. •·-- • • SUMMARY OF C.~'('5 
1.K .., __ • • SUMMARY OF CUIIVH 
leOI --- • • SUMMARY Qjr tijjifVifS 
1.10 ---- • • SUMAllY OF cuavu-
1.12 --- • - SUMHHY OF cullv15: 
1·15. ··- • • SUNH.lllY Of CURVES 
1.11 -- • • SUMAlltY OF CURVES 
1.lt ·-· • • SUJlll~flY OF ClllllVES 
leZl •·•• • • SUMMARY CF C.U~VES 
l.ZJ -- • • SUMMARY Of CUIIVH 
1.25 ·-- • .. SUMAltY Of CU...VES 
1.27 ........ • • SUMMARY OF CUAVES 
1.29 -•· • • SUMMARY OF t'URVES 
t.31 --· • • SUMMARY Olli CUttVES 
leJJ -- • • SUNNAAY OF CUIII.VES 
le35 ........ • • SUIINAllY OP.: CURVES 
1.31 ........ - - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le40 -·-- • • SUflilMY OF CURVES 
1.42 -- • • SUMMARY Of Cpil.VES 
1.44 ---- • • SUNMARY OF CURVES 
1 •• , --- • • SUNNARY OF CURVES 
le41 ......... • • SUNNAllY OF CURVES 
1.50 -- - - SUMMARY OF CUAVES 
1.52 ........ • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.54 ......... • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1~56 --- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le!lil ... _ .. • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l.60 ........ • • SUMMARY Of CUI\VES 
1.62 ........ .. • SUMMARY OF CUA.YES 
1.,5 -- • • SUMMARY OF CUR.YES 
le67 -- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
t .61 --- • • SUMMARY OF CUR VE S 
1.71 ~--· • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le 73 ~- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.75 ·-- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1. 77 ......... • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le 79 --- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
lell -- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
leH -- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
t.15 ........ • • SUMMARY OF CUA.YES 
lell --- - • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le90 -- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l.9Z -·- • • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
1. 94 ........ • • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
leH -·-· • • SUMMAllY OF CURVES 
lell -·- • • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
z.ao --- - . - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.02 •••• • • SUMNAllY OF CURVES 
2.0• ........ • • SUMMARY a, CURVES 
2.06 --- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.01 ---- • • SUMMARY OF· CURVES 
ZelO ......... • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2•12 ·-- .,. • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.15 ........ • • SUMMARY OP: CURVES 
2.11 ·-- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Zel9 --· • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES a.u ---- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.23 ........ • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
z.n --- - - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Z.27 ......... • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.2t •••• • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
• 2.31 --· • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.33 ........ • * • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.35 ........ • * • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.37 ··-· • • 'SUMMARY CF CURVES 
2.40 -- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
.z.,u --- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2e44 •••• • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Z.46 - • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Z.41 •-·• • • • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
z.,o - - • SUMMARY Of CUf-.VES 
2.52 --,- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.54 --;..- • * • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
2.56 •,--- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Z.H - ... -- • * • SUMMUY OF CURVES 
2.60 ......... • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
z-•z --- - • ... SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Ze65 ...... ., • • • SIJNHARY OF CURVES 
2.6? -·• • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
z.•t --- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.11 •··- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Z. ?3 -- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Ze75 --- - • - SUMMA,._Y OF CURVES 
Ze 77 ........ • • • SUMMARY CIF CURVES 
Z. 79 _,.. .. • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Zell ......... • • • SUMMARY OF 'UR.YES 
z.lf ·-- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2 ;a, ........ • • • SUMMARY D.F CUk YES 
2.1'1 ........ .. • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
z.,o --· • • • SUMMARY OF Wit.YES 
2.t2 --- • * • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
z.,4 ......... • • * • SUMMUY OF CUR.YES 
2.16 ........ • • • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Z.91 --- • ' • * .. SLINMARY OF CURVES 
TIHE A l••••••••.•l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•.••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••I CAT REV 
1 .. 0 0.9 · 0.1 0.1 Q., :t:.s·· 0•4 0.3 0.2 0.1 a.o 
Figure 25, Computer Simqlation of Experimental Curves Using 
Constants Obtained From Original Absorbance 
Versus Time Data. Solid Lines Represent Act-
ual E~perimental Curves While Asterisks Show 
Simulation Results. Experimental Conditions 
are Given in App encl ix E, p, 1,24 
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The Modifying Effect of NTA on the Mn(II) 
Catalyzed Oxidation of Malachite 
Green Cation by Periodate Ions 
Selection of a Simplified Mechanism 
It was known that the addition of NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid) to 
the Mn(II)-MG+-periodate system noticeably increased the rate of the 
reaction (9,11,21,23). The problem was to select a simplified mechanism 
which could be used to describe what was occurting in the system. The 
large formation constant of the Mn(III)-NTA complex (28) suggested 
strongly the possibility that this was the active species. The mechanism 
selected, then, for describing the NTA effect, was exactly the same as 
that used when NTA was not present. 
Development of Expressions for the Selected Mechanism 
In this case, the reaction path was considered to be the following: 
where: 
L = NTA 
Cx + 1 very+fast CxL 
k2 





This set of equations describing the mechanism of reaction was 
treated in exactly the same manner as was done with the same system 
without NTA, with the exception that the term [ex] is replaced every-
where it appears with the term [CxL]. This substitution was valid due 
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to the relatively large formation constant reported for the Mn(III)-NTA 
complex (28) and the magnitude of the difference between this value, 
~ = 1.8 x 1020 , and that for the formation of the Mn(III)-Acetate com-
14 plex which is probably no larger than 10 (see Appendix F for method of 
estimation). With an acetate concentration of about 0.5 M, due to the 
use of an acetate buffer, equilibrium calculations showed that virtually 
all of any Mn(IIl) present in the system would be complexed by the NTA 
as long as the formation constant for the Mn(III)-Acetate complex was 
( 14 no greater than about 10 , Since all runs were done with an excess of 
NTA present, the limiting reagent in the formation of the complex was 
Cx, the concentration of Mn(III), Constants were also determined in an 
identical manner with the pertinent results sununarized in Table IV. 
Complete listings of all computer print-out of the least square fits 
are given in Appendix G, 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF RATE CONSTANTS DETERMINED FOR NTA EFFECT 
Rate Constant Value Relative Standard Deviation (pph) 
k * 1 4,20 x 105 M-~ sec-1 37.7 
k * 3.07 x 108 M-l -1 24.7 2 sec 
* 5.47 x 109 M-l 
-1 
11.8 k_2 sec 
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Figure 26 shows the results of computer simulation of the curves 
used to obtain the constants given above. All showed a good match when 
compared to the experimental curves. 
Sutillilary: Selection of Simplified Mechanism Describing NTA Effect 
Making the steady-state approximation on the ttme-rate of change 
of Mn(III)-NTA complex concentration leads to an overall rate equation 
which meets both of the established criteria. The constants were not 
seen to vary with changes in dye concentration and the curves simulated 
by the computer matched the experimental curves. Again, the handling 
of the induction period will be discussed in the following chapter. 
CHEM SClO--e..e. SIMPSON Cl'.JPY 2 OF 2 
MNtlU--PERIODATE SYSTEM: SIMUUTIONI MG-34 INTA ADDEDI b/lZ/72 
DATA SET .. 3'i-· l't 
---A8$01\eAfllC e---
1.0 o.9 o.a 0.1 o.6 o., c • .., 0.3 0.2 0.1 o.o 
TINE A l•••••••••l•••••••••I•• ••••••'•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••I CAT !!EV 
Q,.02 ---- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0.04 ......... • • SUMMARY CW: CURVES 
0.06 ........... • • SUII.MARY OF CURVES 
o.oa ---- .. •. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0.10 .......... • • SUt,'MARY OF CUll!VES 
O.U --- - ... SU"IMARY OF CURVES 
O.U ...... "'." ... • SU)ilMARY Of CUFIVES 
O.l J ...... :"' .. • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
O.lt --· • " SUMMAf;IY OF .CURVES 
o.zl ---- • • SU"IMAR'( OF CURVES 
O.ZJ ......... ,.. • • SUMMARY OF CURVfS 
0.25 .............. - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Q,.27 ........... • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
o.zt ............. • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
O.Jl ............ • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0.33 --.,.- • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0e!l5 "':--- • SUMMARY OF CUR Vf S 
O.~J --- - - SUMMARY OF CUIIVES 
0.40 _,,,_.,. • SUMMAIIY OF CURVES 
0.42 --- • SUMMARY OF CUAVES 
0.4'o4 -·-- • SUMMAR.V OF .CURVES 
0,.46 - ... -- • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
Oe-41 --•• • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0e50 --... - ... - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0e5Z --- • • SU"4MAMY OF CURVES 
0e54 ............ • • SUMfilARY OF CURVES 
0,.56 ---- • • SUr,t"IARY Of CURVES 
o.,a ---- • • SU"IMARY OF CURVES 
0.6,D ............ • • SU"'MARY OF CURVES 
0.62 ---- ... - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0.65 ............ • SlJl'MARY OF CURVES 
0.67 ........... ~ SUMr-tARV OF CURVES 
0.69 ---- • su:<1MARY OF CURVES 
0.71 ............ • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
o.n ---- • SU! ... MARY OF CURVES 
o. 75 ........... - - su~MARY Of CURVFS 
0. 77 ............ • SUr-tMARV OF CURVES 
0e79 .......... • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0.81 ........... • SU7"MAPV OF CURVES 
o.n ........... . SUMMARY Of C.URVES 
o.s!5 ---- .. SUMM!.RY OF CUR.YES 
0.17 ---~ ... "' SUMMARY OF CURVES 
0.90 ............ • SUMMAR.Y OF CURVES 
O.t2 ............ • SUMMAPY OF CURVES 
0.94 ............ • • SUt,,t,lARY Of CURVES 
0.96 ........... • •· SU"11-1ARY OF CURVES 
0.91 "'"'"'"" • • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
l.00 .,.. ......... "' "' SUMMARY Of CURVES 
l .OZ -·-- ~ • SUMMAfl Y Of: CUR VE S 
1.04 ........... • • SUMMAWY OF C,URVfS 
le06 ........ ~ • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.oa ............ .. • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
1.10 •"'"'"' • • SUtlMARY OF CURVES 
1.12 .......... "' - SU/OIARY OF CURVES 
1 .. 15 "'"'"'"' • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
lel7 ---- • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.19 ............ • SU~MARY OF CURVES 
1 .. 21 ........... • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l.23 -':"'"'"' .. SU1•4MARV OF CURVES 
1.25 ---- "' - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1•27 ............ • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.29 --- • SUMM"ARY OF CURVES 
1.31 ............ • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l•U ---- • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le35 ............ .. • SUMMA.RV OF CURVES 
le37 --- - - SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.,0 ........... • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1 .. 42 "'"'"'"' • • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
t .. 44 __ ..,.,. • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l.46 ~--- • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.41 ............ • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l.50 --- - .. SUMMARY Of CURVES 
1.52 ........... • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
1 .. 54 --- • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
l.!56 ............ • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.,58 ............ • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
l.60 ............ • • SUMMARY Of CURVES 
1.62 --- - - SUMMA.KY OF CURVES 
l.U ---- • ~Ufo'HAIIY OF CURVES 
l,.61 ---- • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l.H "'"""'"' • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le 71 ............ .. SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.73 ............ • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
l. 75 ............ "' ... SUMMARY OF CURVES 
le 77 ............ • 'iUMMARY OF CURVES 
t~~ :::: : .. ~~::::: ~~ ~~::~: 
l.13 ----. • • • SUMMARY OF ·cu11ves 
t.85 -·- • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.87 -- ... • - SUHMARY OF CUIWES 
le90 ·--- • * • SUMMARY OF ·CUIIYES 
1.92 .,..,..,._ • • • SU"IMARY Of CURVES 
1.94 ---- • • SU/>'HARY Of CURVES 
1.96 ---- • * • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
1.98 ............ • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.00 --- ... * ... SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.02 ........... • • • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.04 ............ • • • SUM"4ARY OF CURVES 
2.06 --... - • * • SUMMARY OF CURVES 
2.01 ............. • **• SUMMARY Of CUl'-YES 
Z.10 ............ .. ••• SUMMARY OF CUR.YES' 
2el2 --- "' ••- SUMMARY OF CURVES 
z.U ............ .. **• SUMMARY OF CUii.YES 
z .. 17 ---- .. ••• SUMMARY OF CURVES 
TIME A l·••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l•••••-:•••l•••••••••l••".••••••l•·••••••••l•••••••••l•••••••••l •••••••••I CAT REV 
· 1.0 0.9 o.a 0 .. 1 o., o.s o • .tt o.3 0 .. 2 0.1 C'.O 
Figure 26. Computer Simulation.of Experimental Curves Using 
Constants Obtained Fr9m Original A,bsorbance 
Versus 'l'ime Diata. Solid Lines Represent Act-
ual Experimental Curves While Asterisks Show 
Simulation Results. Experimental Conditions 
are Given in Appendix G, p. 146 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS, DISCUSSIONS, AND 
SUGGESTIOi,JS FOR FURTHER S'rUDY 
Results 
Most numerical results have already been presented in the text of 
the thesis and in the various appendices. Summarizing statements only 
will be presented here. 
The overall goals of the study have been accomplished: i.e.--de-
velopment of computer programs to determine system parameters and simu-
late catalytic titration curves and the application of these programs to 
the study of a real system. In ac;ldition, new equipment necessary to 
adapt catalytic titrations to the Cary 14 spectrophotometer were de-
signed, built, and tested. The utility of using experimentally deter-
mined instant13.neous derivatives to derive information from catalytic 
titration was,demonstrated as was the application of simple, first order, 
linear least squares methods to the study of reaction ~inetics. Further, 
it was shown that the programs developed can be used in attempts to test 
mechanistic assumptions, and, indeed, were used to show how the steady-
state approximation can be used to describe a real system: namely, the 
~'.(It) catalyzed o~idation of MG+ by periodate i,on both with and without 
\ 




One problem encountered in the study was the treatment of the in-
duction period which was observed after introduction of the catalyst. 
This period of time varied from a few seconds in the case of large NTA 
concentration to over a minute in other cases, The only correlation 
with any physical or chemical variable was the dependence upon NTA con-
centration as has already been observed by Mottola and Harrison (11), 
In the absence of complexing agent, however, the length of the induction 
period seemed to be independent of everything and would sometimes vary 
from one run to the next by as much as 10 - 20 seconds. Part of this 
variation could be attributed to error in determining exactly when the 
catalyst solution actually entered the system, as this was accomplished 
by means of a ma',:'k on the tip of the but;"et and a stopwatch. Error from 
this source, however, could not possibly contribute more than± 3 
seconds, 
In the realm of possible explanations, two extremes exist: (1) the 
catalyst is tied up by some agent present in the system for a given 
amount.of time, then released suddenly into the system after a period of 
time or.(2) a given amount of catalyst equal to the rate of catalyst 
times the length of induction period is tied up by some agent and is 
never released during the reaction, The latter extreme would essential-
ly mean that, as far as catalyst added to the system is concerned, 
time = 0 at the point .where the break first occurs in the curve. This 
extreme was ruled out, since the plot of -c2 vs. c1A0 shown in Figure 24 
(see page 83, this work) did not give a slope greater than 1.0, as is 
required by Equation 4-28. That is, the term 
k_2 
must be larger 
than 1.0 i~ k_2 > k2 • The negative slope of the c2 vs, c1A0 verifies 
that k_2 > k2 , due to the term (k2 - k_2). 
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On the other hand, possibility number one gave quite good fits with 
the exception of the early parts of the curves. The real problem in 
accepting this assumption as it stood, however, was the failure in at-
tempts to simulate experimental curves. Simulated curves showed a sharp 
break at the point where catalyst first became available while actual 
experimental curves exhibited a gentle are (see Figure 25), Simulation, 
then, seemed to indicate that after a certain time, the catalyst avail-
able for reaction was indeed equal to the total amount of catalyst added, 
[c] , but before that time was represented by some other function. 
0 
Figure 27 shows a plot of available catalyst concentration versus time 
superimposed over a typical absorbance versus time catalytic titration 
curve. In the figure, T1 represents the time when catalyst first be-
comes available to the system and T2 represents the time when the avail-
able catalyst concentration becomes equal to the total amount of catalyst 
added to the ~ystem, The broken line represents the amount of catalyst 
actually added to the system at any time, Time equals zero when the 
buret containing catalyst is turned on, The portion of the available 
catalyst c~rve between T1 and T2 was approximated empirically with the 
following parabolic function: 
c = (5-1) 
If C =kt at t = T2 , where k = catalyst addition rate, then solving a a 
equation 5-1 for the constant,!!.,, gave: 
c 
a = = 
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Figure 27, Available Catalyst Concentration. Curve A: Cat-
alyst Actually Added to System. Curve B: Cat-
alyst Available to System for Participation in 




This led to the final expression used to empirically explain the avail-
able catalyst co.ncentration: 
c = 
(T - T ) 2 2 1 
(5-3) 
The only valid defense of this approach is the fact that use of 
this expression led to an improved linearity in the plots of 1/A vs. 
[c] /rate and gave an almost perfect match of simulated and experimental 
0 
curves in many cases. Both T1 and T2 can be determin¢d directly from 
experimental curves: T1 being that time when the first deviation from 
the uncatalyzed reaction is observed and T2 being the time at the point 
of inflection of the catalytic titration curve. The computer output 
given in Append~x E and referred to earlier (page 83, this work) gives 
the values of T1 and T2 used in each case, 
Other empirical functions were considered, nam~ly an exponential 
function of the form: 
c (5-4) 
but were abandoned when they failed to give an improvement in linearity 
better than that achieved with the parabolic assumption. 
It should be mentioned that the correction employed using T1 and T2 
was necessary only in the case of simulation, since constants can be 
determined, if need be, from only the latter portions of a titration 
curve. For the sake of consistency, however, these corrections were 
included in.both simulation and constant determination programs, 
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Suggestions for Further Work 
One of the most obvious places where.further study would be profit-
able would be in the area of the induction period. Various types of 
experiments done with various ligand and buffer systems similar to those 
conducted by Rudenko and co-authors (20) could lead to a better under-
standing of what is taking place, The seeming independence of the in-
duction upon initial dye concentration and its aforementioned reliance 
upon NTA concentration would indicate the answer to the induction period 
problem lies somewhere in the formation of some metal-ligand complex 
which, for some reason, decays rapidly after a period of time equal to 
the induction period, ~etter knowledge of the oxidation potentials of 
the various reactions occurring in the system could be the key to under-
standing the "avalanche" change of available catalyst concentration from 
zero to the maximum possible in a period of a few seconds. Further, the 
effect caused by increasing NTA concentration would seem to be a result 
of mass action; as if the NTA were "taking away" the catalyst from some 
other species which was )c<.eeping it from participating in the catalytic 
cycle. 
Another area where furt4er work is called for is in the study of 
the effect of different ligands upon the sy1;1tem, especially one which 
inhibits the course of the reaction. A study of the pH dependence of 
inhibition or rate-increase would also serve to provide more information 
as to the "true" mechanism of ligand modificat:iion. 
In conclusion, the primary analytical reasons for undertaking this 
study may be pin-pointed as follows, First, a study of this type can 
lead to better understanding of a widely used analytical system, and, 
consequently, to improved methods of analysis, Secondly, the area of 
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catalytic titratio~ curves deserves attention, Since the introduction 
of these methods (1, 9, 11, 21, 22, 23), a computer study such as this 
present work has not been undertaken, Use of the digital computer to 
characterize the reactions used in catalytic end-point determination can 
lead to better methods of end-point determination and a more lucid in-
terpretation of what is occurring at the theoretical equivalence point. 
Third, and finally, a study such as this seems to lend itself to 
the tracing of metal chelate catalysis, promotion, and inhibition which 
is of much importance not only in the area of analytical chemistry, but 
also in bio-chemical applications in which oxygen and nitrogen contain-
ing ligands play an important role. It is hoped that the computer pro-
grams, methods of analysis, and technical apparatus presented in this 
work will make a valid contribution to the above mentioned areas. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
CHECK OF INTEGRATION TECUNIQUE 
Check of Simulation 
In order to check the accuracy of the simulated curves, a differ-
ential rate equation was solved rigorously and the resulting function of 
time, t, plotted. The test equation used was that developed in Chapter 
III to express the rate of the reaction assuming the pre-equilibrium 
mechanism: 
where: 
Rate = uncatalyzed rate+ catalyzed rate 
A = absorbance 
ku = k t(Ox) = constant (since (Ox) is constant), unca 
kc= k2 = catalyzed rate constant, and 
(C) = Ct 
0 
= (catalyst addition rate)(time). 
Proceeding with the solution: 
dA 





! dA ~ - k ! dt - k C ! tdt 
A u c 
ln A+ ln B = - kt - ~k Ct 2 u c 
where: ln B contains all constants of integration 
At t 
ln AB = - kt - ~k Ct2 u c 
AB = 
-kt -~k Ct2 u c e • e 
1 1 
= O, B = - =~,therefore: A A0 
A = 
-kt 
A (e u 
0 
-~k Ct2 







Comparison of the curve plotted with this function with one simulated 
using the same parameters showed that they are identical. This favor-
able comparison shows that the integration technique used in the simula-
tion does a good job of producing a curve, given a differential equation 
expressing the rate, 
APPENDlX B 

































G'IVEN THE SYSTE-M PARAMETERS, THIS PR!JGR4.M SP.WU.TES A CATALYTIC TITRATION 
CURVE BV PRODUCING A P.L·J-T Of ABSOR8ANCE VS. TlfrilE. THE Plll:INTOUT IS -' 
1:1 REPRODUCTION OF THE STRIPCH,IRT FROM TME CARY 14 SPECTROPHOTOMETER. 
VALUES OF TIME, ABSORBANCE, AND CONTR·JBUTlONS OF BOTH THE FOR.;.AR'J ANO 
'lEV-ERSE REACTIONS TO TH.E- OVERALL RATE ARE ALSO TABJLATEO FOR E4CH P:Jl'.'IIT. 
A BREAKDOWN U~ THE PROGRAM SEGMENTS ANO THEIR FUNCTIO"l f.OLLUWS: 
MAll'H lJ A:EAOS IN THE NUMBER OF PLOTS TO !3E·OONE. 
2) CALLS ALL QTH.ER SUB-PROGU,JIIIS. 
3J 1-fANOLES TIME rnCREMENTING ANO -KEEPS f11ACK OF THE DEPFNDE~T 
VAii: IABLE. 
AI,.,PUT: 1 J REAOS IN ALL PARAMETERS WHICH 00 "401 VARY 11JTH SUCC!:SSIVF 
PLOTS. 
Bl l'fPUT: lJ READS IN THOSE PlRAfl4ETERS .tiHICH CHANGE -WITH SUCCESSIVE PLJTS. 
AX JS-: l J READS IN AND PR JNTS OUT THE LA:BEL FOR EACH PLOT. 
21 PRINTS OUT OflOINATE AXES BEFORE ANO AFTER E-4.CH PLOT• 
PLOT: ll OOES THf ACTUAL PLOTTING OF POINfS. 
21 "-RJNTS OUT TIP4E, ABSOR!ANCI:, Fo.-~,,Ro REACTION CONTRIBUTIJN, 
um REVf~se REACTION ::ONTRIBUTION. 
AMOOEL: 1) DFF INES THE SVSTEM 1'1100EL. 
2 I CONT A INS Tt-iE -INTEGRATION TECH NI QUE. 
OUTPUT: U l'RINTS OUT THE SVSTEM PARAMETERS. 
CHART:·· "SAVES" ~A:Cl1 INOIVIAUAL PLOT A~ PRINTS JUT A COMPOSITE GRAPH. 
';ff SUB-PROGRAMS FOR FURTHER COMMENTS ANO DEFINIT·ION OF .VARIABLES. 
OfFl~JT!UN ,)F VARIABLES APPEARING IN MAt~ PROGRAM.: 
A.: At5SOR15ANCE AT ANY T IHE 
o; r.a·PRECiED ABSORBAN-CE (EQUALS A -1.0 IF AtoGT.1.01 
ASTART INITIAL lBSORBANCE OF THE DYE I>N SOLUTION 
ADF.LT~ INCREMENT IN ABSORBANCE PER UN.IT OF TIME RESULTING FROM PROGRESS 
OF REAC Tl ON 
t. A~. fJRWAR.0 CON TR IBUT JON TO THE OVER A.LL RA TE 
CATCQ11j: CAT4.LYST CONCENTRATION AVAIL·ABLE TO THE SYSTEJIII AT ANY Tl"IE 
-CATREV: CONTRIBUTION TO OVERALL A.ATE FROM REVERSE REACTION 
CHECK: VARIABLE USED TO DETERMINE MAGNITUDE !JF STEP SIZE IN INTEGRATION 
ROUTINE I USED ONLY WHEN KPRO.GT .01 
CLIG: CONCENTRATION OF LIGAND AT ANY TIME IUSEO ONLY WHEN CONTRIBU-
TION EXPECTED FRCJIII BOTH LIGAND EFFECT· ANO \IORMAL PATHJ 
CLIGl: INITIAL CONENTRATION OF LIGAND ADDEO TO SYSTEM fUSEO UNDER SAME 
CQNOITIONS AS CLIG) 
DELTJM: VALUE COMPUTED FROM "TDELT" WHEN VARIABLE STEP SIZE REQUIRED 
BY THE PR:OGRAM 
EPS: MOLAR ABSORPTIVITY OF THE DYE BEING USED 
IGRJO: ARRAY FOR SAVING THE INDIVIDUAL PLOTS 
tNCAT: RATE 01= CATALYST ADOIT-ION IN HOLES/LITElt.MIN 
ISCALE: DESIRED SCALE OF PLOT JN INCHES PER MINUTE 
KEQ; EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT IUSEO ONLY WHE~ PRE;EQUILIBRIUM .MECH ASSUMEDI 
KFORM: FORJIIIAT I CN CONST ANT Of COMPLEX OF LI GANO WI TH CATALYST 
tUSED ONLY WHEN CONTRI6UTION EXPECTED FROM BOTH LIGAND EFFECT 
ANO NORMAL -CATALYTIC CYC-LE l 
KICK: VARIABLE USED TO ADJUST STEP SIZE IN INTEGRATION--ROUTINE 
KN!:G2: RATE CONSTANT FOR REVERSE REACTION IN s;coND STEP OF _MECHANISM 
l(PR:O: RATE CONSTANT FOR PROMOTION REACTION IUSF.D 01'4LY WHEI\I A CONTRIBU-
TION FPOJIII BOTH LIGAND EFFECT AND NORMAL CATALYTIC CYCLE IS 
EXPECTED) 
KUI\ICAT: RATE CONST-ANT· FOR U'IICATALYZED REACTIO'i 
Kl: RATE CONSTANT FOR FIRST STEP IN REACTION MECHANISM 
K2: RATE CONSTANT FOR FOR.WA-RD REACTION IN SECOND STEP OF MECHANISJIII 
LABEL: ANY LABEL UP TO .ao CHARACTERS LONG TO BE l'R IN TEO WITH PLOT 
MAXTIM; MAXIMUM TIME ALLOWED FOR A GIVEN PLOT 
OX: CONCENTRAT-ION OF OXIDIZING AGENT IN HOLES/LITER 
PROMO: RATE CONTRIBUTION 0-UE TO PROKOT ION OF THE L IGANO (USED :JNL Y 
~HEN CONTR IBtH ION EXPECTED FROM BOTH LI GANO ANO NORMAL CY Cl ES J 
















SAVE,SAVE1,SAYc2,SAVE3: VARtABLE:S uSl::O-TO SAYE: THE VALUES OF GIVEN 
P,lRAMETERS WtHCH MUST HE SET TO ZERO DURING ·A.NY 
UNCATALYZE:O PORTION OF THE llEACTION. 
STD: ARRAY CONTA-INING VALUES ASSIGNEl TD VARIABLES IN "VAil• 
n:qM; VARIABLE NEED IN SYSTEM M:>DEL--C.ALCUU,TE!> IN MAIN PROGRAM TO SAVE 
EXECUTION T IHE 
TOELT: TI'4E INCREMENT USED IN THE INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
TIJIIIE: TIJIIIE FROM INTRODUCTION OF CATALYST INTO SYSTEM 
Tl: TIME WHEN CATALYST -FIRST BECOJIIIES AVAILABLE TO THE SYSTEM 
T2: TIME WHEN TOTAL ANA-LYTICAL ·CATALYST CONCENTRATION JS AVAILABLE 
UHRUN: THE NUMBER OF MINUTES OF UNCAT.LYZED REACTIO!t TO BE SIMULATED 
VA~: ARRAY CONTAINING STANDARD VALUES Of GIVEN PARMETERS TO BE VA.RIED 
DURING A RUN 
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,0-ZI 
REAL•B KUNC"AT,Kl ,K2,KNEG2,KEQ, INC-AT,KP"RO,KFORM 
REAL*4 LABEL,VAR.,STO 
COMMON OX,CL IG,CL IGl ,EPS, TOE LT, INCAT ,A START ,KUNCAT ,Kl ,K2,KNEG2, 
SKPRO,KFORM, KEQ,UNRUN,DEL TIM, Tl,-T2, ISCALE,MAXT IM 
OIJIIIENSION IGRI 0-( 200, 101 ,STDClO) ,VAR 110,2 I, LA.BEL (20 I 
DATA I~ 10/2000•101/ 
Al•l.Dl 
00 15 IREAD•l, 10 
15 REA.0(5, 253)V AR( IREAO, lJ, VA.RC IREADt 21, STD( IREAOJ 
READ·( 5,251) NSETS,NUMCOP 
CALL A INPUT 
SULE• ISC~LE 
MAX•JIIAXTIJ111*6• I SCALE 
MAXUl\lz-.1 UNRUN+O .0001) *6*1 SCALE 
INNER! •24/ ISCALE 
LOCATE•l 
DO 1000 ISETS•l,NSETS 
LI NESz-1-
REAOt 5, 252JNUHR·UN, LABEL 
00 111 1-R.UN•l, ~MRUN 




















IFIMAXUN.EQ.C)GO TO 9 
I NNER•I NNERl 
TDEL T•DE·L TIM 
6 00 7 ILOOP•l,MAXUN 
00 8 IDELT•l,INNER 
TJME•TH4E+TDEL T 
~!Z~4 ~=~~EL c A, CAT CON, UN CAT, CAT, CATRE-v ,PRoMo, ADEL T, TIME, TERMJ 
CALL PLOTCA,K,TIME,CAT,CATREVJ 
Alz:A 
IF( Al.GT. l.OCJ A lz:Al-1. DC 
I GR IOC ILOOP, IRUN)• 101.49.999-'Al*lOQ. 










IFI KZ.Gr .KPROICHECK•K2 
KICK• I DLOGlO I CHECK 1-6.0DO I 
IF I KICK. LT .H KlCK•l 
lFIK !CK.GT .l.CIKICK•lO 
KICK•Z 
E"NMER=JNNERl*Kl-CK 
TDELT•DEL T IMIK ICK 
00 10 l-LOOP•MLOOP,f4AX 
DO 11 lDELT•l,lNNE·R 
T IME•T lME+TOELT 
CATCON•l NCAT•T2• CTJME-Tl )**2/ CT·Z-Tll**2 
IFITIME.L T1 TlJCI.TCON•O·DO 
lf1T JME.GE.T2 JCATCON• INCAT*T !ME 
CALL AMODEL-U,CATCOfll ,UNCAT ,CAT ,CAT REV ,PROMO,AOELT, T lME, T'ERM I 
l•A+ADELT 
IFI.OELT.Gr.o.oooJGO TO lZ 
11 CONTINUE 
CALL .PLOTIA,K,TIME,CAT,CATREV) 
IF I IDABS IAl-Al .;U .l .D-41.AND. I ITlME-~NRJN I .GT .4.DOI I GO TO lZ 
lFIAol T. 0.005DOIGO TO lZ 
Al•A 
IF I Al.GT .1.oc1 Al·••l-1.00 
IGR.1D11LOCW, lRUNl•lOl.4999fJ.-Al*lOO. 
lJ CONTINUE 
12 IFI 1-LODP.GT-.LINESJLINES•ILOOP 
CALL PLOTU,K,TUCE,:CAT,CATREVI 
CALL AXISILABEL,REF,LOUTEI 
CALL OJTPUTllRUN, INNERJ 
111 CONTINUE .. 
IFINUIICOP.EQ.OIGO TO 1000 
OD 112 KDPY•l,NUNCOP 
WR! TE16,301J KOPY ,NUMCOP 
CALL AXISILAIIEL,RE.F,LOCATEI 
CALL CHART I ]GR lD, ~MRUN,L lNES,SCALE, VAR., STD, KOPYI 
CA.Lt. A.XI SI LABEL ,REF-, LOCATE I 
112 CONTINUE 
DO lOIJl ISTUFF•l,LINES 
DO 1-001 JSTUFF•l ,NUMR·UM 





251 FORMAT! 2131 
252 FDRMATll3120A41 
253 FDR"ATl2A4,El0.31 
3~0 FORMATllHl, 'CHEM 5000--B.E. SIMPSON'//1 




C THIS SUB-PROGRAM READS IN THOSE VA«IABLES ·111ttCH ARE CONSTANT FDR A 
t GIVEN SET OF DATA. VARIABLE NAMES ARE THE SAME AS THOSE LISTED IN 





REAL•I KUNCAT ,Kl,K2,KNEG2,KEQ, l"'AT,KPRO,KFORII 
COMMON OX,CLIG,CLIGl ,EPS ,TDELT, lt4CAT,ASTART,K~CAT,K·l,K2,KNEG2, 
SKPRO,KFOA.M,KEQ,UNRUN,DEL TlM, Tl, T2, I SCALE ,MAX TIM 
READ C5,25211SCAL E,MAXTIM, DEL TIM, INCAT ,KUNCAT ,ox,EPS.,Kfl.tt.O,KFORM, 







C THIS SUI-PROGRAM RE-ADS IN THOSE VAlllAIILES WHICH CHANGE IIITH SUCCESSIVE 





REAL*I KUNCAT ,-K1-,K2, KNEGZ,KEQ, INCAT ,KPlllO ,KFORM 
COMMON ox.,CLIG,CL.IGl ,EPS ,TOELT, INCAT ,ASTAAT ,KI.WCAT ,Kl,K2,KNEG2, 
SKPRO,KFORM,KEQ,UNRON,DEL TIM, Tl, T2 ,tSCALE ,MAXTIM 




suciRDUTiinf OUTPUT! laliN,fililEU 
C THIS SUB-PROGRAM PRINTS OUT SELECTED SVSTEM PARAMETERS. SEE OIN 
C PROGRAM F~R VUIABLE NAME DEFINITION. 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL• IIA•H, D-U 
REAL*I KUNCAT,K1,KZ,1C.NEGZtKEQ,JNCAT,KPRO,KFORN 
REAL*4 KSTAR 
COMMON" OJC,CL IG,CLIGl ,EPS, TDEL T, INCAT ,ASTART,KUNCAT,Kl-,K2 ,KNEG2, 
SKPRO,KFORM,KEQ,UNRUN ,DELT IM,T 1, TZ, 1SCALE,MAXTIM 
-KODE•IRtJN 
!Fl KOOE.EQ.10 IKODE•O 
WRl1'El6,350 JTDEL T, IMNER, lMCAT ,AS TART ,.KUN CAT ,K·PRD ,ic.1,K2,KNEG2 
1,KEQ ,KFORN,ox. UNRUN ,«ODE 
353 FORMATUHl,lOX, 1 SVSTE·M PA.RA.METERS I'/// 
SUK.,' To-Ei..t•i ,l P013.6// 
SUX, 1-MUMBE-ll OF ITERATIONS- FOR EACH POINT•' ,13// 
11 lX, 1 I.NC AT• 1, 013.·6/ I 
111X, 1 ASTARTlt• ,013.61 I 
SllX, 1-KUNCAT• 1 ,013. 6// 
SllX, 'KPR0• 1 1 Ol3e6// 
S11Xt I Kl•' ,013. 6// 
SllX, 1 K2• ',0l3.6// 
Sll X 1' K-2 •' ,013 .6// 
lllX, 'KEQ• 1 ,013. 6// 
SllX, 'kFORM•' ,013.61/ 
$llX, 1 0X• 1 ,013.6// 
SllX, 1 NUM9ER OF MINUTES OF UNCATALYZED REACTION•' ,OPF6.3// . 
'11X, 1 THE CODE F!JR THIS. REACTION ON THE CDMPOSlTE',/llX,'GRAPH AT•, 












DI MENS ION T ITlEl20 I 
GO TO (20,J(ll ,LDCATE 
2C- WRITE ( 6, 295) Tl TLE ,REF 
WRITE (6,296) 
·WRITEl6,297J 
WR I TE-{ 6, 3051 
lOCATE•Z 
GO TO 40 
3:: WRITEf6, 305"1 
WRITEl6,29?1 
WRITE I ft, 296) 
LOCATE•! 
40 RET.URN 
2q5 FORfllA·TC lX,20A4,/llX,•OATA SET • • ,Ft0.2) 
296 F"QRMAT ti II, lX ,T50, 1 ---A8-SOR8ANCE---•/) 
297 FORIUTUlX,• l.O .0.9 1 1 
s • o.e 0.1 o.6 o.s o.~ 0.3•, 
S 0.2 0.1 o.o .. , 
305 FORMAT(lX,'TlfllE A l•••••••.••l•••••••••l•••••••••I', 
s • ••••••••• , .......... 1 ••••••••• , ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• , ••••••••• , •• 
S '•••••••••I ·C,lT R.EY ') 
END 
SU6ROUT1NE PLOTU,K,TIME,UNCAT,CATI. 
C THIS SUB-PROGRAM TAKES ABSORBANCE VALUES FROH THE MAIN PROGRAM ANO 




VATA PL T ,ST AR, BLANK, DOT, BAR/ 102*' •, 1 ••., • ', '•' 1 •- 1 / 
B•A 
IF( 8.GT ,1,00 IB•B•l ,00 
K•K+l 
INOE X•l01 .49999-B* lOC. 
JFC I'llDEX .GT. IOU INDEX•lOl 
IF CI NDEX.l T .2 J I-NOEX•2 
PL Tl INDExls STA'R. 
1-FIK.EQ.6 IGO TO 495 
PLTCil•OOT 
PL Tl 102J•OJT 
GO TO 496 
495 PL TUI =BAR 
P-LT(l02)•9AR 
K•O 
496 WR.I TEC 6,201 J TI.HE ,A ,PL T ,UNCAT ,CAT 
20 l FORM ATC lX ,F5 .2, lX, F5.3, 102.11, lPD9. 2, lX, lP09. 21 
Pl T Cl NDEX )•BLANK 
RETUIN 
ENO 
SUBROUTJ NE CHART( IGR 10,NUHRUN, LINE ,SCUE,VAR,STO,KOPY J 
c 
C THIS SUB-PROGRAflit ACCEPTS ARRAY IGRIO FR.OM THE HAIN PROGRAM CONTAINING 




DIMENSION IGRIOC 200, 10),GR_IO( 1021 ,VAL( 11H ,STD( 101, YA.RUD 12 I, 
SSTARllO I 
DATA GR!D"1'STAll. ,BLANK,DOT ,8.IR/102*' t ,10• •• •, • t 1 • ., 1 •-•I 
IFIKOPY ,GT ,llGO TO 10 
DO 11 J•7,10 
11 CONTINUE 
10 DENOM•6 •*SCALE 
TINE-0,0 
K•O 
L INES•L INE-l 
00 300 I•! ,LINES 
TIME.•TJME+l. /DENOM 
K•K+l 
00 2.00 J•l, NUflRUN 
200 GR,IOCIGRlOC l,Jll•STAR(JI 
IFIK,EQ,61GO TO 205 
GRIOl ll•DOT 
Gil IOC 102 l•OOT 
GO TD 206 




WRITEC6 1 410JTIME, GRID 
~10 F.OltMATUH+ ,F5.2 ,IX,•---- • ,10211) 
299 DO 300 J• 1,Nll4RUft 
300 GRIOUGlllOC I ,JI )•IILANK 
RETlRN 








ICA,CATCON,UNCAT ,CAT ,CA TREV ,PROMO,AOELT, TI.ME, T ERMJ 
THIS MODEL DESCRIBES THE MALACHITE GI\EEN--PERIODATE SYSTEM 
C CAULYlE!l BY '4NII lJ. THE ST-EADY-STAT-€ lPPROXl!1Af ION WAS 14AOE 
C LEADING TO THE EXPRESSIONS DENOTED BELOW BY •CAT• ANO 11CATREV 11 • 
c 
C DATE SUB-PROBRAM WRITTEN: l "AV 72 
c 
C DEFINITION OF VA.RUBLE NAMES APP-EARil'iG IN THIS SUB-PROGRAM AND NOT 
C ALREADY DEFINED IN THE 14AIN PROGRAM: 
c 
C APRl•E: EQUALS USORBANCE--NECESSARY FOR TRAPEZOIDAL INTEGRATION TO 
C AVOID ALTERING THE VALUE OF 11 &• FROM THE MAIN PRJG~AM 
C CAT IN: GIVES AMOUNT OF CAlA:l VST NOT TIED UP BY LI GANO. IUSED ONLY 
C WHEN CONT·lllBUTIONS EXPECTED FROM BOTH LIGAND ANO NORMAL PATHS) 
C CATOX: AflillOUNT OF CATALYTIC SPECIES AVAILABLE IN OXIDIZED FORM 
C CONCAT: AVAILABLE CATALYST CONCENTRATION! EQUAL TO CATCON IN MAIN 
C PlllOGRAM BUT NECESS·ARY r·o 00 TRAPEZOIDAL INTRGRATl:J~ WITHJUT 
C AL T·ER ING THE VALUE OF CATCCIN 
C DELIG: C-HANGE IN TOTAL LIGAND CONCENTRATION PER I.NIT OF TlJlll:E 
C ~ESULf.I,HG FROfll Pit.OGRESS OF THE REACTION IUSEO ONLY WHEN 
C CONTRIBUTIONS EXPECTED FRO• BOTH LIGAND ANO NORMAL PATHSI 




REAL*8 KUNCAT,Kl ,K2,KNEG2 ,KEQ,INCAT,KPRO,KFORK 
COMMON OX,CL IG,CL IGl ,EPS, TDEL T, I NCA.T ,AST ART ,KUNCAT ,Kl ,K2 ,KNEG2, 
5KPRO,KFORfllltKEQ,UNRUfol,DEL TIM, T 1, T Z, ISCALE,MAXTJM 
CONCAT•CATCON 
APR IHE•A 
00 1¢ 1•1,2 
SIGN•l.000 
UNCAT:u 1 KUNCAT •APR JME J 
IFIKZ.EQ.O.DOIGO TO 111 
1 F( f 1.DQ/KFORM+CllG-CCNCATJ .L T.O.,OOO)SIGN.s-1.00 
CAT IN• IOSQRT ( (1.00/K FORM+CL IG-C-ONCAT J••2+4.00•CONCA.T /KFORMI 
5-SIGN*DSQRTI (1. 00/KFORM+CLIG-CONCATJ**Z I I/ 2.DO 
TERMl .s TERM + KNEG2*1ASTA.RT - A.PRINE) 
CATGX .s TERMt•CO'fCAT l(K2*APRIHE • TERMU 
CAT • - K2•APRIME*CATOX 
CA.TREV .s KNEGZ•fASTART - APRU4EJ•ICONCAT - CATOXI 
PROMO.s-C KPRO•.-PRIME* (CON CAT-CAT IN J t 
111 IFI 1.EQ.ZIGO TO 11 
DEL JG.sPROMO•TOELT /EPS 
CI.IG-CLIG+DEI.IG 
Xl '" UNCAT + CAT + CA.TREV • pq,QKQ 
CONCA.T• lNCAT•T 2•1r IJU .. TDEL T-Tl • ••21C T2-r11 ••2 
l FIT [ME.LT• Tl )CONCAT•0.00 
IFIT IME.GE.T2 ICONCAT• INClT•C TINE+TDEL n 
JO A.PAIMEsAPR[ME .. ·TOELT*Xl 











DETAI~ED DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 
Complete 4erivations of cases discussed in the text of this report. 
Derivations are in ~he same order as the discussions appear in the paper. 
2 Solving for [ex] : 
Pre ... equilibrium Condition (Case 1) 
2C + Ox = 2Cx + R 
Cx + Dr = Dx + C 
[cx}2 = K [c] 2[ox]/[R] eq 
From stoichiometric considerations: 
[ox] = [ox] - ~[ex] 
0 
[c] = [c] 0 - [ex] 
[ex] = 2[R] 
Now, let: x = [ex], c = [c] , </J = [ox] , and K = K o o eq 






K(C - X) (0 - ~) 
~ 
(C-5) 
Multiplying both sides by X and the right~hand side by f ~ives: 
( 2 2 = KC - 2KCX + KX ) (2(.i1 - X)_ 
2 2 3 = 2(.i1KC - 4(/}KCX + 20KX - KX 
- KC 2X + 2KCX2 
Collecting terms: 
(K + l)X3 = 2K(0 + C)X2 - KC(C + 4(.i1)X + 2(.i1KC2 
Dividing both sides by Kand transferring to the left side: 
(1 + i)X3 - 2(C + 0)X2 + C(C + 40)X - 2C21,i1 = 0 (C-6) 
Conversion back to the original variables gives the final equation ex-
pressin~ the activated catalyst concent~ation, [ex], in a cubic poly-
nomial: 
(1 + -K1)[cx] 3-2([c] +[ox] )[cx] 2 + [c] C[c] +4[ox] )[cx]-z[c] 2[ox] = o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(C-7) 
Pre~equilibrium Condition (Case 2) 
C + 20x = Cx + 2R (C-8) 
ex+ Dr = Dx + C (C-9) 
2 2 K = [cx][R] /[c][ox] eq . . (C-10) 
Solving for [ex]: 
2 2 [ex] = K [c][ox] /[R] eq 
From stoichiometric considerations: 
[ox] = [ox] 2 - 2[Cx] 






[R] = · 2[Cx] (C-14) 
Again, letting: X = [ex], C = [c] , 0 = [ox] , and K = K and substi-. o o eq 
tuting into Equation C-11 gives: 
K(C - X)l(Qj - 2X) 2 x = 
4X2 
. 2, Multiplying both sides by 4X K: 
(C - X)(0 - 2X) 2 
= 
2 2 
= C0 - 4C0X + 4CX 
- ¢2X + 40X2 - 4X3 
(C-15) 
Collection of terms and transferring to the left side gives the final 
form of the expression for [ex]: 
4(1 + i)X3 - 4(C + 0)X2 + (4C + ¢)¢X - C02 = 0 (C-16) 
Or, in terms of the original variables: 
113 
4(1 + .... K1)[Cx] 3-4([c] +[ox] )[Cx] 2 + (4[c] +[ox] )[ox] [cx]-[c] [ox] 2 = o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Steady-State Condition (Case 1) 
k1 
2C + Ox k= 2Cx + R 
-1 
k2 
2Cx + Dr ~ 2C + Dx 
Equation C-18 represents the rate-determining step. 
Making the steady-state approximation: 
From Equation C-21 we get the following two relationships: 
and, using the quadratic formula: 
[ex] = 
-k2[nr] + /(k2[nr]) 2 +4k1k_1[R][ox][c] 2 
2k_1[R] 
Substit~tion of Equation C-22 ipto Equation c-20 gives: 










Taking the foilowing stoichiometric relations: 
[R] = [Dr] - [Dr] 
0 
(C-25) 
[ox] ~ [Dr] - [Dr] + [ox] 
· 0 0 
(C-26) 
and Equation C-23 in Equation c~24 gives the final rate.expression: 
rate 
rate = 
Steady-State Mechanism (Case 2) 
kl 
C + 20x k= Cx + ~R 
-l 
k2 
Cx + Dr = C + Dx 
-d[DrJ = _ !. d[Ox] = 
dt 2 dt 
Making the steady-state approximation: 
Rearrangement of Equation C-31 gives the following two relations: 







2 k1 [ox] [c] 
Substitution of Equation C-32 into Equation c~30 gives: 
rate = -2(k2[cx][Dr]) 
Replacing [ex] by Equation C-33 
rate =, 
-2k1k2[ox] 2[Dr][c] 
.. . 2 
k_1 [R] + k2 [Dr J 
but, since k2 is much greater than k_1 and 
[ox] = [ox] - 2[Dr] + 2[Dr] 
· 0 0 
we have: 
the final expression for the catalyzed rate. 














Solving for [Q] gives: 
[Q] = K [c][Dr][ox] eq 
Stoichiometri~ considerations give:. 
[o~]. - [ox]o - [Q] 
[c] • [c]0 - [Q] 






Letting Q"" [Q], C ~ [C]0 , D.-= [DrJ 0 , (/J ={Ox] 0 , and K = Keq and sub-
stituting into Equation C-40 gives: 
Q =. K(C - Q)(D - Q)(</J - Q) (C-44) 
Q/K . = (CD - (C + ,D)Q + Q2) (</J - Q) 
i = CD(/J - (/J(C + D)Q + </JQ2 
CDQ + (C + D)Q2 - Q3 
Collection of term,s and transferring to the left side gives: 
Q3 - (</J + C:: + D)Q2 + ((/J(C + D) + CD + !)Q .. CD(/J = 0 (C-.45) 
Substitution of the original variables gives Equation 3-38 in text, 
Steady-State Condition 
Referring to Equations C-37 and C-38 
(C-46) 
Making the steady-state appro~imation: 
Equation C-47 yields the following two relations: 
Substitution of Equation c .... 48 into Equation C-46 gives: 
Equation C-49 in.Equation C-50 gives: 
rate = 
-k1k2[c][Dr][Ox] 
k2 + k .. 1 
'.But, ·since k2 is much greater than k..:.3,., [c] = 
[Dr] 0 + [n~:J, we.have.finally: 
[c] and [ox] 
0 










This is the ~inal expression fo;r the catalyzed rate.when considering the 
collieiion of three different species and assuming the steady-state 
mechanism. 
APPENDIX D 
FLOW DIAGRAM AND SOURCE PROGRAM FOR DETERMINATION 



















































































JrHS PROGRAM AC(.;EPTS AdSGRBANCE VS. TIME CIA.TA ANU CALCULATES RATE 
CONSUNTS BY DOING A LE,UT S1,jlJA1d:S FIT Of THE HOulFJELJ RATE Ef.lUAT ION. 
A dkEAKOONN OF THE lNDl'i' IDUAL PROGRAM SEGHEJ'IITS A~D THEIR. fuNi.,. HUN 
FGLLUWS: . 
MAIN: .i.J i<cADS IN PArtAMETEkS wtHCH UU r,1.n VARY flWl'f. RUN TO kUN 
2J CALLS ALL OTtiER SUD-PtWGRAMS 
31 COLLECTS KfSVLTS Of Lt:AST s ... UAKES FITS •Nil C.ALCuu.-r-es 
HCAN VALUES ANO >TAT JST IC.AL PARAMETERS FOR -THE RATE: 
CONSTArdS OE JERMI NC:.O 
PO.HHS: 11 READS JN Ai3SORiSANCt V.i. T IMC DAT A Afl!O OTHER CUNTROL 
-PAKAMETt:RS 
2J CALCULATES THE DERIVATIVE OF EACH POINT 
31 UCNEKATES THC AbS,ISSA -ANO OtUHNATE V'ALUES FOR THE 
LEAST SwUAKES RliUTINE 
4) PKIMS wr .If\lPUT PARMETERS, UERIVATIVES, ANJ IIIIE[laHTS 
flT: C.4LClJLA.TES UkUINATC VALUf:S PRED1Ck1J HY TtiE FITTC!J EwUATlUh 
01.JTPUT: L.b~C"-A TE;-i THE GUTPUf Of THE LEAST SW ARES ROUTINE 




SOLVES THE ·svSTEH OF SIMULTANE)US -E..rUATIOt.S NECESSARY 
TO LIU LINEAR LEA.ST S.WARES HTT ING 
GEN·ERATES THE INVERSE OF THE AUGMENTED MATRIX NECESSARV 
TU CALCULATE STATIST ICA·L PAKAHET"EttS 
tlEfli'illTIOl'il .UF vAiUABlES Ai'Pl::AltlNG IN HAIN PKUGRAM: 
Ar..Nt:1.,.t:::: kEVCM..iE RATE CUNSJANT""FUR REACTIW.. Of CATALYST 1HTH OY-E 
AK1.: f.JR1t,iA11.0 RATC CUNSTANT FiJR THE IJXJDATltJN OF CATALYST 
AK,l: fOklilARD KATE cot.STANT FOR THE REACTION Of OXIOIZEO CATALYST 
IIIJTH DYE . 
,-MJ.ll,: ARRAY (;.ONTAINING THE AUGMENTED MATRIX GENERATED SY "MlXGEN" 
AS.rt..iU: INl TlAL AliSORSANC.E 
CATl/\u CATALY!.:T ADOITWN RA,JE IN Hl.JLES./LITEH..MIN 
Ci.Jl>t.)T: AkkAY CONTAINING RESULTS Of THE LEAST Sf.lUARE FITTING 
uev: ARRAY CONTAINI ~ THE ABSOLUTE UE!/UTION OF EA.CH OBSERVED 
URDINATE -VALUI:: FKOM THE CORRESPUNDlNG CALCULATEO VALUE 
EPS: MLlLAK AuSORPTJVlfY OF THE ove df:lNG usco 
Li,l,dfL: Atl!Y 80 LHARACTEK LAliEL TU dE PRINTED AT JHE TOP OF EACH TABLE 
,~: 1\UMdEI-. UF PU Jl'ilTS C.U,H A INEO IN ARK.A 'fS X, 'f, A,\U W 
uHC-.i,A: SUH Or THt: S~UARES llf THE VALUE~ -1-N "Dev• 
lJ);: C.ONC.:ENTKATl-UN Of THE UXlDILING AGENT IN ,.,OLES/LITER 
Pautv: ARRAY CGI\TAir-tlNG THE kfi..ATIV€ DEVlATI-ONS Of EACH U&SERYED 
GKiJJ NA lE VALJE FRUM TH( CALCULATED VALUE 
KL-UNST: Al\kAY CUNTA.ININ~ CALCULATEU RATE '-ON.)TANlS tUSED ONLY WHEN 
INDIVl.OUAL CGNSTANTS AKE CALCULATEU, TriEN A.VERAGEDI 
SU; AR1<..AY CONU.1"111NG TriE STANDAiW DEVIATIONS iJF TttE RESULTS Of THE 
LCAST s~uARE flTT ING 
SULN: AKKAY CUNTAlfld~;; SULUTJONS TU T~E SlMULTAt>tEOUS EQUATIONS 
SUL!/.1::D IH SUB-Pt4.0GRAM wEl~HT 
TABLE: AkKAY COMAINING OAJI, lDENTlFIER, INITIAL OYE C.ONCENTRATJOti, 
MIO CAT ALrs·T A.DOil 11.lN RATE 
Tl: TIHc RHEN CATALYST .flk.ST BECOf1ES AVAILA6LE TO SYSTEM 
T2: TIME tiHEN A-1/AILAHLE CATALYST EiwlJAlS TOTAL AMl-YTICA.L C.AT~lYST 
CONCENHtAT I CN 
,..: ARRAY l,;UNTAlNJNG THE wEH>HTS Cf EACH .CURk.ESPONOH.iG OKOlNATE POINT 
l'llt\iV: Ak.kAY CONTAI/ltlNG THE UUGONA&.. 1:LCMcNTS, UF THE INVERSE Of 
THE AUGMENT ED HAT RU 
wTfAC: UJAliONAL ELEMENT Of THE INV.ERSE Gf THE AUGHENTED MATklX 
C.OH.KE:>PJNDit\iG TJ •soud I J• 
x: ARRAY CUNTAINING AtJSCl.)SA VALUES FOR LEAST SUUARE f-lTT JNG 
Y: Akk.AY CiJNfAlr'11NG UR.DINATE VALUCS FOR Li::AST SwUARE FITTING 
YC.AL: AkkA'f L,L.JI\TAJNJNG URDI/\IATE VALUES CALCULATED Fl'I.OM ktS.l..\.TS 
Of LEAST s ... uAkC fITJlNG, 
2001 
IHPLIC.IT REAU81A-H 1 0-ZJ 
COHHON X( 1001, re 1001, .. , 1001 ,N 
iJJ HEl'iS IuN SOL:N (o J t AHTX 16, 71, 'fCAU 100 J, RCONSTI 20, ll, SO( 20, 21 
$,1t,il11~(bl ,(.ONST{l0,21 ,PCTOEVllOOJ ,Lt:VllOOJ 
KEAL*'t LAdELl20l.TAdLEC20,3J 
DAT.ti HflT/1/ 
RE Ai.HS ,9971 "41.JMkUN, AKUN.,C.RlT, EPS ,OX 
UO 1000 K.OUNTzl,NUffkUN 
KEAUI 5,995JT ABLE (KUUNT, l J 
kEADI 5 ,'il98J LAtH:-L 
LUOl':oil 
CALL POlNTS 
$( LOO? ,AS TART ,CA TIN,E PS ,OX, Tl, Tl ,LA·8ELJ 
CALL itTXliENIMFlT,AHTX,NR-QIIIJ 
CAU .. wEJuHT I MF l·T ,AHTX,w IN'I ,SOLN,KODE} 
lflKi.JOE.Ew.UGLI TU 1010 
CALL FU( YCAL ,PCTOEV ,UEY, OMEGA,SOLN,Mf IT J 
00 200J. J STA T•·l, 2. 
KE't'zJSTAT 
CONSTIKOUNT ,1 ST AT J zSCLM IST AT i 
WTFAC•DAllSI llllt-iV, KEYJ I 
SDCKOUP..T, IST AT JzDSWRT lOM·EGA•wTfA.C J 
/2/llfM ATAO 
llU JOOO MASTEK"'l ,2 
CALL Ol.lfPUT ( LABEL,YCA.L, PCTOEV,DEV ,iJHEGA,SOL·N,-,. INV ,MF IT J 
GO TO 1020 
1010 
t 
WiU TE(~,150 J HFIT ,LOOP 
t END lNS.ERT • • • • • • • •"• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • 
t 
1020 CO~lihlJE 
T AtlLE(K-UUNT, 2J•A.STAR T /EP S 
TAtiLE( KUIJNT ,3 l•CATJN 
1000 CUNTJNU: 
00 1070 I"" 1, NUMRUN 
A.bSilk~"'T Ad LE l I ,2 J *EP-S 
Xl l i•ABSORd*CONS TJ I, U 
we I )al .o-a•·t .100...:.c t 2. 171SD-J•1.o.1••ABSOR1H.Z .D-3J /ABSORB) J /SDU ,2J 
1070 YCJl:z(.i.J"4STU ,2.1 
REAU( 5,998)LASEL 
N "" NIJMRUN 
CALL MTXGEN(MFIT,AMTX,NROWJ 
CALL IIIEl·GtiT( llf IT ,AHTX, IIIJNV,SOL~,KClJE. 
IFIKOOE.E.i.llGO TO 1095 
C.ALL f If CYCAI... PCT·UfV ,·oev ,uHC:GA,SOLN,MF IT .I 
CAU .. OUTPIJTC LABEL ,YCAL,PCTOEV ,DEV ,OMEC.A,S OLN, W INV.,Mf lT J 
wTFAC•OABSlwlNV( lJJ 
AK.2.z-1.00/SULNU .I 
502:oiO;i.wR Tl ol'iEGA*IIIITfACI *AK2/ (-SOLNC 11 I 
WRITl:10, 3S2J 
CZ "' 1 .o-o•SOUd2 .I + SGLN(l I 
AKNb#2:oi(C.::•AKi + 1.uo1,u.o-s + C.2 - SOLNUJJ 
IIITFAC.auJ.851 w INV (2.1-) 
SD3==0Sf./it T(OMEGA*iiilfACJ *AK,-.,EG2/ C-SGLN 12 I J 
:iUMl:cO .• LiO 
DO lO·BI J:oil,NUMRUN. 
.)UMlz~L,Hl + CONST(J ,1' 
lOtU cor,,T"INUE 
Cl ijAkzSUMl/ NUMRU N 
At(,l=t AK.NEG2-AK2J l(Cl&AR*AKZ*E PS•OS~RTt OXI) 
SUM:);wl~ .DO 
00 1V'il0 I =1 ,NUMi<UN 
SUMSwl"'S.UHS.-;l + ICliiAM-CUNST(l,!J)••.?: 
l.O'iO COM IMJE 
REALN-"MJMRUf.l - l 
REl.>ULzDS...-R TC SUHS"' l/kEALN I •l.Ol/C ltUR 
SOI.zAKl•l<ELS·Ol/J. .02 
ri.-EL S.O 2zl. U2• SOL /A i<.2 
I\ ti... 5 03"" l • W2.•SD~/ AKNE(i,,l 
wRI TE lo ,;5,5_J AKI ,SOl, Kt LS 01, A11t. 2, S 02, KEL S U2, AKr-ii eu,.::, 503, RE:L Sll3 






















-;•,J', FuKNATlf 1.0.0) 
':ll~o fGkH,\.T 120.llli't) 
CLINT JM.JE 
J50 fDt<MATtltil •' .SlP..UULAK MATklX 1:NCOUNTER.i:O FUR DEGREE: • t IU/ 
JU, 'LLJlJVs 'r 13) 
3~1 FUKMATUHl,'Et.10 uf LJUTPUT'J 
)52 FOf01A TC lrU, TH, 'LJE TERMl NATI ON Qf S'r'STEN PARAMEH:t\S-SUNMARY Of' 1 
1 1 H.l:SiJLTS 1 /// J 
3~~ FURMATl////lX,T8,114EAf\ VALUES iJF RATE CUhSTANTS: 'Ill 
$lX,Tlc:,'C.0N5TAhT VALUE STD DEV Rf:L STD OEV(PPHJ'/ 
S./lX,Tl.5, 1 11.l' ,T24,2UPDU.4,JXJ,OPF10.5/ 
i/lX,Tl5,'K2:' ,T24,2UPllll.4,3X),QPfl0.5/ · 
i/lX,Tl5, 1 1\.-2 1 ,T.i.4,2tlPDll.4,lXJ ,OPFlO.S/ J 
J5b fUt<MATl///lX,'•••••••••••••••••••***** SINGULAR. MATillX E~CUUNTEH.f::D 
S. Ufl. THlS STEP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••***********•*******') 
ENO 
s:~~~~~!!~!R ~~~:~~N ,CPS ,OX, Tl, TZ ,1.AtU~li'J 
THIS SUd-PROG1<AH GEhERATES THE AS!»CISSA ANO OROINATE VALUES FOR THE 
LEA!»T S~UARE S H.OUTl NE. 
i;CflNIT!ON OF VARUHL.ES NiJf APPEARING IN THC. MAIN PROGRAM.: 
AHSD: A1.UUY CONTAJNIN-:. lNPllf A8SiJKBANCE VALUES 
Al:iSCJRB: AnSUkbANC.E FO~ THE I'TH POINT 
ULHE:CK.: VAklAULE LSEO IN FINDING PUINT •lTH LARGEST OERI'll'ATIVE 
oJE.L: E...tUAL5 TLJE:LT (NECESSAi<Y ~HEN 'wAiUASLE STEP SllE USEDJ 
OEKlV: Ak,UY CGtdAlNINU CALLULATEO Of:RlVAT IVE VALUES FOH. EACH POINT 
SLOPE: Cl-tA!iuC lti. INPUT AISSllk6ANCE PEK Ukll Uf TIME IUS.EO AS A KOUGH 
CHCCI\. Uf'c THE DER l VA Tl Vt: VALUI:: FUR EACH PUI NTJ 
TOCLT: TIME lNCkEMENT dET11.EH1 INPUT AdSOk6ANC.E VALUES 
TSTAkf: TIME C.ORRESPONUING TO FIR~T INPUT AtjSOR.BANCE VALUE 
IMPLlClJ tt.t:AL.•6 IA-H,C.-LJ 
KEAL*'t LA&Elf lOJ 
CCMMOfl. 1.UOO'l,Yll00»,111111001,N 
~lMEr'!SlON A8SbllOOJ, OERI VllOO) 




Kl:Auf;i ,lOU Ti.Ji:LT, TST A.KT ,CAT 1N, AST Akf, I AUS61K J ,K• l,NJH I 
iJfLafi.Ji:.L T 
lf(KORCP.Ei.!.OIGO ro le. 
NUHzNU~ - KO,<OP 
TSTAkfaTHART + KOKOP•TOELf 
00 1.3 Jzl,NUM 
13 AtfS6( l J z ABSB( I + KOROP) 
12 CONT INLIE 
flJIIE.:zhTAkT + JUHP•utt 
NSTUPsfliUH - 2•JUMP 
N .a:: NSTOP 
IIRIT EU,, J02 IL Abt:L 
ul.Hi:CK.zO.JJO 
00 ,O I• l,t..HUP 
A&SCR~:i:ABSbl I + JUMPJ 
SLUPE.:z.fo\b)(JRD - A6SDII + .JUHP -U )/DEL 
1111 I I J& 1.u1•, 0 .1000-c C 2.11150-3•1.D l•*Ati!»Oita + l· 0-)J /AdSO&SJ J 
lft we 1 J. Li .O.OO)wC l J .. 0.00 
OERJVC Us 
a t 3.JO.UdSdl U-29zt. •AdScU I+ U-5.3.(. •-.sS,H I +2J-!>Ol.•AtiSlif 1-tJJ 
J.-29b. *Ai3StH l +41~+29b. *Ab.$d( I +OJ +503 .•AbSd( 1+7 J +S32.•ABSBI I +Sl 
)+29~.•AuS6t U91- JOO. *Ad Sb( l +lOJ I I( 5l"tti.*DELJ 
lfhJEKJI/ C IJ .r.;T .OCHtO.JGO TO 25 
UC.Ht:CJ<.aUfKI V( l J 
T 2sf Ult 
25 JUMPlsJ+JUNI' 
11181 TE( 6,301.J I, 11 HE ,ABSBI JI.IMPl J ,DERlt/C 11,SLCiPE,W (I J 
30 T INEaf lflfE + DEL 
15 f~M!f!tl:tJ~u~~~gtt TDELT, TSTART,CATIN,ASTART, n, rz 
6 T lM.E • TS TART + JVMP•OEl 
DO 'tO l•l,kSTOP 
ABSOKO•ABS61 I + JUMP) 
A.IIJ s 1.00/A8SOR6 
CATCON-C-AT lk•T2•n IHE-T 1 J ••21 H 2-T lJ ••2 
If' Ti NE.LT. TllCUCON•o.oo 
If( TIME.GE. T2 Jc.A l'CON•CA JIN*T .. HE 
Y 11 J•l.ATCOW OERJVC 1J 
40 HHE • fIKE + DEL 
11 RETUKN 
100 fORMATllUJ 
101 FURHA Tl 'tE !O. 3/1 BF 10. 0) J 
301 FOiU4.ATt'tX 1 13,5UX,fl0.5)J 
302 fORHAfUHl,T5,20Aft///lX,T5,'UETERHINATl°'11 OF OERlt/ATl·vE IJSlt.lG ,, 
6 1 11-POINT CUSIC SH0i.JTH 1 ///lX, rs,•No. TIME . 
S 1 A8SOR~ANCE DEA.l'W'ATIVE SLOPE NEIGHJt,-J 
354 FORMATl///h.,T5, 1 VALUCS Lif OTHER INPUT PARAHETERS:•//lX,TS, 
S 1 NUHa 1 , l't, 3X, 1 KUkUPs 1 , 13, .3X, 1 JOEL fs •, 111'01 l. "t 1 3X,' TS TART• • ,Dll ."t1 















SUBROUTINE MTXGEN(M, G,MPl I 
THI!» SU6-PRLGkAH TAKES THE JU 11 ANtJ Y{ 11 VALUES AND HUI LOS THE 
AULi-HEIIITEu MATRl,\ NECESSARY TU 00 GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION. 
PA,UME:TEkS ii.l:1o1U.IREO: 
M•IHi: UE:GREE OF THE PiJLYNOti!lAl Tu l>E FIT• 
C v'ALllES RETURNED: 
c 
C G""THE AU\loNE:NTEi.J MATRIX CUNTAININU, T..tt- '..·•l-FfJ1 tf.f'.iT:. iJF THE 
C Sll't1JLT"ANEGUS E'-'4,JATIONS TU ~E SOLVE:O. 
c 
MPl..,.THE NIJl'!.l:H:k Jf SIMULTANEOUS E..!UATIONS -TO bt SULVEO. 
,.,.uJE:. TtilS Sud-PRGGRA~ iitA.S 'lliRlTTEt.i DY T.t.· &AILEY. 
l1'1Jo'Lli,;.ll I\C~*b U-11,U-LI 






DO 9 1.cl,1~ 
~ SUl'!.llllJ•SI.IMXUl+WUJ 
DO 7 .i:zi,M2:P·l 
1 SUMX I J laQ • 
Lh.J d j •1 ,NPl 
b SUH-¥'( I J-zO. 
OG l fz.! 1 MZ-Pl 
DO l ;K=l ,ti.. 
l SUM.All JzS!HIX·( lJ+wti<.J•XU,l••tl-1.J 
i)iJ i. K=l, ~ 
2 SUMYI U~;)UHV(ll+,rdl(J•YIKJ 
Qt,.; ,j l .. .::,,1P l 
UiJ .J ,;.211 ,rw 
3 SUHY'I l J•SIJMY( l) +W( KJ *Y( KJ *XI Kl**( 1-lJ 
C." G.ENE1UTE THE AUc.NENTEO MA.TRI x. 
1-NDE.<"'0 
LIU 5 J=l,MPl 
iJO <t l"'l,1-!Pl 
4 lJll ,JJ.::,:SUMXll+li'4Uf:.XJ 
5 lNOE:.A>< Hu)C:X+l 
i.JO o -I:.:l ,M"'1 
b ,.,11,HPZJ:~UMYllJ 








SUUI\UUJINE wEllaHH Hf l T ,AUb, WI NV,SULii,~ODEI 
THh SUb-PRO~RUI ACCEPTS AN AUC:.f'lt:f1TEO HATidX FRON THE..NAIN PROGRAM 
(.U/IISTITUTING A SET OF SlfllULTANEUUS LJNt:AR t..;.iUATIONS AND lt.Etl.lK.lcii THE 
S0LUTl0t'4S H, THE Et,I.UATIOJ\S ALOt,,G •ITH AN ARKAY'(11UNVJ CONTAlNlhG THE 
4JlAGOh"4L ELEMENTS Of THE INVERSE Of THE AUGHENTEO MATRIX. 
see MUN Ptl.ObRA.11 fUK VARlALl:iE LIEFlrdTION 
lMPULJT KEAL*81A-H,U-Z I 





00 1 l•l,NS llE 
00 1 J•NIOENT ,NNSllE 
VAL( 1,Jl•0.00 
IFC -1.E(.. (J-NS IZE I JV Al I 1,J J.a l .DO 
7 CONTINUE 
DO 8 1•.1,NSUE 
UO ti Jal ,NSJ LE 
8 VAL(J ,JJ ::1:AUGU ,JJ 
00 11 1•1,NSil-E 
11 >IAL(J,NhSllEJ•AIJ.Gll,IIIIOENTJ· 
DO l IAal,N-SIZE 
CJ(a0,00 
DO 10 U.•IA,1-SI-ZE 




DO 2.0 J:sl,NNSllE 
K •VA.-Ll KR, JJ 
VAL(KR,JJ•VAL( U,JI 
,2.0 VALi U,JJa!', 
GPJ 1/T•VALI IA ,UJ 
IFlllABSI GPJVTJ.LT.1.D-60IG-O TO 30 
00 Z Nl•l ,NNSI-ZE 
2 VALIJA~NlJ•VALlU,NU/GPJVT 
OC, 3 NZzl,NSllE 
JFCN.2 .. E.;. .. u,H;u ru 1 
D•\'ALINZ,UJ 
DO 't hJ•l,NNS IZE 
4 VALi "'2 ,NlJ ::11VALU1.C ,Nl 1-V ,u IA,N3 l*O 
l CONTJfo41UE 
l CONT l'NUE 
00 9 JsL,hSllE . 
SOl.11111 JsVALI I ,NN SllE-J 
9 NINV( ll•VALI I I l hNS lleJ J 
GO TO 40 
30 KGOE•l 









SUBkOUT INE FJHYCAL,PC.TUEV,OEV,llkEGA,C.,10 
THl s sua-PfHkiRAM C.AlCULA ,es HIE UROIN.4.TE VALUES PREDICTED ft'( THE 
flTTEO EwUATl'UN. 
IHPLlL.lT KEAt•e (A-H,u-ll 
COHMGk AUOOl,YU00),1111(1001,,N 
D l Mcl'ISl UN C. (bl , YCALC 100 J, PCTilEV CLOO J, LJEV 1100 I 
1)0 l l•l,hl 
YC.Ai..111::o:CU J 
OiJ i 11.al ,H 
YCAL( J )zY~AL(-1)--t,C.IK+ll •.X( I l**.K 
SUHC.hlaO.O 
SuMSWsO.O 
00 LO l=l,N 
uE-VC I 1 :sY U 1-YCAU 1 I 
i>C Ji)E VI ll•OEVI I J • l'JO./·YC.ALC 1 J 
1-0 SUMSl'.I'"' SUt1.>lol ·+ wCIJ•DEYI 11**2 
KN&N 
lFtN.Ei.,. dRN•3. UO 
RMaM +1 



























SUdltOUTl r,.c OIJTPUT I LAt,El ,YLALC, PCT DEV ,OEV t UHEGA, C,w INV .,u 
THI~ :.UH-PROGRAM GENERATES THE uur .. ur uf TriE LEAST S~UARES PORTIUN 
iF THI: PkUGN•H. SPEClflCi.Y, n PKINJS our: 
Xil)zTHE ABSC.ISSA VALUE FED JNTU THE LEAST SwW.KES PORTION. 
YI I J •YI OtiSJ•CROI NATE VALUE FEO lNH, THE lEAS T S ~A.RtS PORT IUN 
. OF THE PKOGKAH. 
YC.A(CCI l'"'THE CKO.-NATE. VAlUE CALCl.ll-.UcU FKC.M THE EwUAT ION 
GENC.KATEU av Tt-E LEAST s..;iuA.il.ES ScGHENT. . 
UEVI UafHE IJEVIATION OF Y(OSSJ fkUH THE FITTED CURVE. 
PCTOEV~PER CENT DC.V UT 10~ Of, Y(Ut3SJ fRDH THE FITTED CUR.VE. 
CHIS,ij{ I J•TE!l.M CJN-JfUBUTING JO THE GVEJl.4-LL CHI SWUA.AEO 
GOUONESS OF Fir c;.1.ITERION: CH1S;,,11·1, ... uEv••2IA8S(YCALCIIJJ. 
UKEGA-aJHE SAMPLE VA,tl.t.NCE OF THE LEAST SQUARES FIT. 
SUfl..HlsJHE: SUN Uf THE: INUIVIOUAL c-HI S4o1UARf:O TERHS: A MEASURE 
OF THE GOOl:WESS Of FU OF THE: CUKVE TO THE DATA. 
IMPLIC lT REAL*81 A-H,O-ll 
CoM11UN xuoo,,v-uoo,,w11oc,,N 
IJUIENSIO~ .CC611 YCALC.C lOOJ ,PCTOEVUOO t ,OEV( 100 I,• INV (c»J 
KEAL*'-" LAdE:L(20J 
ll'IAI TE 16 1lOILAbEL 
DO l l•l,N 
l 111RITE(&, 11 U( U, YI 11 t YCALC( I J ,DEV( U ,PC TOE VI U ,WI U 
MPl•M+l 
liR.I re, 6, l~JOMEGA 
i11RITEl6, l5JM 
00 20 l•l ,HPI 
IIITFAC.•OA.ll SI NJ HVI I J J 




10 FORMATllHl////lH ,lOX,204~////l~ ,l•U,'X YfOBSI', 
$ 1 Y(CALCl', 
51 DEVOi , DEVIYI tiiEIGHJIYJ'/1 
11 fURl'IATllH ,9X,3C 1P010.3,2XJ ,010.3,ZX,OPf'l0.5,lXtfll.•I 
14 FURMATl///15X, 1 !..00DNESS UF FlT: GAUSS CR.JTfk.lON, OMEGA'"''.,lX 
$ ,1P010.3J . 
15 FOkl1AH///lX,Tl5, 1 CONSTANTS fOUNJJ FOR POLYNOHJAL CUN.VE fU OF •, 
S 1 DEGKEE 'rll,·• :'///1X,T20,'CONSTANT VALUE STD DEV 
S 1 REL. STU UEVCPPHJ '/J 






COMPLETE. LIS'l'ING OF OUTPUT FROM DETERMINATION OF 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS PROGRAM--NO NTA PRESENT 
124 
l'N, II J--PE~lOOATE SYSTEH: 34.0l INC.LODES ALLU1111ANCE FOR lNUUCTIUNi PERIOD blb/12 
CETERl'H,ATluN Of OERIVAIIVE: I..ISING 11-POINT CUdlC SMUUTH 
NU. TUE ASSuRHAI\ICE OEK l'l'A Tl VE SLUPE •EIG-til 
1. OOol 7 o. 21100 -0 • .2b013 -o .1';200 0.1:,192 
l.0,290(1 O.i0300 -o. 307.l4 -0.38400 o. 13011 , 1.04c,,t,3 O.l970C -0.3J9b0 -o .,2d800 o. 7249b 
4 1. 070b7 0.19000 -0.35701. -0.33c111JO 0.11112 
5 l.;)9150 0. lbJOO -O.j~241t -o. 3Jb00 o. 70966 
0 i..11233 0.17400 -O •. Hb08 -a ."+JZOO o.&9876 
1 1..1.3317 U. lbliVO -o. 33117 -Ci.28600 0.09065 
8 1.15400 0. l6l00 -O.Jl'l92 -0.2&800 O.c,8l'i10 
9 1.11-.a3 0.15500 -0.3~24 -0.33000 0.67071 
10 1.19~67 0.14900 -o. 30219 -o.2aeoo o. 6c,038 
11 l .2.1650 o.11t.-::oo -0.30907 -O.J3b00 o. 64709 
12 1 ... 23733 O. hbCO -0.2879.ft -0.ZtldOO 0 .63456 
13 le2'.itH7 c.u100 -0.26465 -o. 2't000 o. 62320 
14 1.27900 0.1,2400 -o .23807 -0.33600 o. 60572 
15 L. 29983 c. 12000 -o. 20672 -0.19200 o.59478 
10 1 • .32067 0.11700 -0.19"21 -0.llt'tOO o. 5.8608 
17 1. ,4150 0.11200 -0.19000 -0 .21.000 o.57050 
1• l .36l33 o. 10900 -o. U:1075 -0.14"'00 o. 560"'6 
lS 1.3d317 0 .10500 -0.17752 -0.19200 o. 54615 
20 1.40400 0.10000 -O.l 7b.l9 -0.24000 0 .52662 
21 1.42403 o. 09700 -0.16960 -0.14't00 o. 51392 
22 1.44507 O.O'i500 -0.16804 -0.09000 o. >0500 
23 1.4bb5"0 a. 09100 -0.15B97 -0.19200 0.48597 
24 l.4d733 O.OdoOO -0.1,,.•5 -0.24000 0.45965 
25 1. 50tfl 7 o. oa1too -0.1,~o -0.09600 o."a23 
z• 1. 5Z90C o. C8100 -0.1521t9 -0.14400 0.43003 
n l .>49tf3 0.07800 -0.13841 -0.14't00 0.4·10"'2 
•• 1.57067 0.07500 -o.llt379 -o.14400 0.38922 29 1.59150 o. 07200 -o. l(i.lt98 -0.1'9"'00 0.16624 
VALUE:S UF OTHEK INPUT t'AKAHETEKS: 
NU,,• 39 KOROP• 0 TOCLTa 2.08330-02 TSTARf• 9.0"°00D-01 
CAJlNa l.. l4000-08 ASTAKf• o.zzs Tl• 0 .8620 T 2• 1. 0707 
l'li'11' llJ--PEklOOATC SY.)TEM: .H.01 INCLWES All[hlllAHCE FUK INOIJCTION PERIOD ~/&/72 
x y cuss J Y(CALCJ oev, YJ , OEVC rJ i,fl~HTIYI 
... 7390 00 -(i.. :>Z40-08 -It. 7551.J-08 2.lllt0-09 -4.80b6S 0.7379 
lt.9200 00 -5.0000-08 -5.2010-08 2.0690-09 -J.91J16 o.13oe 
s. OlbO 00 -5.7190-0ti -5 .)o9L)-0tl -l.4~'90-09 2.082"-3 o. 7250 
5.2630 00 -6. 7181.)-08 -6.0220-00 -6. 9tal0-09 11.5602.ft 0. 7177 
5.(i.O'tD 00 -6.9.HO-(fO -6.5080-0ti -4.ZINIJ-09 6. sa9~6 o. 7099 
5. 7.(i.70 00 -1. 't'1.40-0tl -7.1920-08' -Z.ZZlD-09 l.OdtlSi 0.6988 
5.9520 00 -1.bbSC-08 -7.6d81J-08 2. 3390- lC -o. 30430 0.6906 
6.1 730 00 -e.oaoo-oe -8.ZllD-06 l.ltO'JJ0-09 -l.71.l9b 0.6819 
6.'9520 00 -8.6501J-08 -8.11950-08 2. "530-09 -2. 75720 o.,1oa 
6.1110 ·oo -8.8630-08 -9.5.230-08 6.6020-09 -o.93289 0.6604 
1. 042-D 00 -8. 817U-Od -1.0320-07 1.5060-08 -14.59313 0.6471 
7 .3530 00 -i.6.lbD-011 -1. J.070-07 l.lt'tS0-08 -13. 01821 0.63't6 
7.6340 00 -l.0650-07 -1.1750-07 l.lO'tO-Oli -9.39096 0.6232 
8.0650 00 -l.203U-07 -1.2790-07 7.6050-09 -5.94374 0.6057 
B.3130 00 -1.4080-07 -l • .i-lt"'Ll-07 -6.4020-09 "· 76171 0.5948 
d.5't70 00 -1.,210-01 -1.3960-07 -1.2110-011 9.10627 o. 5161 
a.9290 oo -1.ss20-01 -l.48&0-07 -9. 3230-09 6.26410 0.5705 
9.1740 00 -l .6d1UJ-07 -1.51td0-07 -l.ltOt.0-08 9.08232 o. 5605 
9. 52411 00 -l. 7450-07 -1.0120-01 -1.1300-08 6.92566 .o.5462 
1.0000 01 -1.7850-07 -1.H70-07 -3. 7610-09 2.1sz40 0.5266 
1.0310 01 -1.aazc-01 -1.8221>-01 -s .9030-09 3. 2725 7 o. 5139 
1. 0530 01 -,i. 927u-Oi -1.8750-07 -5.2470-09 Z.79902 0.5050 
1.0990 01 -2.0660--01 -1.9870-07 -7.99~-09 4. 02432 o."a,o 
1.1630 01 -2.1430-07 -2 .141Cr07 -2.22so-10 0.10~93 0.4596 
1.1900 01 -z.zoso-01 -2.2oao-01 -1.4170-11 0.006"'2 0.4482 
1.,l35D 01 -2 .,l't60-07 -2.3150-07 6. 8510-09 -2. 96248 0.4.300 
1.2s20 01 -2 .5080-07 -2 .4290-07 -7 .8970-09 3.25063 0.410.ft 
1.3330 01 -.2.(i.'t7D-07 -.2.5530-07 1. 06it0-08 -4. lc,706 0.3892 
1. 3d90 01 -z • .,..,90-01 -z .1:1880-07 2.z1no-otl -a. soae1t 0.3662 
GUUOhES~ Of FU: GAUSS C.KITERJON, OH EGA• 4.3940-17 
CONSTANTS FUUhU FOR POLYf.40M1At. CUkVE -FU CJF DEGR.EE 1 : 
C.ONSf ANT VALUE STD DEV REL SID OEV(PPHJ 
C(ll 6. 70320-08 s. 28870-09 7.tf898 
C.121 -2. 41 770-G8 6.2"480-10 -Z.5829 
.... 
"" \J1 
MNIJJI--PERIOOATE SYSTEM: J'm-.02 INCLUDES ALLOWANCE FOR INOUC.Tll)N PERIOD 6/6/72 





















































































































































































































(\1Jf4z ,., ,<;DrtOP• 0 TCELT>< 2.Qls330-02 TSTARTz 8.7500U-Ol 
CATIN• z.24000-0a ASTARJa 0.466 Tl• 0.7510 Tl>< l..1458 
l'INCJU--PERIOOATE ~'t.HEM: )4.02 INCLUDES ALLOW.4"1CE FOR lNllUCT[Ofll PERIOD 6(6/72 
VI aos I Y lCAL.C.J 
.2.2990 00 -2.0150-0d -.Z.270U-06 
2.J~c,O OC -2.1960-08 -2.3760-0d 
2.4040 00 -2. 3060-08 -2. 5670-08 
2.itSlO 00 -.t.48.10-013 -2.7870-0S 
2.53tt0 00 -2.1300-06 -2.9480-08 
2.6180 00 -3.0-.:UO-Od -.J • .1740-Ct:i 
1..1320 oo -3.4Sa&-·Od -3 .49t10-o-a 
2.t1170 00 -3.81.l0-08 -3.7380-0IS 
2.8990 0-0 -lt.23d0-0tl -3.9100-08 
,. 0300 00 -'t.5860-0ti -...3440-0i 
3.1350 00 -lt.8'910-08 -'t."b't00-08 
l.2570 00 -5.0ltl0-0.S -4.9870-08 
l.3670 00 -5.S870-0d -5.298-0-08 
3.4720 00 -5.940Ll-OB -5.5960-08 
J.0100 oo -s.a160-oa -5.9a7o-os 
3. Jlt50 00 -6.0370-08 -6.3710-08 
3.8610 00 -6.36Ui-Od -6.6990-08 
't.0650 00 -7.0itoO-O& -7.,070-0tli 
lt.2020 00 -7.cl930-0tli -7.6651.J-08 
lt.29ZD 0-0 -e .(loltitO-Od -7.9200-0& 
"·""40 00 -9.1830-0d -8 • .:5530-0i 
lt.5H70 00 -9.-)610-08 -8. 7580-08 
1t.1b20 00 -6.7350-08 -9.Z5~0-08 
4.9260 00 -9.0350-08 -9.7190-08 
s.1210 oo -1.0240-01 -1.0290-01 
s.3190 o·o -1.1020-01 -1.01:110-01 
5 • .,950 00 -1.1870-07 -l.1310-0-7 
5.618·0 00 -l'.2230-07 -1.1680-07 
s. 8140 00 --l • .Z45P...07 --1.ZZ40-07 
6.0980 00 -1 • .!290-07 -l.J0-'90-07 
,.200 oo -1.z•~o-o1 -1.35ao-01 
b.5300 00 -1·3•00-07 -1.,28il-Ol 
6.7570 00 -l.1t930-07 -1.'t910-07 
6.9930 00 -l.618G-01 -l.5580--07 













































































































C.001.)t\lESS OF FU: GAUSS CRJTERIUt-ii, OMEGA- l.31tl0-17 
CONSTANTS FOUNO FUR POLYfllOMUl CURVE FIT Of DEGREE 1 
CONSTANT VALUE. SJO DEV R.EL STD DEVIPPtU 
CUI 't·2'tl310-08 i.17o3U-09 501231 




!'.NC 111--PERIOOATE SYSTEM: 34.03 lN:LUOES ALLOWANCE FOR INOUCTIGN PERIOD 6/6/72 
OETl::KMlfllATION Of DERl VArIVE us1rvc. 11--PLIINT _cutHC SMOOTH 
NO. TIME ABSORbAlllCE Lt;RIVATIVE SLOPE -EIGHT 
1.17917 0. 70"00 -0.487,25 -C.48000 o. dl517 
1. 20000 o. 69900 -0.58807 -0.43200 0 .61605 
1.aoaJ o. 68300 -0.66294 -o. 76800 o. 81 749 
l .. !4lb7 O.b7000 -0.70.181 -o .bl"-00 o.a1e,5 
l.2b250 0.05400 -0. 74Q8' -o. 76&00 0.81973 . 1.28333 O.b.JSOO -0. 770tl7 -o. 7~800 o. 8l076 
7 1. 3041 7 o. 62400 -o.&0232 -0.01200 O.ti2:154 
8 l e3G500 0.60600 -o. 83031 -o. ac»•oo 0.822]6 
9 1.34503 0 .58100 -0.83725 -0.91200 o. 82300 
10 1. 36667 o. 57100 -0.8503 -0.11,800 0 .82335 
11 1.38750 o.s5100 -0.66554 -0.-9b000 0.82355 
I.! l.'+0833 0 .53 700 -0.82754 -0.1,1200 o. 82351 
13 1. 42917 o. 51800 -0. 71:1769 -0.9l200 0.82321 .. 1.45000 0.50000 -o. 75673 -o. 86lt00 o. 82266 
15 1.'t7Qij3 Q.4d500 -0.72800 -0.12000 0.<12198 
16 le't9lo7 C.471t00 -o. 7131t 7 --0.52800 0.82135 
17 1.:il250 O.lt:i800 -0.676't~ -o. 7&600 o. 82022 
18 1. 53333 o ..... ~oo -0.&6939 -0.7&"800 o.811181 
19 1.S5oltl7 0.4,i:.SOO -o. 66092 -0.67.i:.OO O.il 7J4 
20 1.57500 o.•1000 -0.63.337 -o .57600 o. 81588 
21 1. 595d3 o. 4D't00 -0.56417 -0.57600 0.81',23 
22 1.61667 0 .39100 -o. 53't23 -o. 62400 o. e1,c:2-1 
a 1.03750 Q.38000 -0.51002 -0.52800 0.81029 
24 1.65833 O • .JlOOO -o. 5>00o3 -0.48000 o.eoe31 
"' 1.6Bl7 0 .:..,zoo -0.477"' -0.38400 o. 80670 z• 1. 7COOO 0.34900 -0.46257 -Oe62olt00 0.80372 
27 l.7208J o. 34000 -o.1t1021 -0.•3200 O.BOlit5 
28 1. 74167 0.33100 -0.46908 -0.43200 o. 79899 
29 1. 7o25C o. 32200 -0.44123 -0.1t3200 o. 79634 
30 1 .. 11533.J o • .31200 -0.1t2480 ·0-"-8000 o. 7931' 
JI l. lS04l 7 0.30200 -o .42.562 -o.,aooo o. 78965 
JZ le 8l5CO o.29500 -0.40447 -o. 33600 o. 78701 
J) l .845~3 o .2tsaoo -0.38192 -o. 3Jb00 o. 78421 
j4 l.db6b7 0 .21100 -0.37495 -o.52800 0. 7791t5 
35 1.a81sc o.a100 -o. 3710"9 -0.28800 Q. 71665 
•• 1.90833 0.26.lrOO -o.~~203 -0.]3600 o. 77318 37 1. 92917 o. 25600 -0.32d5b -o.3~400 0. 76894 
38 1.95000 o.21teoo -0.32786 -o. J8'tOO o. 7--643Ct 
39 1. 970!B 0 • .24300 -o • .J4603 -o .24-000 o. 76133 
40 1.99167 o. ZJ 700 -o. 33391 -o. 2.8800 0. 75748 
•l 2 .01iso o .22soo -0.324-6.1 -0 .43.lOO O. 7Sl2tf ., 2..03.Bl o.~2000 -0.31011 -o .3~400 0. 7olt528 
43 2 .0>417 0.2.1500 -0._31792 -0.24000 o. 7412d 
VALUES Uf OTHER INPUT PARAMETERS: 
SUI<• 53 KOR OP• 0 TOE LT,. 2.08.HU-02 TSTART• 1.0750 0 00 
CAT IN:- t. .24001.l-08 AST AR Ta U .7.J7 Tl• O.'ibOO T2• 1.3875 
M1'11l JlJ--PERl'Ol.lATi: SYSTEIIU ~4.03 Jt,CLUDES ALLO•ANCE FOR INDUUION PERIOD l,/W72 
• YC011SI YICALCI DE VI YI I DEVIYI lilElGHT (YI 
1.1t120 00 -l.0760-0d -1.7740-0ij 9. 7890-10 -5.51664 0.9152 
l.4310 00 -1.obc»U-Od -1.8510-08 1. 8500-09 -9.99378 o .8100 
l .4b40 00 -l .-7~50-08 -1.9910-08 Z.4600-09 -12.35564 o. 8175 
1. 4930 00 -1.9170-08 -2.1110-0.a 1.9350-09 -9 ·1•765. O.dl86 
1.5290 00 -2.0840,..08 -2 • .26"°-oa 1. 8000-09 -7.9536(1 0.8197 
1.5b70 oc -2.30bO-Oi -l.4250-08 1.1830-09 -4 .87738 o.a208 
l .6030 00 -2.5110-08 -2.5720-08 6. U·60-10 -2.38930 o.a21,5 
1.6500 00 -2.7Z90-0I -2.1720-08 ..1220-10 -1.55931 o.e22• 
1.1c•o oo -3.0240-0¥ -2.9960-08 -Z.7780-10 0.92730 o.a230 
1. 7510 00 -3.2920-08 -J.1960-08 -9.5680-l-C 2. 99352 0.82.J't 
1.8150 00 -3.5910-0S -3.olttJJ0-08. -1.2780-0'11 3.68986 o. 8235 
1.8&2') 00 -3.8120-08 -3.6620-08 -1.5060-09 .... 11166 o. 8235 
1.9310 00 -4.064-C-08 -3.9480-08 -1.1600-09 2. 93839 o.az3z 
2.0000 00 -4.292V-Od -'t.2400-08 -s .2180-10 1.23539 o. 8227 
2.01,20 00 -4.5260-08 -4.'t990-08 -2. UI0-10 0.5c3't7't 0.8220 
2.1100 00 -4.6830-08 -4 .1000-oa I. tHD-10 -o. 35975 o.8,1' 
2.1810 oo -5.009D-08 -S.009U-08 6.9250-12 -0.01382 0.8202 
Z.2620 00 -5. lJlD-Od -5..3410-08 .2. 0990-09 -3.9307.2 0.8ldt1 
2.33&0 00 -S.lb10-0tl -5.6510-08 3.8410-09 -6. 79685 o. 8173 
2.,0,.0 00 -5.5700-01 -5.934-0-08 3."ID-09 -6.13556 0.1159 
z.H50 00 -6.3290-08 -6.2340-08 -9.54-80-10 1. 5316• o. 8142 
z. 5580 00 -6'.7790-08 -6.5790-0i -l.99itl.H)9 3.03097 0.8122 
l..63.t.O CO -7 .0810-0d -6.d90i)-Od -1. 9090-09 2. 77089 0.8103 
2.7030 00 -1 .,-200-oa -1.11,eo-od -,.3180-09 loZHH 0.8084 
2. 7620 00 -1.tsdlt0-08 -7.4390-08 -4.lt560-09 5 .99027 o.aoo1 
2.8650 00 -t:1.2320-08 -7.8710-0,f:! -3.0160-09 4.59308 0.8037 
2.9'tl0 00 -8.1.970-08 -8.1890-0d -7.8810-11 ·0.09024 o.eo!' 
3. 0210 00 -a. n 10-oa -a. 5l't0-08 2 .0150-.09 -2.434llt o. 7990 
3.1060· 00 -tl.9480-0S -6.8790-08 -6.89.30-10 0. 77632 o. 7963 
3.2050 00 -9.lt040-08 -9.21j60-08 -1.0720-09 1.1529• o. 7931 
3.3110 00 -9.4950-08 -9. 71t2U-08 2.4600-09 -2.53165 0.1196 
3.3900 00 -1.0110-01 -1.0010-01 -3. 5720-10 0.35470 o. 7870 
].4720 00 -1.oiuo-01 -1.01t20-01 -lt.0880-09 3.92471t o. 781t2 
3.6100 00 -1.1150-07 -1.1000-01 -1. 5610-09 1.4198] o. 7795 
3.6900 00 -1.1390-07 -l.1.H0-07 -0.3i't0-l0 o. 56•27 o. 7166 
3. 7880 00 -1.2120-01 -1. l 740-07 -3.60ti0-09 3.24130 o. 7732 
3.9060 00 -1.3150-07 -1 • .::::2~-07 -9. lJJ0-09 1. lt6289 o. 7689 
lt.0320 00 -1.3320-07 -1.2770-07 -5.5S7D-09 lt.35298 o. 761tlt 
lt.1150 00 -1.2760-07 -1.3120-07 3.5720-09 -2. 7234-9 0.7613 
lt.2190 00 -l .33b0-07 -l.J55D-07 1.9150-09 -1. H27l o. 7575 
4.386D 00 -l.J890-07 -1 ..... 25 0-07 3.6350-09 -2.5509.3 o. 7513 
It. 5450 00 -l.lt410-07 -1.4920-07 5.1190-09 -].4.3120 o.11ts1 
't.6510 00 -1.4470-07 -l.5J6D-07 &. 9070-09 -5. 79725 O.Hll 
GODUNES S OF F If• &ii.USS CRITERION, OMEGA• 7.5670-18 
CONSTANTS FOUNC fUR PfJLYNOIIIJJAL CURVE FlT Of DEGREE l : 
CONST ANT VALUE STD DEV KEL STD OCV(PPH) 
ClU 4.15210-08 1.39440-09 3 .3584 




~Mlll--PEKIUJAH 5Y:i1Er., J4.04 ll•LLUOES ALLLl•ANCi: fUK INilUCTIGN PERIUD b/b/1i. 
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hUH• 78. KOROP• 0 ·roELT• 2.08330-02 TSTART• 1.00000 00 
CATIN• 2.24000-08 ASTART• l.006 Tl• 0.8050 T2• l .4375 
128 
MN( 111--~~klUOATc >Y!>TEM: H,0• IM,LUuE> ALLU•ANCE hJR INUUU IUN PERIOD 1,/0172 
i, 02CU 00 
l,03lu oo 
1,0430 00 
1, 05ZD ·00 
1,0640 00 
1, 0750 00 
1,0910 00 
1,1030 00 
1, 1200 00 
1,1340 00 









1, 3741) 00 
l,40b0 00 
l,4330 00 
1, 4640 00 
1,49.;0 00 
1, >15u 00 
1, 5"30 00 
1,5750 00 
l,6130 00 
l ,6500 00 
1, 0810 00 
l, 7150 00 
1,7't20 00 
1. 7ti30 00 
l,&210 00 
l,8590 00 
1, ti870 00 
l,9lb0 00 
1,9650 00 
2, OlZO 00 
2.0.10 00 
Z, Oti30 00 
2,1280 00 
2,lo9U 00 








Z, Vi70 00 
2,0250 00 
l,6dl0 00 





3, 0210 00 
3,0800 00 
l,lo50 00 
3, 2200 00 
3,3110 00 
3, 3o70 00 
3,4300 00 
3,5210 00 
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uOOUNE SS Of f IT: GAuSS CRITERION, OMEGA• 1,6490-17 
CONSTANTS fUUNO fuK POLYNOMIAL CURVE Fl T Of DEGREE l : 
CONSTA,H VALUE · STD DEV Rel STD OEVCPPHI 
CUI 4,H34D-Oi 1,56040-09 3,2827 
Cl21 -b,80490·08 7,37240-10 -l,0739 
129 
ffMUI--PE:RlUUAH: SV'~Tt:fU lS,02 lt.DUClllJN Pl:idUD CUNSlDEK.E:O 
CETERHlfliATIOI\I Uf UE!<IVATIVC uSIM,i 11-POINT CUtHC SM.OUTH 
NO. TUE A8SOitDAhC.E OEk J YA Tl VE SLUPE we IGHT 
1.Jill 7 o. 29600 -0.16860 -0 .Q9b00 O e 1Hdl6 
l .J3300 o • .::•uoo -0.1996b -0.28800 o. 78583 
1.353tU O."dbOO -0.22656 -0.19200 0.18't21 
4 1. J1407 o. 284CO -0.21011 -0.19200 'J. 78254 
s 1.39550 0,21700 -0. 30135 -o. J3600 l. 1794':) 
6 1.4163.3 0 .21200 -o .315&8 -0.24000 o. 77713 
1· 1.43717 0.2640"0 -0.34313 -O.JB't-00 o. 77318 
8 l .'t5800 o.2ssoo -O.:H839 -o. 43200 o. 76838 
9 1 ... 7883 0.2!:tOOO -o .35457 -0.24000 o. 76554 
10 1.49907 o. 2430(, -o. 36381::1 -0.33600 o. 76133 
II i -~2050 0 • ..:::l'tOO -O.J61tJ3 -O.lt3200 o. 75541::1 
12 1. 5'tl33 o. 22 700 -0.37647 -0.33&00 0.75056 
13 l.5&.!:17 o. 21800 -0.38496 -0.4l200 o. 7"41'3 70 
14 1. 5«3300 0-.21100 -0.3d741 -0.33600 o. 73792 
15 1. 60383 o. 20300 -0.]81t44 -0.381t00 0.7.3077 
16 l.&24&7 D.19500 -o • 38517 -0-.381t00 o. 122 96 
17 leu't-,50 0.18700 -0 .,s 730 -0.381t00 o. 7l'r't3 
18 1.06633 o.11aoo -.o. )4891 -0.43200 0. 7038• 
19 1 .&8717 0 .11300 -0.323]2 -0.2,000 0.697ft.5 
2C 1. 70800 o.u,,oo -0.30913 -0.33600 0.68780 
21 1. 72d63 O. lb 100 -0.29741 -0.24000 O.b8037 
a l. 74'167 o .u200 -0.2920~ -0.4)200 o. 66569 
23 1. 170::10 o. llt800 -0.29827 -0.19200 0 .65857 ,. 1.79131 o. 14100 -0.28929 -0.33600 0.64508 
2; 1.81217 o.uooo -0.268ft.2 -0.24000 o. 63456 
26 J.. d3300 U. llOOO -O • .l4952 -O • .l&800 0.62083 
27 l.O.!t31B 0.12 .. 00 -o. 246o50 -o. 28800 0.6o0572 ,. 1.67467 0.12000 -0.20900 -0.19200 0 .59478 
;9 1.89550 o. 11700 -0.19454 -O.l't-'t-00 o. 58608 
30 1.91633 o.u.100 -0.17973 -o.2aaoo 0.56722 
31 1. ':13717 o.1oaoo -0.17791 -0.14.ftOO o.55698 
J2 l .'15b00 0 .10600 -O. lti268 -0.09600 o. 54983 
33 1.97063 0.10000 -o.u,as4 -o.2aaoo 0.52662 
34 1. 99961 o. O'lil700 -0.18080 -Oel't400 0.5139.l 
JS 2 .02050 0 .09~00 -0.19085 -0.19.eOO 0.495&'ii 
~ALLIES CF OTHER lNP.JT a,IAKAMETl:KS: 
ti.UH~ ',5 KORQP.:ii 0 TUEL fr 2. 08.J.W-02 TSTARf.a 1.zoaou oo 
CAJlfp• 2. 24000-0fl: ASJA,c.J.a 0.307 Tl• 1.uoo TZ• 1.5830 
b/1112 Mh<lll--PERlUliATE :>VSTi:M: JS.02 INUUCTION lo'Ek.lOU CONSiUEREIJ 
V l~BS I V(CALCI IJEVl V' J .& Uf.VI YI loflGHTI VI 
j, 3500 00 -3.4010-06 - J. BOdO-Oil 4. Uoa0-0':1 -10.663!Jb o.1as2 
l .4250 00 -l.SbbV-01:1 -4.J24!!:U-06 "· Solu-09 -11. l't0.30 O. 7B5d 
.;.412U 00 -l.Hdl.i-Oo -4.HOU-08 3.4dd0-09 -IJ.36.\.2.1 0.1842 
J.5210 00 -3.d2llr0H -lt • .322U-0H 5.0090-09 -11. 58919 0, 7825 
.3.C>lOtl 00 -4.04.2:L-Oi:I -It .5980-08 S .St,30-09 -1.2.09873 0.7795 
J.6760 co -4.48d0-0& -4.d~U-08 3.lb71J-Olil -6.591&0 0.1111 
3. 78"dO. 00 -4.75lt-Oii -s.1soo-oa 3. 9910-09 -1. 74937 0.1132 
3. 9220 00 -5 • .3.ib0-08 -5 .So60-08 2.2980-09 -4.12%2 0.161.\ 
4.0000 00 -5.9300-08 -S.8090-08 -1.2000-09 .2 .07677 o~7b55 
't.1150 00 -6 .'t890-0tl -t..1670-0D -3 •• '190-09 S.2181:19 o. 7613 
4.2 l'tl) 00 -7.2:120-08 -6.6590-08 -S.Hl-fJ-09 8.60965 o. 75ss 
It .'t050 00 -1.1&6D-oa -7.008()-08 -6.9750-09 9.86719 o. 7506 
4. 5870 00 -8 .3dJ0-0~ -7.6330-08 -7.-t99U-09 9. 82399 0. 7417 
4. 7390 00 -9.1530-0B -B.lat>O-Od -1.a,..1u-oa 12.91117 o. 7379 
't.9260 00 -9 • .3450-0a -·fii.C>860-08 -6. 5860-09 1. 58195 o. 7308 
5.llSD 00 -9.4't9D-OH -9 .311t0-0i -l.3430-09 l.ltltltl6 o. 72]0 
5.3480 00 -1.0120-01 -9. 9960-08 -3.2040-09 J.~050& o.1141t 
s.i.uo oo -1.0700-07 -l.08<,J-07 1. 3800-09 -1.27~56 0.70]¥ 
5. 7800 00 -1.169'#-07 -l.ll't0-07 -3.'tl380-09 3 .075b3 o.6974 
6.0240 00 -l.2]81>-07 -1 • .2100-01 -2. 7910-09 2.10739 0.6878 
0.2110 00 -1.1020-01 -l .268 D-07 -l.4260-09 2. 70219 0.6804 
6.5790 00 -l.S1t20-07 -l.JSZU-07 l.99d0-09 -2.89243 0.6657 
6. 7570 00 -1.3100-07 -1.4370-07 1. 0770-06 -1. 49lltS o.6586 
1. 0920 00 -1..Jd70-07 -1.5420-07 l .51t50-U8 -10.02118 Q.6451 
1. 3530 00 -1.5120-07 -1.6230-07 l, 1030-08 -6. 79576 o.6346 
7.6920 00 -l .b'tb0-07 -1 .• 7280-07 a.2...0-09 -It. 770&9 0.6208 
e. 06o50 oo -l.61350-07 -l.l:llt't0-07 1.5900-01::1 -8.62272 0.6057 
8.~330 oo -2.0090-07 -1.9270-07 -b. 2130-09 4.26186 o.591t& 
II.S'i-70 00 -2.183(;-()7 -l.9930-07 -1.1391~08 9.48612 o. 5861 
~- 0090 00 -2. J&d0-07 -2.1370-07 -2.s1 ... o-oe lle761'19 o. 5672 
9.2590 00 -2.•'t390-07 -2.2150-07 -2 • .l't30-08 10.12s,o 0.5510 
9e43it0 00 -2.ltOlD-07 -2 .2690-07 -1.Jl90-08 s.&1361 o. 5498 
1.0000 01 -2. 3510- 01 -2.'t'tS0-07 9.386o0-09 -3.83913 o.5266 
l.0310 01 -2 .ft.77D-07 -2.SitlD-07 6.3500-09 -2.49891jj 0.5139 
l. 0750 01 -2. 3710-07 -z .6190-01 .1.0110-0d -U.470dl o.'i-957 
liUOUNE SS OF FIT: GAUSS CRITERION, OH EGA• 1.21>00-11 
CONSTANTS FUU~O fUA. POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT Of- DEGitEE 1 : 
CONSTANT VALUE STO DEV REL STD OEVCPPHJ 
CJ LI 6 .616&0-0111 5.01290-09 1. 5763 





,..NC 11 J--i,»ERlOuA TE SY~ TEH: 35.03 lf\OIJCTIIJN PERIOD CGNSIOEREO 6/7/72 HNCJJJ--PERl'UUA.TE SYSTf::11; 35.03 lhOUCTlON PERIOD CONSIDERED 6/ 7172 
OETE:K,,11\.ATlON OF OEiUVATIVE USING U-PUINT CUSIC SHOOTH 
x YI OBSI YICALCI DEV(Yj C OEVIYI WEIGHT Cr I 
NO. TIME ABSC.kBA~C..C Ui:RlllATIVE SLOPE illfl!JH T 2.0HO 00 -4.9ld0-0d -3 .b790-08 -1.zsa1.,-oa 3-'t.191't-'t 0.8223 
.!:.0410 00 -4.06-'tO-OH -3. 71-'tU-Od -l. 5020-09 9.-'t3084 o.~222 
l 1.39611 o. 49200 -0. Ob 111 -o. 04800 o.a22.n ~.Oft.90 00 -3 .0590-0S -3.7-'t90-08 8. 9320-10 -2.38291 0.8221 
2 1.41700 0 .-'t9000 -0.107it>8 -0.09000 o. 82.c2l 2. 066[1 00 -3.4ld0-0d -3.8190-08 •·Oll0-09 -10.50395 0.8219 
3 l.43763 O.'tddOO -0.15101 -0.09.600 O .8221't ,2.0630 00 -l.58,20-08 -3.8900-08 3.0760-09 -7.90625 o.a211 
4 l.45d67 0.48400 -0.1995/t -0.19,tOO o. 8219.:1 ,2.11•0 00 -l. 7091r'Oa -..01ao-os 3.oe-.0-09 -7.61681 o.azu 
> 1.47950 o ... dOOO -0.23027 -0.19200 o. 8217-1 2.1310 00 -3.8fli7U-Oti -•.lllD-06 2.1t480-09 -5.95-'t92 0.0210 
6 1.50033 Q. 't7300 -0.2b~OO -0.33600 0.821.29 2.1650 00 -'t.1340-0d -4.2261)-08 9.2670-10 -2.19261 , 0.8205 
7 1.52117 o.~6800 -0.29785 -0.21t000 O.b209b z.1910 oo -~.28So-oe -it.3-.ltO-Oi 5.,200-10 -l.36'tlt0 0.8201 
• 1. 5't200 o.1t-0200 -0.32305 -0.28d00 0.82053 2.2.20 00 -4.3160-08 -'t.5480-08 2.3230-09 -5.108,26 0.8192 9 l.5b,2tt3 o.45600 -0.357tt9 -0.28800 0.8200b 2.2830 00 -4.4080-0tJ -'9,.7180-08 3.0970-09 -6. 56399 0.818"' 
10 l.SSJbl Q.lt4600 -0.40-'t02 -0.48000 o. 81919 Z.3310 00 -'t.6270-0tl -4.9160-08 2.l3900-09 -5 .87808 o.an5 
11 1. 60450 o.uaoo -0.44649 -O.J8"t00 0.818't2 2.3920 00 -5.0920-08 -5.1110-08 7.S.9D-10 -1.51793 0.8161 
1.: 1.02.533 o. 42900 -0.476f:10 -O.H200 o. 617lt5 2.4570 00 -S.3.170-08 -5.'t390-0I 6.11•0-10 -1.1352 .. 0.81"7 
13 l.6'tbl7 o.1t1aoo -0.48.t:72 -0.52800 0.816l't 2.5130 oo -5.6'i90-08 -5.6690-0d 1 •• 910-10 -0.35120 0.8133 
14 1.-66700 o.~0100 -o. 50651 -o. 52800 0.8l't66 2.5910 00 -6.0380-08 -5.9930-08 -4. 5120-10 o. 7S28S o.aiu 
15 1.6d 783 o • .i'ilaoo -o. 531'19 -o. lt3200 o.,e1311 2.0600 OD -6.5400-08 -6.2780-08 -2.6170-09 4.1689/t 0.8095 
16 l. 70807 O.Ji;iOOO -0.54572 -0.57b00 0.81136 2. 7700 00 -1 .o5w-cs -6. 7360-08 -3.2030-09 "'· 755-'t 7 0.8065 
11 1. 72950 o •. H600 -0.55062 -0.4&000 O.d095lt 2 .8410 00 -7 ·""'10--00 -7.0300-08 -2.1120-09 .3.00392 o.a04• 
18 l .750.33 0.16100 -o.55562 --o. 12000 o. 8064tf Z.9'10 00 -1. 5850-08 -7.'t'tS0-08 -l .3950-09 1.11301 0.80l't 
19 1. 77117 o.3s200 -0.5't792 -0.'tJZOO 01tllO't-'tlt 3.0300 00 -7.9740-08 -7.0150-08 -1. 5900-09 2.0J-'t93 0. 7987 
zo l. 79200 0.1,000 -o. si9z3 -o.57600 0.801~5 J.1350 00 -e·.sa1to-Od -d .2 .. d0-08 -3.3060-0"1 •• 08066 o. 795 .. 
21 1.dl28J 0 .33000 -0.50927 -0.4i000 o. 79871 3. 2360 00 -e. 7od0-0B -8. 0680-08 -9.9760-10 1.15086 0.7921 
22 1. a33o 7 0.31900 -o.i.-1a1ts -o.s2aoo o. 795'tl J.34'tD 00 -9.31j0-08 -9.1110-08 -2.6110~09 2. 87028 o. 7885 
23 l.85lt50 0.30900 -0 •• 7378 -O.'t8000 o. 79212 3.4360 00 -9.806.0-08 -9.lt98(r.0d -3.0i60-09 3.i24879 0.785' ,. 1. 87533 o.29900 -O.'t479l -0.ltdOOO 0.78854 3.5460 00 -9. 8590- 08 -9.9520-08 c;. 3-'tOD-10 -0.93850 0.1&11 
25 l .d9617 o. 29100 -O.lt3313 -0.38'i-OO 0. 78543 3 .• &76'0 00 -l.OO't0-07 -1.0~90-07 't.1te~-09 -4.27459 0.1111 ,. l .91700 v .za200 -0.43555 -O.'t.3200 o. 78167 3. 7880 00 -l.O'tt10-ll7 -1.0950-07 't.9140-09 -lt.48600 o. 7732 
27 1.93783 o. 27.!00 -0.43ll 7 -o .1teooo 0.11113 3.92.i!D 00 -1.10.JU-07 -1.1510-07 4.1930-09 -4.16449 0. 7684 ,. l.95db7 o. 26«t00 -O.«tl9'33 -0.31<400 0. 77318 4.0820 00 -1.1590-07 -1.2170-07 5.8530-09 -lt.00889 0. 7626 
29 l. 1H950 o .. zssoo -0.40203 -0.43200 0. 76838 "t.1670 00 -1.2200-01 -1.2520-07 3.ZJlt0-09 -2.61•52 o.759~ 
30 2. 00033 0.2000 -O.J8b72 -0.48000 o.1•256 •• 3100 00 -l.l850-07 -1.31211-07 2.698'>-09 -2.05b2d o.1s1t1 
31 2.02111 0.2.000 -0.37120 -0.2,000 o. 7591t3 4.ltb40 00 -l.3b30-07 -1 •. 3760-07 l.3060-09 -O.CJ4929 .o. 7'83 
3L 2.0,200 0.23200 -o .35596 -0.3ts400 o. 751tll 4.6300 00 -le 50bU-07 -l.'tlt40-07 -6.1020-09 't.2bo5~ 0.7't21 
33 2. 06283 o. 221t00 -o. 33909 -0.38400 o. 71t831t ... 7l9D 00 -1.5710-07 -1.4900-07 -8.0dZ0-09 5.1t2511 o. 7379 
~4 ,2 .08307. 0 .2lb00 -0.3099/t -0.36400 0. 74209 "'· 8180 00 -l. 7-'tl0-07 -1.5470-07 -1.9990-08 12.91685 0.7326 
35 t:.lO<i-50 0.21100 -0.30015 -0.2..000 0.73792 s.02so oo -1.72.20-·07 -1.6000-07 -1.u..a-08 7.0~997 o. 7270 
lb 2.12513 o. 20500 -o. 2721t9 -0 • .2d800 o.n21>1 5.1280 00 -1.0140-07 -l .0510-07 3.6560-09 -2.21«.26 o. 7230 
37 .?:.14617 0 .19900 -o.21vz5 -o.2&aoo o. 72695 5.3760 00 -1. 5770-07 -1. 7,ft,0-07 l. 7650-08 -10.06417 o. 7133 
38 2. lb70C 0.19 soo -0.30068 -0 ·l-9200 0.12296 5.5250 00 -l .&OS0-.07 -l.8150-07 2.1010-os -U.6045't o. 707S 
39 i.1871:13 o.1sooo -0.31071 -0.43200 o. 11.331 5.7800 oo -1.1200-01 -l .9Zl 0-07 l.i53D-08 -10.16530 o.697~ 
40 ,!.20d07 0.19100 -o .30832 -0.2,000 o. 70750 5. 95,ZO 00 -1. 9690-07 -1.9920-07 2.33B0-09 -1.17325 0.6906 
•1 l.22950 0.11.100· -0.28936 -0.38400 0.69745 6.0980 00 -2 .2~00-01 -2.0530-07 -1.8770-08 9.14587 0.681t9 
42 2 .250.33 0.16800 -o • .::5599 -o. 24000 0.69065 o.3290 oo -2.3040-07 -2 .l't-90-07 -l.S530-0d 7.22641 0.6751 
4J 2. 27ll 7 o.161too -0 • .22708 -0.19,200 0.681t89 6.'tS.20 00 -2.3950-07 -Z.1990-07 -1. 9600-38 8.91156 . 0.6708 .. ,2.29200 o. 15800 -o. 222a1t· -0.,28800 0.67S67 o.6670 oo -2.2000-01 -Z.2890-07 2.8780-09 -l.25776 0.6622 
45 .2.J1za3 0 .15500 -0.21628 -0.14't00 ·o.6101a o.9¥tD 00 -2.2370-07 -2.'t0~0-:07 l.6680-08 -6.94064 o.6s10 
•• 2. 33366 Oo 15000 -0.23133 -o.21tooo 0 .06218 
47 2.3S450 o. 1 .. 400 -o. 23579 -0.28800 0.65103 
GOOO~E SS OF FI r; GAUS·S CRITERION, OMEGA• 5.466Ll-17 
VALUES CF OTHER INPUT PARAl1i:TEKS: 
Nlll'• 57 KiJiWP• 0 TL1fLJ2 z. 08330-02 TSTAR.fa l 029200 00 <.ONSTA~TS FOUND h.JR POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT CJF DEGli.EE 1 ; 
CAT IN• 2.2400il-08 AST AKT• o.497 Tl• 1.2500 JZ.2 1. 7503 
CUNSTA.NJ VALUE STO DEV REL STD DEV CPPHJ 
CCU ... 74-'tl 0-06. 3 .31170-09 6. 9808 




flMIIJ--PERIOOATE SYSTi;.M: .)).04 U,OUCT ION PCKlUO CONSIUEKE:O 617172 KN( 111--PfRIIJD.\H: SYSTEM: .35.04 lh.OUCTIUN PEklOU (..JNSIUERt:D .617112 
CETERMlh.ATIGN Uf DERIVATIVE: uSIN(, 11-:-POHH CUBIC SNLOTH 
YIOOSI YlCALCI DEV( VI I OfVIYl WflGHJIYI 
•c. T IHE Ats~UKbAr-.CE LIEkJ''IATIVE SLUPE '"EIGHT 1.,1~0 00 -2.97tw-oa -2 • .:l)l0-08 -b.4b50-09 21 .• 12;,o 0.819) 
1.5200 00 -2.5710-08 -2.3550-08 -2.1-1,20-09 9.1a:n1 0.8195 
l 1.31217 o. t16000 -0.09883 -o .09000 o.s.1931 l.5270 00 -~.JbOD-OB -l:.3900-08 2.94:,0-10 -l.2J2H o. 8197 
2 1.33,;oc o .a,aoo -0.14971 -o. 09b00 o. 81945 1. 5430 00 -2."190-0CS -2.'t720-08 2.5340-09 -10.250&4 0.8201 
3 1 • .,5~83 J.c55,0U -o. 20Ct58 -O.l't400 0.81906 1.5530 00 -z.25110-0t1 -2.s2ou-oa 2. 6J:t50-09 -10. 5'71t48 o.e201t 
4 1.374b7 o. c..4800 -o. 27149 -o •. BOOO O.d2014 1.5750 00 -2.Z9.CL'-0d -2 .11300-08 3.J81D-09 -12.851t74 o. 8209 
5 1.39550 0 .C't400 -0.~.2360 -0. llilOO c. 82039 1.5950 00 -2 • ..-210-od -2.1310-08 ;;. C9&.>-09 -U .34399 0.82llt 
6 1.41033 o· .• t:35CO -0.3 7d82 -O.ft.3200 O.d209ft. l.bl8D 00 -2.07lt{r08 -2.d470-08 lo 1290-09 -6.07218 e.&2U 
7 1 .. 43717 0.62700 -0.42108 -0.38400 o. 021J8 l• 642D 00 -2. 77iiJ0-06 -2'.9070-08 1.8810-09 -6.)3926 0.0222 
• l .<t:idOO 0 .61600 -0.44228 -0 .43.i:!O·o O. d21EU .1.6750 00 -2.9680-08 -3.1320-08 1. 61tlt0-09 -5.24806 0.8227 9 l.478tU o. 60900 -0.46877 -o.•3200 0.82223 1.1040 00 -3 .o5io-oa -3.2150-06 2.1650-09 -b.b7293 0.8230 
10 l.49967 o.sg100 -o. 5.Z084 -o. 57b0.0 a. 82269 1. 7.360 00 -3.1970--08 -3.4380-08 2.4090-09 -1.00582 o.8233 
11 l.5205C 0 .Sd 7-00 -0.57105 -0.48000 0.82300 1.7860 00 -,.4'96Ci-Od -3.6860-08 Z.401D-09 -6.51236 o.ez.1s 
12 l.Stt-133 a. !17000 -o. 61219 -C. 52eOO o. 82326 l.825D 00 -3.8040-0d -.3 .882lr-08 7.7d0D-l0 -2.00403 o. 8236 
l> 1.56217 0 .56000 -0.63291 -o. 76800 o. a2,50 1. tt-730 00 -'t • .2230- Ot -4.1220-oa -l.0110-09 2.453d5 o.e2.3.5 
14 '-• 5830C a. 54800 -0.03539 -0.57600 0.82.355 1.9-190 00 -4.SOOU-08 -lt.35bD-08 -1.5040-09 3. 4540S o. 823J 
15 J.. .o0.3d.3 0 • 534GO -o. 63119 -o.~1200 o. 82148 1. 9050 00 -4.d..)30-08 -4.5820-08 -.2.5130-09 5.48546 o. 8230 
16 1.b2<+b1 o.~.2100 -0 .6492t' -0.62400 0.82328 2. 0200 00 -5.04bU-Otl -4. ttbOU-08 -1. t1>cto-Q9 3.al47.2. 0.6225 
17 l .64550 o. 50900 -o. b-6165 -o. 5 760.0 0.82297 2.0930 oo -S.lt6bD-08 -S. l 7bU-Oci -2.9010-0-9 5.60508 o.&211 
1• l .bbC33 0 .49~00 -0.b'IOZ.1 -0.67200 O. 8ZZ40 2o l650 00 -5. b230-0B -5.5i:130-0d -4.0290-10 0. 7 2.164 0.8205 
19 !.68717 0.4csOOU -0.69135 -o. 12·00.o 0 .62111 2.21zo oo -5.':il't~lrOd - 5 .&.UO- 06 -!.2650-09 .2.. 17240 0.81•1 
20 1. 70d00 o. 46200 -0.68040 -o. 86400' 0.82053 2 • .l830 00 .. 6.5CiolJ-Ot3 -o .1110-08 -l .2900-09 5.32735 o. 8184 
21 1. 72883 0 .45.2.00 -0.05097 -0.48000 O.tH97.3 2.3470 oc -b.9370-0d -6.4990-0S -4. )860-09 6.749.37 0.8171 
2, 1. 7't9o7 o. 'tl 800 -O.b02·4't -0.67200 0 .8 l8't2 2.,150 00 -6.YO't-0-00 -o.t'390-08 -6.4400-10 o. ·94100 0.8156 
d l. 77050 o. 't~600 -O.S.71~9 -0.51b00 o. 81711 z.4aao oo -7.JlOC-Oo -1.2000-oa l.9010-09 -2.64031 0.8139 ,. 1. 7913:;t 0.41400 -0.58123 -0.57600 o. 81562 2.ssao oo - 7. 43ti0- Qi, -7.5510-08 1.11t60-09 -1.51752 0 .8122 
25 1. tlltl7 o. "t0200 -0.57906 -o.57600 O.Sl391t 2,.6'tCt0 00 -1.& 790-08 -7 .99lD-08 1. uso-09 -1. 39482 0.8099 
<6 1. 33)00 Q.39100 -o. 55211 -o.-52800 0.81221 2. 732.J oc -8.6220-08 -8.4250-0d -l .9Ct't0-09 z .J3159 0.8075 
27 1. dS-~i:B o .. 31soo -0.52701 -0.62400 o..·d0992 .l.771:iD 00 -8.984U""Cld -ti.b:i,~-Cb -3..30.30-09 3.dl 722 o.eotio3 
2b l .d74b7 a. ;;;b600 -o. 4&706 -o.s1000 o.80.755 2.8740 00 -~.19:,L-08 -9.13iii-Ob -b.Z31Y-10 0.6o.2.l.l 0.80.35 
29 l.d9550 0.36000 -0.47263 -o •. 28800 o. 8002b 2. 9'tltl 00 -9.0210-08 -9.4 710-08 -1.5010-09 1.5843b 0.801' 
30 l.91t.d1 o. 3'tC,00 -0.4b68't- -0.576'00 o.8031te 3.0300 00 -9. 50't0-08 -9.9110-08 "· 3400-0'11 -3. 3673d o. 1'981 
:,i l .'13717 0.34000 -0. 'tSlOO -0. J81t00 o. 80145 3. l'-t50 00 -9.d7tJD-08 -1.049 0-07 6 .1230-09 -5. 83714 0.- 7951 
3, .l.. S5tjQC 0 ..33000 -o .457b5 -0.48000 o. 79ti7 l 3 • .:150 oc -l.il90-07 -l.Oa.ttU-07 -J. 5010-09 3 • .22a11 0. 79Z8 
33. 1. '17dtl3 V. 31 dOO -O.'t4d75 -0.:Ht»OO o. 79509 3.zs~o 'JO -1.1660-07 -1.1.au-01 -'t .b\JOD-V9 4.10100 0. 7VO't 
•• l.'N9o7 0 .,1-100 -0.40013 -0 •. H,bOO o. 79280 3. 4Cli> OU -1.zsoo-01 -l.l 78L>-07 -7.8040-09 Ct.07881 o. 7866 35 i!.CL050 J.30400 -0.3d76b -0 • .33600 0. 79037 3.4720 00 -1.2950-07 -1.2uo-01 - tl.Z090-04i 6.70707 0.18~2 
36 2.04133 0.,9400 -o. Jc401 -0.48000 o. 7ib62 3 .5590 00 -l • .l't-00-07 -l.2560-07 1.5'i60-09 -1.27041 0.1812 
37 , .0021 7 0.2Ht)00 -0.·3Sb67 -0.2:8800 o. 7d4il 3. 6',0J oc -1.24!90-07 -l • .3.l20-07 9 • .USD-09 -7 .04tl20 0.11bb 
3" 2. co;oo o. 2dl00 -Od7bl8 -0 .J.lt.,00 o.1e124 3.7740 00 -l • .ld30-07 -1.3640-07 8. 0120-09 -5. 91867 0.1131 
•• 2.1:na1 o. 27 lOO -o. 38349 -0.48000 a. 7766S 3.6910 00 -1 • .ltt',lu-07 -1.42.:,0-01 s •. H90-09 -3. 78094 o. 7695 46 2. l..C467 0 .26500 -0.)7090 -o.zaaoo o. 1736"9 "· 03-'[) 00 -1. 4480-07 -l .'t-'130-07 4. 5600-0\t -J.05339 0.76ltlt 
•l 2.14):;Q 0.25100 -0.JSl 08 -0.38400 0. 76948 't.1320 00 -l.5b8L-07 -1.5430-07 -2.'t95U-09 1. 616'39 0.1601 
42 2. ltib.l3 o.24800 -0. 33Sl 1 -o. 4.3200 o. 761t3b 4.2020 00 -l.6410-07 -1.5780-0·7 -b. L410-0!i 3.9-51tb4 0. 7581 
43 2.181l. 1 o.21t200 -0 .H.i:!37 -o .25·900 o. 76070 4.3290 00 -1.1140-07 -1. 6420-07 -7. l 760-09 't.370',,8 0 .753• 
44 2. 20800 o. 23800 -0.30146 -O.l9i00 0. 75Ullt 4.5050 00 -1.0B.i!:0·07 -1.1300-07 4. 7520-09 -2.71t719 O.H66 
45 i!.Ud63 0 .2J100 -0.291J3 -o. 33b00 o. 7~3'tl 4.5660 00 -1. 7000-07 -1.1010-01 b.0300-09 -J.42448 0. 7445 
46 z.-24966 0.22200 -0.29951t -0.4~20.0 o.11tb&3 4.717U 00 -l. 7681J-07 -l.iBCtD-07 b. 6.260-09 -3.11752 0.1368 
47 t. .210,0 o. 21900 -O • ..i:9910 -0.14400 u. 71t450 4. t:1780 00 -l .949D-07 -l.·H70--07 -3.2llLJ-09 1.67516 o. 7326 
•• 2.291.B O.lliOO -0.29031 -0 .JJ0-00 o. 13&11 5. 0000 00 -1.~900-07 -1. 'f78D-07 -1. 2220-09 0.6l 76l 0.1219 49 2.31216 o. iosoo -0.20574 -0.33&00 0. 73261 5.1020 oc -2 .0400-07 -2.0l9il-07 -1.9260-09 o. 94940 0.12 ... 0 ,o .;i: .l::HOO 0.2.0000 -0.26259 -0.24000 o. 72792 5 • .CilO 00 -2.17<,J.)-07 -2. l.240-07 -5.25-90-09 2 .47031 0. 716b 
51 2.J53b3 0.19000 -0.25742 -0.19200 a. 121~& 5.4C5D -CC -2 • .a.550-07 -2. ldlil-07 2. 5550-09 -1.11176 0.1122 
5l 2. J74b0 o. lb900 -O.l44't3 -o. 33000 o. 716o'i-
jJ 2.J9550 0.18~00 -0.2.4890 -0.19200 0.71218 
GOJONESS Uf FIT: \iAUS.:i CRl TEiHUh, UHE..iA 2 1.3000-11· 
W"ALUES Of OTHER INPUT PAK4HETE.RS: 
NUM"" o3 KUR OP• 0 TUE:L T"' 2. 0633U-02 TSTARf.= 1.2osoo oo C.UN~TAhTS FJuNU FOi< t'l.JLY'N01"4UL CURVE flT (If DEGREE l : 
CAT 11.., ... 2.240CD-00 ASTAKT.:s O.bb~ Tl• 1.1670 _Jz"' l.bd72 
CU!'.STA,-.T VAllJE STL> 01:::V REL STU OEV(PPHJ 
c Ill 5.":i4t.U-08 l.47700-09 2 .811.2 
Ctt::) - 5 .OOtt6U-08 't. 7978il_- l0 -o. 9~83 ...... 
uJ 
N 
,..1111 ll J--PERIOtlA TE SYSTEM: 35.05 l~DIJCTt.:m PER.IUD CONSIOEki:CI b/1112 H"4CIU--PE:KIOUATE SYSTf.flU 35.05 INOUCT lUN ~EKIOU GOfdlLJEilED . 6/1172 
UE::TE:Rl'U,ATICN Of tlERIVATI\IE USING ll-PUU1T CUdlC S:-IUOTH 
V'CODSI YICALCI OEVIYI , ilE:vn, •EIGHT cY·I .. 
,o. T IHE A8SORdA~Ct. OERII/ATIVI::: SLilPf 111EhiHT 1.2090 00 -2.2800-0d -2.1590-08 1. 7840-09 -b.4ta722 o. 7995 
1.,110 00 -2. ca,20-08 -2.8020-08 1.:.000-09 -j. J5250 o.aooJ 
1. l.'tiH17 0 •• 2100 -o. 36052 -0.364~0 o. 79952 1.2320 00 -.2. 7830-08 -2.8890-0& 1.05811-09 -l.66254 o.ao19 
2 1.,saoo 0 .d.i:ilOO -0.41272 -0.24000 o. 80033 !.2520 00 -2.'i~b(i-Qi -3.0060-0ti 5.9260-10 -1.na5 c.au9 
3 1 ... 1803 o. &1200 -O.lt5b'ioi -0.0000 o.a.0191 1.2uo oo -3.0530-08 -3.0700-08 1,6-1140-10 -o.551·65 0.8049 
.4 l.49CJo7 O. 71JIJOO -0.49b39 -0.6.2400 o. 8031)8 1.2020 00 -.J.U·'tD-08 -3.18J0-08 3.9710-10 -l.2.47.il o.&Oc,6 
5 1.:52050 o. 79200 -o .:>ct58.7 -o.3.3b00 Q.d0491 1.3070 00 -3.lt92.0-0tl -3.33011-0• -1 •• 220-0• 4,87145 o.ao16 
• 1. 5ctll3 0. 78000 -o. 59933 -0.57b00 0.80b6l 1.3280 00 -3.66.!D-08 -3 ... s·w-oi:s -2.1090-09 6011041 o.a1-01 1 1.50217 0 .7b~OO -0.60-560 -o. 72000 o. 80862 lo353D 00 -3.7990-0U -3.591:0-ott -2.0090-09 . S.SM-89 o. 8118 . 1. S.i:1300 0.1;,_joo -.0.641tl2 -0.57600 0.81015 1.3810 00 -4.01111-08 -3. 7610-08 -Z.;it990-09 ••• 4357 o.au5 
9 1.60383 a. 73900 -o. b8t570 -0.672-00 o.8U83 1.4040 00 -te-.195&.l-08 -3 .ano-oa -2.9810-09 7.64939 o. 8141 
10 J..b2ct67 o.121too -o. 71973 -0.12000 o. 813>1 1. 4450 o.c -4.3380-08 -lt.1340-08 -2.0400-09 lt.93554 B.8167 
II 1. 645!>0 o. 11200 -o. 75589 -o.,;1000 0 .a.11e11 lo479D 00 -4.S,920,,.0tt -1t.J33o•oe ~2. 5930-09 s. 984.ll 0.8181 
12 l.Obb3.:J G.ca920C, -0. 79961 -0.90000 0 .. 81670 1. 5200 00 -tt;.t.5"30-08 -\.5690-08 -8 .3720-10 1.83224 0.8195 
13 l.6d-7l7 o.1>1000 ..:.0.02293 -0. 76DO'O o. dl807 1. 5550 00 -4.1:1360-08 -4.1760-08 -o.0830-10 lo27367 0.8205 
14 1. 70d0C o. 65800 -0.&2230 , -0.86't00 O.dl94-5 1.0000 00 -5,. lllC-0-~ -5.0370-08 -8.4.160-10 1. 67086 0.8215 
IS l.7Zd8~ 0.64300 -0.80070 -o. uooo 0.1120,.,, l.61tZO 00 -5.lOJ0-08 -5 • .?:82D-08 lo 7830-09 -3.37566 0.8222 
lo 1. 1"t9o7 o.6L5il0 -0.70534 -o.dbltOO o. d2l49 1.6.10 00 -5.4210-08 -5.5071)-Qtl 8.6420-10 -1.56922 O.d228 
11 1. 77050 o. b0900 -0.11110 -0. 76d00 -o.a2·zz3 1.1210 00 --5.taltH0--08 -5.7780-08 1.2970-09 -2.Z4o\>55 o.az.12. 
18 1.7913:S 0 .59500 -o. 74025 -0.67200 o-. 82276 lo 7760 00 -5.9560-0& -6.0640-08 1.oaoo-09 -1.78112 o.a2n 
19 1. 8121 7 0.57900 -o. 71871 -0.76800 0.82320 1.a2so oo -6.218D-08 -6.3470-08 lo295D-09 -2.04082 0.8236 
20 l .dJ~OO o. 56300 -0.68940 -0. 76000 o.a21·1i-1 l.8550 00 ~6. 500 u-08 -6 •. 5250-08 2.•>140-10 -0.37917 · 0.8235 
21 1. 85383 o.54800 -O.t.67·87 -0.12000 o. 82355 ,. 9160 00 -6. •llD-08 -6.8710-08 0.0000-10 -0,87253 0.8233 
22 1. d7407 o. 5390·0 -0.6'tb03 -0.43200 O.d2JS.2 1.9610 00 -1.1220-08 -7.1400-08 1. 7520-10 -0.2't5lt0 0.8230 
23 l .d9550 o.szzoo -O.ca22ti4 -o. 81600 o. 823.3"0 2. ocao oo -7.4500-0d -7.H511-08 -3·••40-10 0.-\6979 o.8226 
24 1.91633 o.51000 -0.00210 -o.S76QO 0.82300 2.0620 00 -7.65lil-Od -7. 729'1-08 1. 0010-10 -1.00939 0.1220 
25 1.93717 o. 49800 -o. 58245 -0.57b.09 O.d2:25ii Z.UOD 00 -8.1300-0it -8.0080-08 -l.ZZ2D-09 1.52"657 o. 8214 
26 1 .9~d00 0.4.500 -0.57326 -0.621t00 o. 82198 2.1550 00 -8. 2.2.CO-Otl -8.2730-0b 't.4810-10 -0.54lbl 0.8207 ., 1. 97883 o.411too -o.5·'t5Zl -0.52dOOfl o.82f35 2.2120 00 -tl.jl90-08 -8.c.ObD"".08 8. 11se-10 -1.01267 0.8197 
28 1.99967 O.ltb4E>O -o. 5•439 -0.48000 0.82"068 2.2780 00 -8. 7400-08 -8.'1880-08 2.,110-09 -2. 75622 0.8185 
29 2 .02050 0.45200 -0.53126 -o.57600 ·o. 81973 2. 3260 oc -9. 0030-06 -9.266i>-08 -2.6330-09 -2.8<\'-161 0,8H6 
30 2. Oltl33 O.ltl900 -0.52315 -o.621\00 0,81852 z • .:tcJlD 00 -9.ie2l0-08 -9.5890-08 1.6760-09 -1.1,111 0.8164 
31 2 .06217 0.4]000 -0.51309 -0.43200 o. 81757 z.44:;o oo -9.doltC-Od -9 .9b20-08 9.7850-10 -0.98225 0.811\9 
32 2. 08300 Q.42000 -0 •• 9525 -o.,aooo o. dl639 2. 5060 00 -1.0250•07 -1.0320-07 6.Hoo-10 -0.0275) 0 ,8135 
33 2.10383 o.40900 -0.47771t -o.5a800 O.dl4>9o\ .i:.5b't-D 00 -1.0)50-07 -l.Obo0-01 3.0630-09 -z. 87454 o. lliO 
34 2.12467 o.39900 -0.0,11 -o.,aooo o. 81348 Zo6320 00 -l.Jl15D-07 -1.1050-01 2.0210-0• -l ·8·3459 0.8l03 
35 2.1,550 0.30000 -0.46•'34 -0.0200 0.81204 2.6950 00 -1,1570-07 -1.1420-01 -1.4700-09 1 • .Zi3691 O.BG86 
Jb z..16633 o. 38000 -O.ltlt737 -0.4&000 o.a1oz9 .J..1,50 oo -l .l9ttD~07 -1.1110-0.1 -l.9300-09 1.63983 o. 8069 
31 2.un1 0 .11100 -0.42..349 -0.43200 0.80857 2.ilHD 00 -1.2110-01 -1.2220-01 -5.lt~ttD-09 .... lt7198 o.aon 
3• 2. 20800 o. Jt.300 -0.41350 -O.JB400 0.80691 .Z.8900 00 -1.35JC-0.7 -1.2560-07 -9.6900-09 1. 71661 0.8030 
39 it.2.Zd8) o.J5.300 -0.39097 -O.lt8000 o. 80467 2, 9SCO 00 -1 •. H:if,'""07 -l.2900-07 -d .'t-340-09 6.53553 0.8012 
40 2.24967 o.-,'tooo -0.37256 -o.33600 o. ao29a 3. 0300 00 -l • .Jti90-07 -l.l37U-07 -5.l 71t0-09 3.86891 0.1911 
•I 2.27050 0.33900 -o. 36993 -0.33600 0.80119 J.Oac,O 00 -l.4370-07 -1.3700-01 - 6. Tl 70-09 4.90263 o. 7969 
42 i.2913) 0.33000 -o.3&94& -0.0200 o. 79871 3.1750 00 -l • .Jd00-07 -l.421.J-07 4.1550-09 -Z.9ZZd9 0.7941 
•3 , •. 3i217 o.32400 -0.36035 -0.28800 o. 79695 3.zs10 oo -l.40di>-07 -l,4700-07 6.2020-09 -'t.22007 0.791• 
•4 2. 33300 o. 31500 -o. 3 787Cl -O.lt3.c·OO 0. 79413 3.3330 00 -l .'t4.2C-07 -1.5140-07 7.1640:..09 -4. 73180 o. 7889 .. 2.35383 0.30700 -O.l7it56 -0.38400 0. 79143 3.4130 00 -1. 'tlt.10-07 -l.560U-07 1.11t1c.i-ao -7 .55-189 0. 7862 
•• 2.171t66 0.30000 -0.36878 -o.33600 0.78891 3.5340 DO -1• 5lOD-07 -l.6)lll-07 9.ltdbl)-09 -5. 81693 0.1121 47 2 •. 39550 0.29300 -o. 37196 -0.33600 o. 78623 3.597D 00 -1.ea2ou-01 -l .608 0-07 lt.1950-0'il -l. 87489 o. 7799 
48 2.416-Jl O u?8300 -0.35241 -0.4ti000 o. 70211 3. 7040 00 -1. 6530- 07 -1. nou-01 7.&eaOD-09 -'telt2817 0.7162 
49 ..!. '37i• o.21ttoo -0.33703 -0.24000 o.n990 3.aozu oo -1. 74.2D-07 -1.7870-07 4.5530-09 -2. 54752 0.1121 
50 i .45800 0.21000 -o. 3]303 -0.38400 o. 77fll 7 3. &760 00 -1.799&J-(J7 -1.8300-07 3 .1330-09 -1.71173 0.1100 
51 z.ct78d3 O.lc,300 -0.311378 -o.33600 0. 77267 3.9840 00 -l.82'iiU-07 -1.9·930-01 b. 9560-0.9 -3.67'tl9 0.7661 
52 2.49966 0,25800 -0.31125 -0.24000 0.71003 4.llSD 00 -.i.0951l-07 -1.9700-07 -1.2500-oa 6.34708 0.7613 
53 2 .5.il:050 0.25100 -0.3,095-6 -O.J.3600 o. 76blil ... 1840 00 -.2.2460-07 -2.01ou-01 -.i:.. 3610-08 11.11t1t-tt1 0. 7588 
54 ,. 54133 0.24300 -0.21115 -O.J8400 0. 76133 
55 2.s.6210 o. 23900 -o. 25553 -0.19200 o. 75879 
GOUDNESS Of FIT: C.AUSS CKI JSR I Oh t UHEGAz 2.3040-17 
VALUE~ CF OTHER lNPUr PAkAMETE:KS: 
NIJM= •• Kl.lROP• 0 TDEL T=- 2. 08330-02 JS TART• l .J 3::SOU 00 CUNSTAhTS HJUNO FOK PuLYNJl'llAL c.l1RV.E flT Of lJCGiU:E l : 
CAT J"'= it. •. 2lt000-0tt A~T AR.I• O.Blt6 Tl• J..1910 TZ• .l.b81.!: 
CU~STANT VALIJE STD DEV REL STD DEV IPPHI 
CU! lt.28950-0d 2 .039t.D~09 ... 754d 
I-' 
CCl -s .d~890-0ti b • .i:.44'eJ-10 -J..ltL44 w 
l,J 
l'INtlJ}--t'EKIOOATE SYSTf:H: 35. Ob lt\tUCT lUN PEKluD CONS IOEREO D/7/72 
01:TERl'U.ATICN Cf iJERltiATIVE USINC:i 11-PLiJNT cua1c SHUUTH 
S(), TIME AdSJkbANCC OER IV.AT l\lE SLl.lPE wElGrH 
l l.22.'1117 o. 4i000 -0.152.20 -0.1)9b00 c.01soi:s 
2 l .. ::'.5000 0.1t0400 -0.~dCH -0.28800 o. dl4l3 -, 1.27083 a. 40000 -0.27403 -0 .19200 0 .81304 
• 1.291b7 o._;9.300 -a. Jl.:i99 -0. J,>bOO o.c112s4 
5 1 .• 31250 0.31:1d00 -o .35b49 -0 .l4000 o. ~1170 
6 1. 33333 a. 31100 -0.40'tl8 -o. 54.800 0,6097~ 
1 1.:;5417 0 ,31100 -0.44b26 -0 • .l&bOO o. aoa57 
b l.Jo75-00 ..,_ 36100 -0.4b091 -0.48000 0.8064a 
• 1.;~SdJ o. )4900 -o. 49016 -0.57000 o. d03 7Z 
10 1.41667 0.33'iJO -0.52232 -o .40000 0.80119 
11 1.43750 .J •• nooo -0.5-5.773 --0 .43200 0.79871 
12 1.45833 o •. uc1,.;o -0.!>7b01 -o. 57600 o. 79509 
13 l.47917 0.30300 -0.5967,l -0.7~000 o. 79001 
14 1. 50000 c • .it.9200 -O.b0648 -0,52600 0. 7BS.dJ 
1, l .520dj, o .2eoo·o -0.57'863 -o. 51•00 o. 78080 
16 l.54lt.>7 .0.,26700 -0.54157 -O,.b2400 0. 77469 
11 1.56250 0~.:.!>70C -o. 49518 -0.48000 o.76948 
18 l .Sd33l 0 .24700 -0.46263 -O.'t8000 o. 76377 
19 1. b04l 7 o. 23800 -0,43155 -O.'t3200 0,7581• 
zo 1.02500 o •. a80o -o. 4.0797 -0.48000 o. 75128 
Zl l .b"t58l O,Z2200 -0.397lb -o.zaeoo o. 7't68:i 
22 1. bbob7 a. 21200 -0.38956 -0.4-8000 0. 73877 
,!) 1.(18750 0.20300 -0.39.:HO -0. 4j2QO a. no11 
2• l. 70IH3 o.-udoo -o .Jd642 -0.2400.0 0. 72591 
25 1.72917 0.18600 -o. 36~32 -0.48000 ~- o. 71554 
lb 1. 15,000 O. lt3000 -0.3't581 -0.36400 o. 70629 
21 1. HOlH 0.1.7300 -G. 13056 -o .336,JO 0 .b9745 
28 1.7916'7 o. 16800 -0.314'43 -0.24000 o~ b9065 
29 1.au5o 0.!6200 -o .28525 -o.2e800 o. 68'190 
30 l.8J33J o. 15300 -o. 28773- -0.43200 0 .66.7.\l 
31 l.854L 7 0.15000 -o. 27705 -o. llt400 o. b62l 8 
3Z 1. 87:>00 0 .14300 -o .27525 -0.33b00 0.64907 
3) 1.895d3 o.13.aoo -o. "6184 -0.24000 0.61886 
•• l .9lbb7 0 .13200 -o. 25097 -O. l8800 a. ti2~55 
" l.'B750 0.12.aoo -0.240DO -0 .19200 0 .&1595 
VALUES IJF OTt'frR H1PlJT l'AkAHt:TERS: 
ti.UM.:: ,5 KUR.GP., 0 T DELT"" 2.oa330-02 T.iTARTz 1.12500 oo 
CAT lN"" .:::·.24000-0tl ASTA~T: 0, •15 fla 1. 0830 T2a l, 5000 
MNC l.ll--.-ERIU04TE SYSTEM: 3;,.Qb lNGUCT Jul'I PER WO (.UNS 11.IERED 
YUJli.:tl 'r'lt;ALC.I l)fV(Y I , DEVI Yi we IGHT (YI 
i. ... j'7i) 00 -2.11"0-oa -2.bJZO-Otl -~ .OlJU-10 J.0439't o. 8151 
.l.4150 00 -2. 't2:9u-Od -2.1.,1u-00 3.078U-J9 -ll.24b9d 0.8142 
2.5000 00 -2.'td.di.J-Od -.? od08U-Od 3.2030-09 -11 ... 0~·0 o. 8l3b 
z. s .. ;,u oo -z ·bdOC-Ot:& -2 .9Jb C-:08 2.SbtW-09 -6. 7't57d 0,&125 
2.5770 00 - 2. d;,!:iu- Cct -3.0310-0& l. 7o0U-09 -s. aoss1 O.dl-17 
2.b530 00 -2 .9940-08 -3 • .l4·80-.06 2. 5.JZ0-09 -1.195.l.2 o. 8·097 
2. b950 00 -3.ld4U-08 -J.111.u-oa 1.6730-09 -5.55bbi 0.808·b 
2, 1700 00 -3.575a)-08 -3. saw-as l, 1610-10 -0 • .32937 O.HOD5 
2 .8b5U 00 -3.dll0-08 -J.8610-08 4.9550-10 -l • .?8346 a. 8037 
2. 9500 00 -4.1190-oa -•.1040-oa -l.4l20-10 0 .346't-b o.eo1.2 
.;.0100 00 -4.354Li-08 -4. jJbU-08 -1. 7640-10 0.40btJ2 0. 7987 
-3.1.450 00 -4. 7260-08 -4.6060-0& -5.~95U-10 l.2tt't>9d o. 7951 
3. 3000 00 -s. oa20-oe -5.1140-08 3.22u,-10 -0.62979 0. 7900 
3 .4250 00 -5.5400-08 -5.4730-08 -6. 74't0-10 1, Z3Z32 0. 7858 
.::,,. 5710 00 -5.8d 70-0d -5 .89b 0-0d 8 o.ll20-ll -o. l392'l 0. 7808 
3.7450 00 -b.3770-08 -b. 39.70-08 i. 0240-10 -0.31641 0,11'1 
J.891D 00 -7 .06011-08 -6.dl70-0tl -2.5140-09 3. 68748 o. 7695 
4. 0490 00 -1. DbOU-0& -7.2.710-0& -3.9S6iJ-09 5.'t4056 o .. 7638 
4.ZO.it.D 00 -8 • .u,o.:.od -7. 7120-G,:s -5.0050-()9 C,-,\d97j o.1sn 
't.386-0 00 -d.9220-0b -d • .2430-08 -6.7'J2D-09 d.23918 0, 7513 
"· 505U 00 -9. 2s.;u-od -d.;,dS0-08 -6. 9dOU-09 8.13117 o. 7lt68 
4.7170 00 •9.5160-08 -9.1970-08 - 3. 1930-09 tt. l23b6 o. uas 
4. 926i.J 00 -9.bO'li:l-Oti -9 .aoo o-oa 1.9100-09 -l.9"i-9't2 0.1308 
5.0510 00 -9.90JU-Ot! -l.Ol61l-07 2. 5530-09 -2.51.364 0.1260 
5.3190 00 -1.0660-07 -1.093u~o1 2. 7130-09 -2. 't817"9 0, 7155 
5. 55bD 00 -l.l3ltU-07 -1.1010-07 2. nao-09 -2.39214 0. 7063 
5.7600 00· -1. ~ooo-·o., -1. 2.lbD-0·7 l.. OlJ0-09 -l.1313.fi, 0.6971t 
5.9520 00 -1.210-t.-07 -1.2760-07 -b. 5640-11 O.O!)l'tb o. 6906 
6.1 730 00 -1. 4230-07 -1.3390-07 -ti .4071:>-09 6.27750 0.6819 
c,.53tt0 00 -1.4270-07 -·l.lt44D-07 1. 6620-09 -1.15102 0.667lt 
6.6b-7U 00 -1-.4990-07 -1 .4 9z·o-o 1 -l. 7550-09 l. l-84.71 0.6622 
6.9930 00 -1. 52<>0• 0-1 -1. 5761J-01 4. 97't0-0" -3.15676 0 .6.\91 
7 eZ4bD 00 -1.ozzo-01 -l.6490-07 2. 6140-09 -1. bl208 0.6389 
1. 5760 QC -1 .• llllJ-01 -l. 7't40-07 3.2dl0-09 -l.dtil73 0.6255 
1.auu oo -l .dO't0-07 -1.dll0-07 1. 9150-10 -0.43685 0.6160 
GOODNESS Of FIT: bAUSS Ck.I TERI ON, UKEGA• 7.6870-18 
CONSTMII.TS -fiJUND FOR POLYNOHUL CURVE HT Of DEGREE l : 
CO/\IST ANT VALUE STD DE v REL STD OE vc-PPHI 
CUI "· 39650-08 1.54290-09 3 .~09't 





MNt JII--PEMIODATE SYSTEM: l5.07 lNOI.CTlON PE1UOl) CO~SIDEREO 6/7/U 
&ETEN.MIIUTION Of DEH.IVAT.IVE tJSI~ 11-POII\T U,hUC $HliOTi1 
~o. TiME: AHjURnANCE OERI VATI VE. SLUPE 1111E lGHT 
·1 1.1tl7i.7 0.56800 -0.~.:1929 -0.2t11SOO 0.823"'0 
2 i.· 45800 o. 55900 -0.,0022 -o.tit.J2~0 O .823!:ioO 
3 l .<ft7883 o. 55100 -O.<llil31i19 -O.lb400 Q. 82::t!:ioS .. '·"'99b7 o.s1t200 -0.47309 -0.0200 Q.d235"' 
5 1, 52050 o. 5Jl00 -0.52.1."'2 ~0.52800 o.a23,s 
• 1.s1t1.11 o .• szooo -0.56753 -0.52800 o. 82326 1 1.5b2l 7 o.5o•ao -O.bl.282 -0.52800 0.82297 
• 1.5d.i00 O.lt9300 -0. D7990 -o. 76.SOO 0.82231 9 l .b03dJ 1l.1tliOOO -O.HU5 -0.62 .. 00 o. 82111 
10 1.62467 O.lt6500 -0.7327b -0.74'000 Ood2075 
ll l.D"':j,50 O.lt't900 -0, 7118• -O. lb&OO o. 819'tb 
12 l.6663l o.1t3:;oo -0.10136 -o. 76800 o. "1789 
l3 1.68717 0 ... 2100 -O.Cf843't -0.51600 0,81651 
l .. 1.10•00 0.40600 -0.67325 -0.12000 o. 81452 
15 1. 728t1J -o • .39400 -0.65t.49 -0.57600 0.81270 
16 l. 71t967 0.31100 -0.63105 -0.81600 0.80913 
l7 1.77050 0.16100 -o.58~40 -0.<\8000 o •. aons 
l8 1. 7913) 0.35200 -0.52113 -0.12000 O.BO't4.\ 
19 1.81211 0.34400 -0.4951t9 -0.3HOO 0.802 .. 8 
20 1,83300 o.33400 -O.'t9088 -O.lt8000 0.19983 
21 1• d53iU -0.uooo -0.49398 -0.38400 0.79155 
22 l .d7467 0.31300 -0.48504 -0.621t00 0.193-ltl 
23 1. 89550 0.30100 -O.tt89lo -o.57Cf00 o.1e9za 
24 1.9163::i 0.20200 -o."5.r,91t =~~!~~~ 0.18583 25 l .93711 0 .28600 -0 ... 2243 0.18338 
20 1. 95800 o.21soo -O.lt0861 -o.szaoe 0.11&53 
ii 1.97883 0 • .26700 -0.61-0366 -0.30400 o. 771t69 
28 l.99i67 0.25900 -0,40670 -0.38't00 0.11056 
29 2.020,0 0.25000 -0,37803 -o.uzoo 0.1655' 
30 2.0'133 0.2 .. 100 -0.35136 -0.43200 o.1&001 
31 2. 06217 0.23100 -0.3,05.2 -o.19200 o. 75748 
32 z. 08300 0.22800 -0.32909 -o.u200 0.15U8 
33 .!:.lOldJ 0.22300 -0.31290 -0.2 .. 000 o. 741-759 
3' .z.ll4b7 o.2i..oo -0.31133 -O.tt.3200 o.no,s 
35 2.1'550 0.20•00 -o. 32306 -0.HOOO 0.13619 
36 2.16633 0.20200 -0.30619 -0.33600 0.12983 
31 2.18111 0.19100 -0.3102-0 -0.2 .. 000 0.721t98 
38 2.20800 0.18900 -0.3CU't0 -O.J8't00 0.1166' 
3• 2.22883 o.u200 -0.291t68 -0.33000 o. 70869 
~o 2.2 .... 1 0.11800 -o. 21565 -0.19200 0.7038• 
~l 2 .21050 0.11100 -0.26111 -0.33600 0.69"'78 
VAl.&JES CF Of HER INPUT PARANET fRS: 
fiUH• >l t(DROP.- . 0 TDEL Tz 2.083Jil-02 TSTART,. 1.3.IJOD 00 
CATJNa .l.ZltOOO-Oil ASUJH• o.,ao Tl• 1.2100 T2• l.621t7 
ltfll(lIJ--t>~klOUAlt ::tY.;,llH; ;;s.01 INOLIC.TIUN PERIUD CONSIUEl4.ED 
'((Ul:1$) Yl'°LCJ iJEVI YI C UEVI YI loEIGHTIYI 
1. 7bl0 00 -Z.9551J-O• -l.2l•D-08 2o6l50-09 -6.1576• 0.8.l:.::t4 
1.7890 00 -3.0351r013 -3.l29D-08 2.9"'20-09 -ii. 837011 o. 8235 
i• dl:SD 00 -3.JJ3u-O& -3.litJlO-Od 9.1140-10 -2.8·3156 0,8235 
1.aoo oc -3.5910-08 -J~ 5'9-90-0tl -,.2a,o-10 le.!:0Cf5b 0.8235 
1.·aa.10 oo -.3.7dl0-08 -3.b98U-08 -•.3250-10 2.2s11i o. 823• 
1. 9210 00 -1.'il'iiOD-08. -3.85'tJ-08 -l .Jbl·D-09 3.53518 o.az.H 
l.9650 00 -•.1390-0tl -,.0110-08 -1.2220-.0• 3.01t2•• Q.IZJO 
2. 0280 00 -lt • .2820-0H -lt.2b60-08 -1. 5610-10 0.36593 c.122, 
2.oeJO oo -lt.5900-0tt -4.lti:120-08 -1. 0800-09 2.,2261 o.azn 
2.1510 00 -'t.9b7U-08 -"·7450-08 -2,2190-09 ~.67601 0.1201 
2.22 ro oo -5.11•0-08 -5.0't50-08 -l.H40-09 2.64533 0.1195 
2 .. 3090 00 -5.JZ.Z0-08 -5.Jo7U-O& lte49l0-10 -0.83192 0.8119 
2.3150 00 -5.5230-08 -5.6250-08 1.0210-09 -l.U.506 o.aus 
2.4630 00 -5. b8.30-08 -5.CJc,80-08 2.8540-09 -'t .78213 0.11'5 
2.SJ<IO 00 -5.d99D-O• -D.2620-08 3o6l'l0-09 -5.79526 o.u21 
2.6530 00 -6.15.::0-08 -6.7100-08 5.5180-09 -_8.31268 0.8097 
2.1250 00 -o.11so-oo -6.9930-0tt 2.u20-09 -3.U-969 o.ao11 
2.8..io oo -7.6910-08 -1 ... •10-08 -Z.-4.150-09 3.26991 o.aa..4 
2 •• 010 00 -8.1920-Dd -1.1060-08 -lt.86JO-O'i ,.nou 0,8025 
2.991t0 00 -8.3040-08 -1.041&> ... 08 -3.1750-09 3.9458l o.7998 
3.0070 00 -.S.it-060-08 -1.ns.>-os -1.1920-10 0.86297 o. 7975 
3.1950 00 -8.6580-06 -8.8330-08 1.7570-09 -l.98115 0.7935 
3,3220 00 -8.oBOU-Od -9.3320-08 6.51110 .... 09 -6. 9153.S, 0.1193 
3 ... 250 00 -9.4360-08 -9,1330-08 2.9730-09 -3 •. 0S..H 0,7851 
3 ... 910 QC -1.0210-01 -1.0010-01 -2.5190-09 2.s1S•8 0.10• 
3,6360 00 -l.0130-07 -l.0560-07 - l. 722D-09 1 •• 3025 0, 1185 
3.100 00 -l.09d0-07 -1.0990-07 1.ui•o-11 -0.06'10 o.1i..1 
3.8610 00 -1.1010-01 -1.1 .. ,wi-01 lte2130-09 -3.13515 0.1106 
... 0000 00 -l.1970-07 -1.l99iJ-07 l.3010-10 -0.10858 . O. J655 
•• ,.,90 00 -1.1010-01 -l.2570-07 -•·•400-09 3.53108 0.7601 
... 2100 00 -l.351D-07 -1.za.w-01 -.7.2090-09 5.61265 o. 1575 
-lt.3860 00 -l."'180-07 -l.3500-07 -6.il&0-09 5.05206 0.1513 ,..,.:a'tD oo -1. 506U-07 -l.3880-07 -l.1800-08 a.-"'9965 0.1416 
4.67JD 00 -l.5290-07 -l • .S,620-07 -6.6120-09 lt.56373 0.7 .. 05 
4.1850 00 -1.1ts1:1a>-01 -l .5060-07 1.a1eo-o, -l.20231 0.1362 
"·9~00 00 -1. 5850- 01 -1.5110-07 -l.'"170-09 0.90234 o.7298 
5.0760 00 -l.5790-01 -1.0200-01 't.0"60-09 -z. lt9765 o.12so 
5.2910 00 -l.o3dU-07 -1.10 .. 0-01 1.3.10-09 - .. 33182 0.1166 
, .... so 00 -l.69it0-07 -1.18..0-01 a. u 10~_0• -s.010..0 0.1081 
5.ol8D 00 -l.d.Z1uro1 -l .8320-07 3.-0,0-10 -0.20110 o.10J8 
s.a.s,ao oo -:-l.d990-07 ~l.92.Z0-07 2.2620-09 -l.17697 o.69 .. a 
GOUONES~ Uf FIT: GAUS~ CRl T-ERION• ONEGA- 1.3050-11 
CONSTANTS FuUNU FDR POLYNOMIAL CURVE Flt OF DEGREE l : 
CONSTANT VALUE STD DEV REL STD DEVIPPHI 
Cll I 3.b7470-08 1.s1t791>-09 5.0288 





MNI 1'11--PE~IOOUE SYSIE"• J5.08 lt-UUCTION PER10D CONSIDERED 611112 "M 111--PERIOOAfE SYSTEM• 35.08 INDUCT ION PEKIUO CONSIDERED ~/7172 
DETERl"U,A.TlON Uf DEttlVATIVE U!,lhG 11-POlNT CUdlC SMUl.iTH 
YIUSSI Y lCALCl i>EVCYI ,' OEVCYJ •EIGHTCY I 
~c. TIME ABSURl:IANCE; DER IVATIV. SLiJPE .a; IGttT 1 • .:,250 00 -i ellOiJ-08 -Z.31tb0-08 l.l981J-O~ -5.5320 0.8099 
L.3.c,6u 00 -2. lbit0-08 -2.'t55o-oa 2.~050-09 -11.83418 0.8114 
1.31217 o. 75500 -O.J30!>1 -0.240]0 O.IJ09Ci0 1 .. 3:t9J 00 -2.2001rOd :-.l• :i,lOU-08 3.2010-09 -12. 7020l 0.8122 
2 l .33300 0.7tt300 -O .• ltZ120 -0.57000 o. dll3b L.3til0 00 -2 •. noo-oa -2.bl!:liO-Od 3eldb0-09 -12.09036 o. 8l35 
3 1.35383 o. 7l60~ -0 .. 50471t -0.33CJ00 0 .81218 1. 4010 00 -2.0150-D& -2. 7330-08 1.usu-09 -..33397 o.e1•tt 
4 1.17467 G. 72.\00 -o. :H36& -0.57600 o. tS13!tl 1.1t310 00 -2.9.ti:alrOtl -Z.-'ili0-0-8 -1.00lu-lC· o.34296 o. 8163 
5 1. 39)50 o.111toO -O.S9VLD -o.,..eooo Oedllt57 ,.,..sar, oo -J.ll4C,.08 -3 .oz~u-oe -13.':ICII00-10 2.96.?<I-O o. 8172 • l.41633 -0.69fll00 -0.62308 -O.Bti,400 o.81U> 1.4900 DC -3.3580-Ca -3.1910-0ll -l.blBu-09 5.25862 o.a1as 1 I •43717 0 .6tt600 -0.67480 -0 .... 000 o. dl72l 1.5,i!:OD 00 -3.:»97U--08 -3 • .iltlll-Od -2.5fll50-09 7.677U o. 8195 
8 1.45d00 0.67100 -0.7H09 -0.12000 O.d184b 1. 5630 00 -;.a950-od -3.:i!id.r-Od -3.3700-09 9.4691-tt 0,8206 
9 l .47dB3 o. 65800 -o. 75'65 -0.62400 O.d19o\5 l,6080 00 -It. lllO-Od -l. 71l90-08 -J. •HD-09 9.03511 0.8216 
10 l e.ft.9907 0.64000 -0.78311 -O.Bft400 0.82064 1.0530 00 -4 • .l:790-08 -4.0l9U-08 -2.6050-09 6.48221 o. 822 .. 
ll 1. 52050 o. 6.2..tOG -O.-D2449 -0.86400 0.8Zl64 l.6~5D 00 -4. 3190-08 -4.2J30-0-8 ~1 ... 010-09 3.45U:5 o.a2z9 
Ii: l.54133 O.o0500 -0.80682 -0.-8].,600 o. 82240 1..7450 00 -4.Sit.i:lrOd -4.4890-0tf -9.3350-UI 2.07959 o.ez3~ 
ll 1. 50217 0.59000 -0.79912 -0.12000 o. ll229l 1.1.so ~o -1t.d100-oa -\.7440-0tl -e..s1t.-o-10 l.37936 o. 82.35 
14 1. 58300 o. 57300 -o. 77383 -0.JloOO 0.8Zl32 , ••• so 00 -4.d95i0-0d -4.9910-08 ,. 0190-09 -2.0 .. 001 o.az35 
15 l.60383 o.ss100 -o. 71t694 -o. 76800 0.82352 l.9050 00 -s.auo-od -5.JOZU-08 l.3090-09 -4.35 .. 27 o. 8234 
16 1.fll2467. o.51tlOO -0.74::tltO -0.12000 O.d2354 1. 9530 00 -5.45iZ0-08 -5.5480-08 9.5900-10 -1. 72858 0.82ll 
17 1.645)0 o.5,i.:,Oo -0.726H -0.81600 0.82336 .2..0.040 00 -5.8010-08 -5.8010-08 6. 7050-ll -0.115 .. 6. 0.8226 
18 1.66633 0.51200 -0.68461 -0.6.2'400 o. 82306 2.0750 00 -6.2860-08 -4.lt>70-08 -1.1850-09 l.92152 o. 8218 
'" 1 .• , .. 1111 0.49900 -0.65.153 -0.62400 0082262 2.1190 00 -6. 6500-08 -6.!910-08 -2.saao-09 4.Q481fft 0 .• 8212 20 l, 70800 0.48200 -0.60866 -0.81600 0.821&2 z.1690 oo -6.67t>D-08 -6.6490-08 -2. 7090-10 0.4074\3 o. 8205 
21 1. 728il o.n200 -.0.58235 -0 ... 11000 o.821u i.iuo oo -6.8090-08 -6.9b90-08 8.ouo-10 -,., ... 73 0,819 .. 
22 1. 74967 o.1ta100 -0.58JG9 -0.52800 0.120,.5 2.2aao oo -7.0040-08 -7.2550-08 2.5160-09 -J •• 67ll o·.uu 
23 l • 77050 0.44800 -0.57561 -0.62400 Q. 81938 2.3640 oo -7.0750-08 -1.lfltl0-08" 5.6630-:09 -7. 11tl05Z o.e16a 
l4 ,. 79133 o.+.3100 -0.57291 -0.52'800 0.81831 2.4J30 00 -7.56.ZO-Od -7 .9930-08 ... 3Q71H19 -5 • .38873 0.11,2 
25 1.ai,11 o. 42300 -0.5737lt lil-0.67200 0.81676 2.+aeu oo -8.3370-08 -8.2100-08 -6.6860-10 0.80839 0.811, 
26 I o83JOO o .. ,u100 -0.54,i:96 -0.57600 o. 81522 z.5580 oo -8.1:1790-08 -d.b271r08 -2.5250-09 2.92741 0.8122 
27 1. U5383 0 • .0200 -D.49808 -0.0200 0.81394 .Z.6180 00 -9.J26D-0& -8.93ltD-08 -3.i270-09 4.3961lt 0.8107 
28 1.87467 0.39100 -O.'t-7292 -o •. s2-aoo 0.81221 2..6880 00 -9.64o0-08 -9.ii!:92.D-08 -3. 5370-09 3.80657 o.aoaa 
29 l. d95.JO 0.38200 -0.45525 -0.43200 0.81065 2. 7 .. 70 OD -9.926i>-08 -9.5931>-08 -3.3250~9 3.t-6639 o.aon 
JO 1.916133 0. 37200 -0.44502 -0.48000 0,80876 2.83)0 OD -1.0520-07 -l.OOl0-07 -4. 8750-09 4.86056 . o.so1t1 
31 l.93717 0 • .311400 -0.43718 -O.l8'o00 o. 80713 2..8990 00 -1.01ac-01 -1.0J60-07 -'t.2100-IJ<i, 4.062.37 o. 8027 
32 1. -;5000 0.35300 -o .41704 -0.52800 o.c10· .. 61 2. 959U 00 -1. 0650-07 -l.067U-O.J 2 .'t-070-10 -0.22557 0.8009 
33 1. 97883 0,3:4500 -0.41100 -O .. Jti400 O.d027' 3.0'w,90 00 -1.0'w,4fr07 -1.1130-07 6. 92.20-09 -6.22011 0. 7981 
34 l .999b7 0.33800 -0 ... 2077 -0.33600 o. 80092 3.1250 00 -1.0710-07 -1.1520-07 8.0590-.09 -6.99725 o. 7957 
35 2. 02 050 0.32bUO -0.43365 -0.48000 0.79113 3.2260 DO -1.1000-07 -l.2030-07 l.0310-08 -B.5682+ 0.1,25 
Jo 2.0ltll.3 0.32000 -0.4268~ -0.38400 o. 79572 3 • .33,lD 00 -1.222u--o-1 -1.25dD-07 3.6060-09 -z. 866.10 o.1aa9 
n 2.06217 D • .JlOOO -0.1tl99lt -o • ..aooo o. 79246 3. 4-010 oc -1.l92D-07 -l.29'0-07 -9.i:i6D-OY 7.68735 0. 7866 
38 2. 08300 0.30000 -0.38189 -0 ... 8000 0. 78891 3.4-7ZD .DC -1.5090-07 -l. 3290-07 -1. 8010-08 13.55Ul o.78 .. 2 
39 2 .10383 0.29400 -o. J3d58 · -o.ze900 o. 78662 3.5590 00 -l.51,dr07 -l..J,730-07 -1.3970-01:1 10.1 795·8 0. 7812. 
40 le l24b7 Oe2cUiOO -a .31540 -0.28800 a.78421 l. 6360 00 -l.l950-07 -1.4120-07 1. 7030-09 -1.20612 o.7-785 
•1 z. 14S.5C o.2a1.oo -0.31777 -0.33600 o. 7812"4 3.7~Su 00 -1 •. noo-01 -1.4680-07 l• 377D~OB -9. 3Bl7lt 0.1141 ,; 2 .16633 o •• asoo -0.34781 -o. 28800 o. 77853 J.8•10 oo -1.3590-07 -l.5271l-07 l.b76D-08 -10.98lU o. 7706 
0 2.18117 0.26700 -0.36836 -0.38400 0.111169 4.0000 00 -1. 4290-07 -1.5970-07 l.6840-08 -1.0 .54221 o.16s; •• .z..20d00 a.,s900 .-0.36J94 -O.Jtt400 o. 77056 4.0980 00 -l .Slt31r07 -l.6<\80-07 1.o•so-oa -6.340'9,8 o. 7619 
45 Z .~,l88) a .2,000 -0.341137. -0.0200 0. 7655"4 1tel8't0 00 -l. 7580-"07 -l.&910-07 -6.6't30-09 l.92813 o.15aa 
,6 2.24966 o~ 24400 -0.32657 -o.zailoo 0. 76194 4.3100 00 -1.8700-07 -l. 7560-07 -1.2290-0tt 1.00122 o.75"1 
47 2~2.7050 0.2.i900 -0.28936 -o.2•oob 0. 75879 4.lt,250 00 -l.'i.j;BU-07 -1.8140-07 -1.2370-08 •• 82252. o. 7498 .. 2.29lll 0.2J200 -o.2n2• -o.u.oo o. 75411 .. 2. Jll16 0.22600 -0.26731 -0.28800 0. 7't983 
GOODNESS Of f IH GAUSS CRUEA.ION, OMEGA• 3.8060-17 
VALUES LIF OTHER II\IPUT PARAHETEM.S: 
NUM= H KOR.DP-= 0 TOELT• 2.0&llD-02 TSTAKT• 1.zoaou oo CONSTANTS FUUNO FOR PllLYNOHUI. CURVE FIT Of DEGREE l ; 
CATI .. lo24000-08 AST AR J11: 0.112 Tl• 1. u20 tz• 1.5205 
CONSTANT VALUE STD DEV •EL STD UEVIPPHI 
Clll ... 40060-08 2. 87100-09 6.5241 




~M ll 1--PEk ltlCATE: SYST'£M: 15.09 HWU:.TION PEklOD COhSIL)fRED 
















































1. 'tl 700 
l.'t3183 
1 •• 5d67 
1 ... 7i50 
l.'>OOH 

































































































0.3 .. 200 
0.33 .. 00 
0.32000 



























































































































-0.2 ... 000 
-0.28800 



























































NUH'"' o7 KURi.JPz O TtJt:LT• ,2,.08330-02 TSfAH.T• l.Z9l00 00 
1..ATIN• 2..24001l-Oo ASTA1U::1 0.955 Tl• 1.1910 T2• l.OO't!:t 
6/7172 Mrd II J--PE:~IOUAH:. SYSTEM: J~.09 l~OUCTluN PEkluO ,ohSICEREO 
Yl08~J YICAU.J 
l.Qo7u 00 -2.lbSD-Od -2 •. UJO-Otl 
1.0760 00 -2.0tlZlr-Od -.2.ld9U-Otl 
1.09.30 00 -t.l~au-Ot1 -Z.48&110-0d 
l.1070 00 -z. JO Su-Ott -2.5700-0d 
l.ll4U 00 -l.6ll0-0d -l.67..tD-Ocl 
1.14;0 oo -2.o~ou-oa ~2.1090-oa 
1.1030 oo -2. 9100- o·a -2.•100-oa 
1.1900 00 -J.0.300-08 -3.0770-08 
1.2090 00 -3.llHO-Od -3.1900-08 
1.21tao ·oo -3.4300-oa. -3.4.260-oa 
1.2110 00 -3.7690-08 -3.560.0-08 
1.3090 00 -3.d930-08 -3.7910-08 
lo3"20 00 -3.9760-0'8 -3.992Q-08 
1.3790 00 -4 • .2930-08 -4' • .tl60-08 
1.1toal ·oo -4.3090-0B -4.3920-oa 
l.4't70 00 -'t.lt-430-0" -4.625"'-08 
l.4880 00 -'t.5061:r-08 -4.8720-08 
1.5220 00 - ... 7580-08 -5.0770-0d 
1.5720 00 -5.0540-08 -5.3800-08 
1.6100 oo -5·•••o-oa -5.,090-oa 
1.6390 00 -;5.1:1230--08 -5. 7840-08 
l.D860 00 -6.1040-08 -6.0D&0-08 
1.12.0 oo -•·•010-08 -6.2•00-08 
1.1100 00 -6.6120-08 -6.5720-08 
1. 8050 00 -7.05)0-0ct -c..71340-08 
1.ss20 oo -7.497u-Od -7.0660-08 
1.t1900 00 --1 .4480-08 -1.2-980-0-8 
l.9210 00 -1. 5500-0• -7.5180-08 
1.9800 00 -7.t19lO-Oa -7.ct400-'0tl 
Z..OJJO 00 -B.2t70-08 -d.1560-0ti 
Z.0790 00 -b. ,tso0-08 -8.4360-08 
2.1190 00 -·9. 7.U0-08 -8.b750-0B 
2.1&.0D 00 -9.176-0-.0tl -8.9Zlt0-0t1 
z..2210 oo -9.1730-c.a -9.3300-oa 
l..27.JU 00 -9.2350-011 -9.0050-08 
2.JltZD 00 -9.9660-0& -1.0020-07 
2.3150 oo -1.uao-01 -1.022iJ-01 
2.4390 00 -l.1480-07 -l.0610-07 
2.,aao oo -l.13&0-01 -1.0900-0·1 
l.s.no oo -1.150~01 -1.1110-01 
2.0C41l oo -1.10~0-01 -1.1oou-01 
lo68d0 CO - l.1560-07 -1. ZUD-07 
z.1.zso oo -1.19du-01 -1.2.330-01 
2.8010 oo -1.z99c,-01 -1.2190-01 
2.d74U 00 -1.4100-.07 --l.Jl;D-07 
~.92.'tO OD -l .'t.ll0-01 -1.3530-07 
2.9940 00 -1. 3050-07 -l.H60-01 
3.0o7D 00 -l.4220-07 -1 ... 400-07 
3.1450 00 -l .'tl:iU-07 -1.'tBOV""Ol 
3.2260 00 -l.'t30D-07 -1.5.350-07 
1.3110 00 -1.5460-07 -l .5t170-07 
3.39CO 00 -1.7370-07 -l.ol't0-07 
3.4b0D 00 -l.8't31J-07 -l.c.771)-07 
3.5460 00 -l.i:109V-07 -1.1290-07 
3.&100 00 -1. 7340-07 -l.J.67U-07 
3.6900 ao -1.6810-01 -1.s150-01 



































































































z. 963J. 8 
-'t.90cl97 










































































GOOO.f,E 5 S Of f IT : 1..AUS..S CRlTEtHON, OMEGA• 2.ld00-17 
CO!li!STA!lil~S. FUUNO FllR PULY"NUMlAL CURVE Fir Of- OE:GREE 1 
CLifllSTA-ld VALUE STD DEV RtL STD UEV{PPHJ 
C.C 11 4.lO'tZ0-08 1. 95340-09 4. 7594 




HN(lll--PE1UODATE: SYSTEM: lll:TN OF KZ FM.OM Pl.OT Of SLUPE VS AZERO 
YCObSI YICALCI ~EVI YI i uevc YI ..e IGHTI YI 
1.50tlU-Oti -Z • .1tlEIO-Oa -2. so1u-oa. do ld00-10 -3 •. Hl.U 1.1995 
-l .9d00-0tl -2-.tl.350-0d -3.litlO-Otl· 3.0740-09· -'1. 78019 1. 6591 
3. ObOC-0& -1t.196D-O.a -4.bl'tD-OG 4.11140....:,31a, -a .Ol>i>H 1.6502 
't. 7d20-Jd -o.tu>Slrlld -6.'i1600-08 9.4660-10 -1.36019 1. 0326 
2. 0310-0tt 1J.l-07iJ-Oc3 -3.213U-Od 1.0650-09 -3 •. 31426 0.9759 
2 ... 35od0-08 - ... 1440-0& -3.c»580-0o -4. iloolJ-09 13.3045't 0.9&69 
3.'t940-0~ -;..0010-oa -'5.2050-00 1.-9a-70-09 -3. 8l 7'd lo 1069 
.3. ozw-oa -s.az9u-od -5.3d9iJ-Otli ~'t.J98CJ-09 8.1&103. 0.9659 
1.e2SU-08 -2.ctd.20-.08 -2.9310-08 "'· r;s10-10 -1.6908·8 , •• 092 
oi!.l:UU-Od -J.91:iiJ-Od -;$.)791r08 -5.3510 ... G'l U.85364' 1. 5.S• 
J. 3~7i.J-08 -S.f.i94il-08 -5.01,·o-o& -2.0140-10 0.39705 0.1tt14 
3.~.ZOO-Od -b.OJ£0-0d -5. 7850-08 -2.HOD-09 "· 26973 0.8969 
&:;UOilNCSS OF FIT: ~U!)S C~ITERJON, OMt:GA• l.'to.L0-17 
CONSTANTS Fl.JUN(, fUR POLYNOMIAL cuave f-n Of UEGREE 1 
CONSTANT til'ALUE STO OEI/ ~EL Sfll OEV(PPHI 
CtlJ -<t.4618D-09 2.95190-09 -6c».151:13 
C(21 -1.36210 00 1.03230-01 -7.57&• 
DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM PARAHETERS--SUMHARY OF RESULTS 
HEAN VALUES OF itATE C-ONSTANTS:. 
COtiiSTANT VAWE STD o.ev REI. sro 9EHPPHI 
Kl 1.362:'tO O't lo7'370 03 20.13963 
K2 2.2.120 011 1.1t-ei2110 oa · o6.15B31t-





ESTIMATION OF KAc 
Relationships between the stability constants of complexes and the 
characteristic properties of their constituents give information ·6n the 
nature of the chemical boncling in complexes and may be used to make 
possible estimation of unknown stability constants. <29 ) A few linear 
plots of log K.,... log K' can be found in the literature. Irving and 
Rossotti(30) and Freiser et al, (3l) found linear relationships _between 
the stability constants of complexes of two metal ions with a series of 
related ligands. Irving and RossotU also pointed out that-the logarithm 
of the stability constants of the corresponding metal complexes formed 
with another but analogous ligand give straight lines. 
In a search for an approximate value for the.stability constant of 
the manganese (III)-acetate complex (ML3), a few correlating plots were 
tried. The main difficulty is the lack of data for the formation con-
stant.of trivalent metal cations. Plotting the log M(II) vs. log 
M(l!l) fot; the chelates of iron a;nd manganese with a series of amino-
polycarboxylic acids, (Figure 28) roughly a straight line relationship 
is.obtained. If the value for the manganese (II)-acetate complex, MnA2, 
is entered in.this plot, log K for MnA3 would. seem to have a value of 
13.8. It -is of interest to observe that by means of this plot the log 
K for Mn(II!)-.NTA complex is equal to 19,5, in reasonable good agreement 























0 1.4 5 LOG 20 
Figure 28. Estimation of Format;:ion Constant of Mn(III)-
Acetate Complex. Curve A: Manganese Com-
plexes. Curve B: Iron Complexes. Con-
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Figure 29. Estimation of Formation Constant of Mn{III)-Ace-
tate Complex. Curve A: Monovalent Metal Com-
plexes, Curve B: Divalent Metal Complexes. 
Curve C: Trivalent Metal Complexes. Constants 
From Ringbom (32) 
141 
142 
MA comple~es for a series of bivalent cations are plotted against the 
corresponding log K for the NTA complexes. A definite trend which could 
be roughly fitted by a straight line .is observed. The MA2 complexes 
seem to follow the same trend with a slightly steeper slope. The only 
two trivalent cations which could be used to construct a similar plot 
for the MA3 complexes are·iron (III) and lanthanum (Ill). Recognizing 
that is rather brave to fit a straight line through these two points, 
'when this is done though, and the value for Mn(III)-NTA is entered, a 
value of log Km 13.25 is obtained which coincidentally or surprisingly 
agrees very well with the value obtained in the plot of aminopolycar-
boxylate complexes. In light of these observations, a reasonable maxi-
mum limit for the value of log K for the Mn(III)-Acetate complex can be 
set at ~c- $ 1014 . 
Having this estimate in hand, the competition of NTA and Acetate 
for any Mn(III) present in a given system can be represented in the 
following manner: 





Cx + L :t CxL .Ki = CcxLJ 
[cx][L]' 
(Note: 3:1 Ac complex is preferred due to large concn. of Ac-) 
where: 
Cx. = Mn(III), 
A = CHfOO"", 
L = N-(CH2-coo-) 3 = NTAJ-
143 
KA "' formation constant for the Mn(III)-acetate complex, 
'Ki = conditional formation constant for the Mn(III)-NI)A3-
complex<32), and 
[L]' = all forms of the ligand present not complexed with 
Mn(III)(32 ), 
From the required mass balance: 
(F-3) 
where: 
[c] 0 "' totl:!,l catalyst added to the system. 
From the formation constant expressions: 
3 = KA [cx][A] and (F-4) 
[CxL] = Ki [cx][t]' (F-5) 
Substitution of.these expressions: intq Eqµation (F-3) and solving for 
[ex] gives: 
[c] 
[ex] = ----· - 0----
1 + KA[A] 3 + K{ [L]' 
Substitution of Equation [F-6] into Equation [F-5] leads to: 
[cxL] 
But, from mass balance: 
Ki[L]'[C]o 
= 
1 + KA[A] 3 + K{.[L]' 






Substitution of this expression into'Equation [F-7] yields: 
(F-9) 
Letting x • [CxL] to simplify the algebx-a somewhat and proceeding with 
the solut::t.on: 
K' 2 _Lx -
K' c [c] - K'[c] x -L L o -1. o (F-10) 
(F-11) 
(F-12) 
Application of the ~uadratic .formula and selection of the negative root 
since this gives the p:i:-oper result '1hen CL= o.o, leads to the final 
expression for concentration of Mn(III)-complex: 
, . [J,.+KA[A] 3+(CL +[c]o)Ki.J -/t1+KA[A]3+(CL +[c]o)l<,i.J 2-4K:i, 2cL[c]o 
[ext]•{ . . · · · · · 2 Ki, ·· · · · } 
(F-13) 
According.to Ringbom (32), a value for Ki, ~ay be obtained from the 
expression: 
where: 
~ = the formation constant for Mn(III)-NTA3- complex and 
aL(H) = the inverse of the fraction of NTA present in the 
N-(CH2-C00-) 3 form. 
145 
Since 1)_ = 1020 •25 = 1.8 x 1020 and, from Table A.4c in Ringbom's book, 
a.L(H) for NTA at pH= 4,7 can.be interpolated as o,.L(H) = 5.1, the final 
value for the conditional formation constant obtained ~as: Ki= 3.5 x 
1019. 
Looking at the term 
in Equation '[F-13] and assigning the following values used in OQtaining 
titration curves;. 
leads to: 
14 (,125) KA+ 3.5 x 10 
(F-15) 
. 14 · 




It can be seen, then, that a val,ue of KA= 10 , under the conditions 
' 
specified, introduces an "acetat~ effect" of only ·r~ x 100% or 3.6%. 
In light of the satisfactory results obtained .and considering the magni-
t;ude of other errors introduc~d in estimation, it seems rea.sonable to 
assume that, for all practical .purposes, all of the Mn(III) present in 
~he system will be complexed by NTA. 
APPENDIX G 
COMPLETE LISTING OF OUTPUT FROM DETERMINATION 
OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS~~NTA PRESENT 
146 
HNllll--PERIODAlE SYSTEM: NTA AOOCU 3 ... u 6/b/72 
LJETERP,,lf\ATIL.JN OF DCKlVATlVE USINl:. 11-PUlti.iT CUdlC SNOI..ITH 
SC, TUE A0SUKdA.NCE DERl'JUIVE SLJPE IIElGrtT 
1 O.'t7'H7 0, 72800 -o. 57't82 -0.41:iOOO 0, &l30tl 
l 0 ,50000 0. 7 lOOU -0.1J657 -0.57b00 o.,H"3b 
3 o. 52063 o. 69700 -o.82dZO -O.•HZOO O.tHbZlt 
0 .54167 0.67900 -o. 936'99 -O.H61t00 o. 8171:U 
o.~ozso o.o5oOO -0 .99S11tO -1.10400 o. dl959 
o.sa.n3 o. 63aOO -1.o.n21 -O.d6400 0.82070 
o.&0417 0.0.2000 -1,05320 -0.tibltOO a. t121 74 
o. 02 ;oo a.S9000 -1.01595 -l .<lt4000 O,dZ291 
• U.64583 0, 57100 -1. 11205 -0,91200 0.8233S 
10 O.lt6b67 0 .5~700 -1.15308 -1, 15200 O. &,USS 
11 o. 68750 o. 52500 -1.15620 -l .05tt00 0 .82)]() 
1, 0 .70d.H 0,50000 --l.16133 -1. 20000 o. 8226"6> 
13 o. 72917 0 ... 1300 -1,15072 -1.29000 o. d.2129 
14 o. 75000 a. 45100 -l. l090it, -1.05600 0.81964 
15 0, 77Jd3 0 .42800 -l.07lZ3 -1. 10400 o. &1734 
l• c. 79167 Oe't0600 -1.0,406 -1.osooo 0,81'52 
17 O.-tilZ.50 0, 38900 -1.03013 -0.81600 0.811&7 
1a 0 .B333l 0 .30.2.00 -1,02'80 -l.l.9600 o. 80070 
19 C. 65·H7 0.34300 -0.9844'9> -0,91200 0,80223 
20 0 .d7500 o. 3'2200 -0.9630C:J -1;ooaoo o. 7'963., 
21 o.a9583 o.~0200 -0.9l81t6 -0.96000 o. 78905 
;22 O. il6b7 o. 2d600 -O.d5958 -o. 76800 0 • 783311 
23 0.93150 0.26800 -0.81961 -0.861til0 o. 77519 
24 1).9553,; o.i.tt800 -0,77291 -0.96000 o. 7b'9lb 
25 Q.97917 o.z.soo -o. 72S.9J -0.&2400 0.75615 
lb 1.00000 0.22000 -O.bo72:7 -0,72000 o. 74528 
27 1.02oa1 o.2oeoo -0.0389!> -0.51,00 0.13531 ,. l.04107 0.19~00 -o. 58809 -o. 76800 o. 71986 
29 1.0025c 0.111200 -0.56.\6'1 -0.48000 o.·1oao9 
JO l.08333 0, 10900 -0.5192.i -0.021\-00 0.09204 
31 1.10-H 7 0.16000 -O.lt78'33 -0.<\3200 o. 67883 
3;,: l.12500 o.1s.coo -0.43340 -O.J6~00 0.665ta9 
H 1.1 ... ~a3 0, 14000 -O.'t0845 -0.57000 0.6ft.304 
3' l .lbUb 7 Q.U.300 -0.)7758 -0.3J&OO De D2785 
35 l. ld750 O. UDOO -0.36017 -0.33b00 0,&1092 
VA.LI.Ji:$ OF OTHER HtPUf PARA.Mf:TERS: 
tl.liM• •5 KOR.JP...: 0 TOCLT...: 2.ua:uo-02 TSTART• 3. 75000-01 
CAT Jtp. l .24000-06 AS TAK ta o. 755 Tl• C, ll20 rz- o. 70ifl 
MM 11 J--PEklOIJA. TC ~Y~TCM: NU AOUEO H,11 
• VCUdSJ YI CAL(. I &li:V(Y'J .C UEV(VJ llff!GHTU'J 
L.3140 00 -1.00ltJ-Oi; -b.7!:H0-09 -l.Zc,S0-39 lt8. Jb3l.J o. 8131 
1. 397iJ 00 -ti. 7b.2U-0Ci -b.'1b3i)-Qi -l .dl 9.t;-\)9 20 ·l2b't2 o.&1'•4 
l.4JSD 00 -a. 7.!00-0~ -1.;.1.;0-09 -l.4.060-09 19,21817 0.8162 
l.4130 00 -8.5UUC,-09 -1.Q.bb0-09 -a.9;00-10 11,07519 0,817& 
1.s21tti oo -1:l.d9'9JJ-09 -s. 142:D-09 -1. 5180-10 992lllt2 o.819tt 
l.5o7iJ oo -9 .jt, l[.1-09 -8.5190-09 -8.~250-10 9. 8&71'9 c. 8208 
l.61)&) 00 -1.011.i-oa -&.9591)-09 -1.1530-09 1~.80933 o.&211 
l.695il OC: -1. 0 791.i- Od -9. 7150-09 -1,0150-09 U,0&58~ 0,8229 
l-. 7510 00 -1.1::tltO-Ot, -1.0240-08 -1,0990-0• 10. 7399'3 o. a2J.-. 
1, 8280 00 -l.18,W-08 -1.0940-0d -a • .:n10-10 i,20205 0,8236 
1,9050 00 -1.27:t0-08 -1.1650-08 -1.0970-09 9,41723 · 0,82)4 
2,0000 00 -l .306,LJ-08 -1.2·s10-oa -1,1320-09 9.031t77 0,8227 
2, 11',0 00 -1.·"490-08 -1.35S0-08 -0.1010-10 ... 49l3tt o.e211 
2.2110 00 -1,5150-08 -l •• S'i-0-08 -6, 1280-10 ... 21617 o. &196 
l.33CID 00 -1.0100-oa -1.56.iD-OcJ -lt.6870-10 2,99777 0,8173 
2.4630 00 -l, llSu-08 -1. 6800-.08 -3.4610--40 i.059ti] o.8145 
,l.5710 00 -l .7670-08 -1. 7800-08 1.zaw-10 -0. 7221tl o. 8119 
2. 7D20 00 -1.a210-oa -1.9570--0a 1,3510-09 -&.9028'9> 0.8067 
2,9150 00 -1.9~4i>-08 -2.0980-08 1. 5420-09 -7.~4fl97 0.8022 
l,1000 00 -2.0350-0d -l.2130-0& 2,Jaoo-09 -10.lt6990 o.7963 
l,lUO 00 -2,1850-08 -2. o\-blU-08 2, 7810-09 -11,29302 0.1 ... 
3.lt97D 00 -z eld'IO-Oa -2 .b34U-Od 2e't510-09 -9. 306.\l 0.793., 
l, 7310 00 -z. ~b.lC>-08 -2.8510-0tS 2 .tJSltD-09 -10,11621 0.1152 
4.0320 00 -2.1770-0d -:i.1.280-08 l,5000-09 -U.21480 o. 7641t 
4.2550 00 -J.Oitl.0-0d -l.J34U-08 l,12<,0-09 -9. 3 7701 o. 7562 
'te545i) 00 -1.2 590-0b -3.b02D-08 le4.Z50-09 -9.S0919 0. 7453 
't.808il 00 -J. 5790-0d -3.B44il-08 2.6490-09 -6. a9Z21 o. uu 
s.zoeo oo -3.9080-0d -lt.2lJU-08 Z .. 't~d0-09 -5.i3::t20 o. 7199 
5.4950 00 -4. 21 so-oa -lt.tt 170-0B 2. tt2·Ut-0.9 -5.86050 o. 1081 
5,9170 00 -4.o7it0-08 -lt.ti610-08 1. 9370-09 -.3. 9d021 o.u20 
b,25CO 00 -5.l05(r08 -5.1750-08 9.1140-11 -0, 1765Z 0,f>718 
6.5790 00 -5.81,W-0& -5.HIIO-Oi -3,36~0-09 6,1'1'2 0.,.51 
7 .l'9>3D 00 -6 u:!84D-08 -S.99d0-08 -z. 8560-09 It. 7«>05J 0.61t30 
7,5190 00 -6.YilJJ-Od -6.J"t!I0-08 -5. 7610-09 9 .07663 0.6279 
7.9370 00 -.7.l64a0-0a -6, 7310-08 - s. 3360-0"9 1. 926.25 0.6109 
GOODNESS Of flf:. GAU~S CtU TERI UN, OMEGA• lt.21t30-l8 
CJNSTAhTS FUUNO FUR PuLYNOHlA.L CURVE FIT OF DEGREE l : 
CONST ANT VALUE STD DEV kEL sro OEV(PPHI 
Cl 11 s. 92370-09 a .ozzoc-10 13 .5433 





,M 111--PEklOUAH SYHEIU Jlt.U: OETh OF CONSTANT FOR NTA EFFECT 6/8172 
CEJERMlNATlON Of Oi:Rl'IAT·IVE USING 11-PUINT CUBIC SMUUIH 
NO. TIME A8SUt4.dAhCC. ue1u VA n ve SLllPE •HGHT 
o.,Hl1 0.7llt>OO -0.16689 -0.10800 o. u,s1 
o. ,saoo .o. 69200 -0.91215 -1.05600 0 .8lfl70 
0 .lt7i383 o.c.1soo -1.00113 -o.au,oo 0.81816 
O.'r9967 O.b5l\l0 -1.086•• -1.10 .. 00 0.819"7 
o. 52050 0.63300 -1.oae2r -o .91200 o. 82105 
o. 5't133 o. 60500 -1.11681 -l .• 3'tlt00 0.822'0 
Oe5b2l7 ll.5a'tOO -1.15,Ja -1.ooaoo o. 82308 
ci o. 58JOC 0.55900 -1.16238 -1.2,..1100 0.82351 
• o.c.oJeli o. 53800 -1.16470 -Q.96000 0.82352 10 0.02467 o.~1000 -l.11"39 -1.J,..ltOO o. 82300 
11 o. 645~0 0.411600 -1.u52 .. -l.15200 o.a2201t 
12 0.06.033 Oe4C.200 -1.1584• -1.15200 0.820» 
lil 0.68711 O.ltl'iOO -1.11213 -1.10400 Oodl852 
1' o. 70800 o ... uoo -1.03019 -1.241100 0.815•9 
15 0.1l88' o • .;t6oo -0.97768 -0.81600 o. 81302 
16 0.11t9b1 0.37400 -0.936'ti -1.-05600 0.809lb 
11 o.11osc 0.35700 -0.90010 -0.81600 0.<10559 
lb 0.79133 0 • .33800 -O.d8824 -o.,uoo o.aoo9z 
19 c.<11211 0.31900 -0.85281 -0.,1200 o.79541 
,o 0.13100 0.30000 -0.80.\03 -0.91200 o. 78891 
21 O.d5JII) 0.28500 -0.76113 -0.12000 o. 78296 
22 o. 87 .. 67 0.21000 -0.1105 -0.12000 0.77617 
23 0.89550 0.25&00 -O.o7U8 -o. 57600 0.11003 
2~ c.91633 0.24000 -0.641t-l& -0.86'00 0. 759#t) 
25 0.93717 Oo2Z900 -0.6l153 -0.5<800 0.15200 
lo 0.9~b00 0.21500 -o.,ooe.9 -0.67200 o. 74121 
\IALUES CF OTHER HIPUI' PAkAMETER$1 
NUM• ... l(.0k01'• 0 TOHT• 2o0d3l0-02 TSURT• ~.HOOD-01 
CiTIN=- z.2•000-ott. AS TART• o.1s1 Tl• 0.2•60 T2• 0,6455 
MNIIII--PERIOOAT,E SYSTEM: .J4.lit OETN UF C.ONSJANT FOK NTA EFFE(. T 
x YIO!s$1 YICALCI lli:VIY t. ~ DEVI YI •EIGHTI YI 
1.,010 00 - ... Jl 7u-09 -lt.90'rD-09 5.8100-10 -u. 91001 0.,1 ... 
1.,,so oo -ilt.4b't0-0'lf -S.J.3H0-09 •• ,,20-10 -10. 37o7t. 0.8161 
,. fttllD 00 - ... 9060-09 -5.6930-09 7.8700-10 -u.12,1'2 o.a112 
1.53,0 oo -!li.J66U-09 -1,.2020-09 a.3630-10 -u ..... 1 0.1199 
l.5800 00 -bu!UO-O'J -6.Ufo-o• 3.719U-l0 -s.c.azsz o.-a2u 
l.65JO 00 -7. OJ5U-D9 -7.)6:,U-09 2. 8770-10 -3.90708 o.azz4 
1.1120 00 -7.MSD-09 -l.91t2,0-09 9.7320-ll -1.Cl"O o. 8231 
lo 1920 00 -a.USZD-09 -8. 720U-09 -l .Jl81l-l0 lo5lU7 0.1235 
1.8590 00 -9.9o01r09 -9.3690-09 -5.9090-10 6030702 o.az35 
1., .. 10 00 -1.10•0-o& -l.036u-Oli -6.7910-10 6.55308 0.8230 
2.05111D 00 -1.2200-oa -l.13lll..,08 -8.9230-10 7 .19140 0.8220 
2.1650 00 -1.~080-08 -lol350-08 -5.3510-10 ... 33925 0.8205 
2.2180 00 -1.313'0-08 -1.J~50-0I -3.19,0-IO 2.11912 0.1115 
2.,210 00 -l.53'YO-OII -1.~850-08 -S • .\3.?:D-10 3065162 008155 
2.5250 00 -1.0100-08 -1.>aoO-Ob -8.'3 .. 50-10 5e2600lt o.euo 
206740 00 -1.1930-0d -1.1310-08 -o.1990-10 3058109 Oe809Z 
2.801D 00 -1.905il-08 -1.8550-08 -4.'15~-10 2.61029 o.aos& 
2.9590 00 -1.9960-08 ~2.009U-08 1.3010-10 -0.65081 0.8009 
3.1350 00 -2.UJl>-08 -2.aoo-oa ... 1100-10 -2.1629'> 0.195, 
3o333D 00 -Z.32Ur08 -2.37~0· 5.3160-10 -2.2393.3 0.1119 
3o50'lil 00 -l.SIJll-08 -2.5'50-08 3.2000-10 -1.25763 o. 1130 
3.10',(J 00 -2. 7430-0M -2.1350-oa -1.9160-11 0.21946 0.1762 
3.8760 00 -2.9190-08 -2.9030-08 - •• 5991l- l0 Ze96l.34 0.1100 
lt.1670 00 -3.1830-08 -3.1.no-oa 2.9350-11 -0.09213 o.7st• 
•• 3610 00 -3.32..0-Bd -3 • .J810-0il 5.68811-10 -1.68222 0.7520 
... 6510 00 -3.5720-08 -3.6580-08 1.s.so-10 -2.34137 o.7'13 
GDOOhESS OF FlTI ,AUss Ci\lTERIDN, OIIEG"" Z.9330-19 
CONSTAl'tTS fUUNO H1K POLthCMlAL CUAVE fl.T Of UEGREE 1 I 
COr.iST ANT VALUE STD OEV REL STD OEVIPPHJ 
CUI a.1,190-09 .3.36680-10 3.850 .. 




MNI 111-PERIODATE SYSTEM: J4.ll DfT • CF ttHSTANT FOR NU EFfECT 6/8/12 
OETERtlH,AJILN UF &JER.IVATIVE USlkG 11-POINT CUBIC SMOOTH 
•t, TIME A8SOR8ANCE DERIVATIVE SLOPE ._EUiHT 
1 0,18147 0, 74700 -O,J2179 -0,14400 0,81088 
2 0 • .lOilO 0,HOOO -O.'tr.345 -0.3.3t.OO o.•u n 
J C, 22913 o. 72 700 -O.c.0542 -0.612.-00 0,81319 
4 o.2•997 0, 71100 -o. 71838 -o. 76800 O.dllt87 
5 0,27080 0.69f.t00 -o. 79.328 -0,72DOO O,H633 
6 0,29163 c. 6b000 -0,8J750 -0,16800 0.11111• 
7 O.Jl247 0.66200 ·-0,85045 -o.u-.oo 0,81916 
8 Oe.JJl.iO 0.6 .... 500 -0.116919 -0,81600 0,82033 
9 0.35413 0.62500 -o. 89054 -0.96000 0,82149 
10 0.37't97 0,60600 -O.Btt7.Z.3 -0,91200 0,82236 
11 0.39580 0, 59000 -O.tt8450 -o.76800 0,82291 
12 0 ..... 1663 o. 57000 -0,&9842 -G,96000 0,82337 
13 0.43747 0,5>100 -Oe9Z3+7 -0,91200 0,82355 
" 0,45._30 O. 533UO -0,94239 -o.ao,..Oo 0,82347 IS 0.47913 0.,1200 -0,96742 -1,00800 o. 8230• 
16 C.499~7 o.49J:oo -D.97063 -1,00800 0,82221 
11 0, 520d0 0.47100 -O.'ilt.893 -0,96000 0,82116 
18 .Q.54lll3 0,45300 -0.96424 -0,86400 o. 81981 
19 c. 56.Zo\7 0,43000 -O.'lf.6252. -1,10400 O,dl757 
20 o.58.:UC O. 4l20D -0,94203 ~ci,86400 0,81S35 
<l o.e.01t1J 0,39300 -0,91827 -0,91200 0,81254 
<2 o. 62497 0, 37200 -0.885.r.l -1.001100 o.1oa1e. 
23 0 .6't>5d0 0.35400 -O.tt3llri4 -0.·8611>00 o. 80490 
24 o. 66bul 0.3+000 -D,82162 -0,67200 0.801.r.s 
25 Ci.68747 o.~.Z..lOO -0, 7"~C -0,91200 0,79603 
<6 0. 70830 0 ,30500 -o. 78i78 -0. 76800 o. 79073 
l1 0. 7291.l 0,29000- -0, 77898 -0,72000 0, 7<1503 
l8' 0. 74997 0.21100 -o. 71t992 -0,91200 0, 77665 
29 o.noao 0,25800 -o. 70674 -0.6.i.400 o. 7700J 
JC o. 79103 0,24200 -0,68973 -0,76800 0.1,010 
31 O,dl.1'>7 O • .i!:3000 -0.66495 -0,57600 o. 75271 
32 0.8.3330 0,21600 -0,63300 -0.67200 O. 7ltZ09' 
33 O.tl5"'tl3 0,20200 -0.61548 -o.c.7200 o. 72983 
34 0 .dlft-97 0,18900 -0,57542 -O.b,Zo\00 o. 71664 
VALUl::S CF OTHER INPUT PARMU:TEkS.1 
NUM• 44 JC.DROP• o TOE LT• 2,083.0-02 TS TART• 8.l,J000-0£ 
CATIN• ,.Z400D-Od A~ U.tc.T• 0.1,.0 Tl• 0 ,0280 12• 0,5000 
HNI II I-PER IOOAH S YH EM: 34.13 OETN Of tuNSTAhf FOR hTA EFFECT 
• Y108SI YI CAL ti uEVIYI ~ DEVI YI WEIGHTIYI 
·l,JJ9D 00 -3.i7.;,0-09 -4.6200-09 6e46d0-10 -12h99999 0,8109 
l e351D 00 -3,5l10-09 -4,7180-09 1.1910-09 -25,2523'1 0,8117 
l,376D 00 -3.3600-0'ii -4,9050-09 1,5460-09 -31,50987 0,8132 
l,406D 00 -J ... ltBV-09 -5.1450-09 1.6910-09 -32,97842 o.a,,.9 
le4370 00 -3. 7360-09 -5,>800-09 l.6.JD-09 -30,54769 0.HU 
1,4710 00 -4.1720-09 -5.0410-09· 1.w.90-09 -26,04097 D,8177 
l,511D 00 -4. 7.B.\0-09 • - 5 • 9 5 li>-09 1.1010-09 -19,61399 0,1192 
l, 550D 00 -5 • .3910-0'ill -6.2590-09 8,6d00-l0 -U,.6669 0,1203 
1.,000 00 -6,00S0-09 -6.64lt0-09 6,HID-10 -9,61515' o.azu 
l,6500 00 -6.11220-09 -J.0.3.Z0-09 2,103D-10 -2.99001 0.122" 
l,695D 00 -7.0890-09 -7,37-90-09 -3.1070-10 ..... 21ozs 0,8229 
1,7540 o·o -8.4520-09 -7,83911~09 -,.1z.m-10 1.81n5 0.12.Jlt 
l,81SD 00 -9.lldO-D~ -8 • .JOB0-09 -8,2020-10 9.17301 0.8235 
l, 876D 00 -9,8780-09 -·· 7830-09 -1·.0960-09 12,47581 0,823"5 le9530 00 -l,05d0-0B -9,3780-09 -l,198D-09 i2, 77842 o.12.J1. 
2, 0310 00 -1,15'>0-0ll -1,0030-0i -l,5U0-09 15,01•2s 0,8223 
2,123D 00 -1.20-w>-08 -1,0700-01 -1. 3"50-09 12.57316 0.1212 
2.2oau oo -1,2580-01 -1,135()-08 -l.23"-0-09 10,87271 0. 8198 
2,l26D 00 -1~3090-08 -l,226i>-08 -tt.2680-10 6.74248 0,81U 
2.4270 00 -1. 3170-·od -l,JOSD-08 -a.2000-10 6,28342 0,8154 
2,5450 00 -1,4740-0d -l,'960-01 -7,1840-10 5,57630 0. 8125 
2,H8il 00 -1, Ul0-08 -1,5070-0& -7.3990-10 4,90925 o.1oaa 
2ed250 00 -l. 740D-08 -l,613D-OI -l.261JD-09 7, 866"3 0,1049 
2, 941D 00 -1,8170-08 -1.7030-013 -l.l't40-09 6.11666 0.1014 
l, 11,0 00 -1. 91t'tir08 -l,83&D-OB -1.0570-09 5, 75283 0,7960 
3,2790 ·oo -2,0190-0d -l.9040-08 -5,4670-10 2, 71319 0.1•01 
3.4<1,8') oc -2,0971r08 -2.0960-08 -8,d58D-12 0,04221 0,7150 
3.690i) 00 -.Z.Z4L>00-08 -2,2830-08 4,2890-10 -l,87167 0,7766 
J,8760 00 -.Z..4430-08 -2,4l70-08 -l,6010-10 0.65954 0,7700 
ll>.132&1 00 -2,5710-08 -2,6250-08 5,4530-10 -2,07681 0.1607 
4 • .311>80 00 -Z.7370--08 -2,19Z0-08 5.5530-10 -1.98859 0,7527 
4.6300 00 -Z.9"'90-08 -3,0110-08 6e1'89D-10 -2.05!51.J 0, 1421 
4,950D 00 -3,1091>-08 -3,l59D-08 l, 5061)-09 -4,62177 0,7298 
.>.2910· 00 -3.406C,..01) -3.5230-08 le 1690-09 -.3. 31695 0, 7166 
GODDhESS OF F If• ~ .... ss CRITERION, DIIIEGA• 8,94911-19 
CONSTANJS FOUN~ FOR PDlYNIJHIAL CURVE Fil Of. DEGM.EE 1 : 
CONSJANJ VALUE STQ DEV REL STu OEVIPPHI 
CUI 5, 74770-09 4.49500-10 7,8206 





fllt-.C JU--PERIOOATE SYSTEM:: lit. lit OETN Of CONSTA,..T FOR.NU EffEC.T 
CETERflllUTJON Of DERII/AtlVE USJt.lG 11-POJNT CUdJC. S~U.1UTH 
NO, TIME A8:>0RtUNCE OE.RI VA Tl VE: ~L.JPI:: 11:E IGHT 
o. 56,ll 7 a.7•<'-00 -0.21585 -0.2'+UOO D. Oll'tti 
0. 58.:iOO o.nooc, -o. 30090 -0.2b800 o. dl.i!.ltl 
O.b03al O.HlOO -O.'t2l70 -0.2 .... 000 a. a1~11t 
4 o.62467 o. 7l900 -O.S!t277 -o.s1000 0.8l't05 
5 0,04550 0.70900 -O.ob51t0 -0.48000 o. 81 ~Otl 
• o. 66633 0, 69200 -0. 77708 -0 .81&00 Q.81670 ·7 0.68717 o. 67::100 -o. 8607C -o. 91it00 O.dl832 
• 0 • 70800 0,65700 -0.92't85 -0. 76800 o. 81952 9 o. 72883 0, 63700 -0.89'9,54 -0.96000 o.s2012 
10 o. 74967 0,61800 -o. 80707 -o. 91200 O.d,U83 
ll o. 77050 0.59800 -0.89970 -0.96000 o. 8226'6 
12 0. 79133 o. 57900 -0.939't0 -0.91200 0,82320 
l3 O.dl.217 0.56800 -.o. 99269 -0.52800- o. 8.2J'9-0 
1' c. 83300 o.s,ouo -1.05,lltl -1. 53b00 o. 82350 
l~ 0.85383 o. 51800 -1.09399 -c. 80400 0.823.ll 
lb 0.87't67 0.1t9300 -loll 715 -1.,0000 o. 82237 
17 c. d95~0 0.47000 -1.08114 -1.10,00 Q.dZ109 
18 0.91633 0,45000 -1.00709 -o. 96000 o. 81955 
19 Q.93717 o.,.zaoo -1.0081t6• -1,05000 o. 81134 
20 o. 95800' -0.,0100 -0.96]08 -1.00dOO O.dl466 
21 0 .978·83 0.3d900 -0.94't9b -0.864'00 0, 81187 
22 a. 99.967 0.3b800 -0.9]630 -1.ooaoo 0 .80796 
23 l .02050 o. 31t900 -o. 90245 -o. 91200 o.ao·312 
24 1 .. 04133 0.3.HOO -0,1~•·• -0.861t,OO o. 79899 
25 I, 06217 o. 31300 -0.91289 -0.861t,OO o.11J31t1 
26 l.08300 O.i9500 -o. '768'82 -0.861t00 o. 78101 
27 l, 10383 0 ,28200 -o.11t .. no -0.02400 o. 78167 
28 l• l2'tb7 0,20700 -o. 71151 -o. 72000 o. 77469 
29 ,.14S50 O,Z5000 -0.08102 -0.81600 o. 76S54 
30 1.16633 0,23800 -0.66056 -0,57600 o. 75814 
31 1.16717 0,22300 -o. 62318 -o. 72000 0. 71t7S9 
;, 1 .ZOdOO 0 .i.1200 -o. 56'305 -o. 52800 o. 13811 
3J l.l2.tt8, 0.20000 -0.52634 -0.57000 0.12192 
34 l.2't-967 O. lij900 -o. 48121t -0.52100 Q.7U,6't 
35 l .27050 o.u100 -o ..... 3773 -0.38400 0, 70750 
lb 1. 29133 0.11100 -0.'9-0il"O -0.48000 0.09lt7d 
37 1.31217 0,10200 -0.37930 -O.'t3l00 0. 6·8190 
38 l.33300 0,15700 -0 .36912. -0.24000 0.611t01 
VALUES OF UTHER INPUT PAKAHETERS: 
~l.iM• •• KOROP• 0 JOEL T• 2,08330-02 TSTART• "'·58000-01 
CATIN* .2. 24000-013 AST4R T• 0,760 Tl• o.,po T2• 0.8747 
b/8172 ,MldlJJ--PE~IOOATE S\'!)TEH: 3'9-e.l4 0ETt-. Gf C.UN·STANT FOR NTA EFFECT 
YIOBSI Y(CALC) ilCV·IY J :C OEVCO MIEIGHT(Yi 
1.3<t-80 00 -9 .13.£0-09 -b.9660-09 -2.1060-09 31,09213 o.a1u 
1,3590 00 -8.5060-09 -7.UlD-09 -1.1t-551J-09 20 •• 532d 0,8122 
1.3b80 QO -1. 72'r0-01j -7.ll'tU-09 -4. 9000-10 6, 17305 0,8127 
1.3910 00 -7 .4.ih!0-09 -7.Slbl.>-09 1.0't.30-10 -1. 3b365 o.su,o 
1.4100 00 -7. Jt+OO-Qlj -7.79b0-09 1t.St>OD-lO -5 .8"1,958 0,8151 
l .1t1tSD 00 -7.4-8JO-Oc.J -8.ZS'tlJ-09 1. 7090-10 -9. 33921 0.816'7 
1.4860 00 -7 .• 9320-09 -8.79"'0-09 8,bllu-10 -9. 79355 o. 8183 
l, 5220 00 - 8, 5650-0~ -9u?72D-09 7,07"0-lO -7.63098 0 .8195 
l,$700 00 -1.0110-oa -9.90lt0-09 -2.6390-10 z. 66o't5i 0,821Mi 
l.6180 00 -l.1660-08 -l,OS.0-08 -l.1190-09 10,61020 0,8218 
l.6720 00 -l.2'i90-0d -1.1200-08 -1. 7340-09 15.39927 0.8227 
l,7270 00 -1.3950-0d -l.19tl0-08 -1.9690-09 16 .... 2910 0. 8232 
1. 7010 00 -1 .... 711>-0cl -1.21t1u-oa -2.2aao-09 ltl."1,"12"3 0.8Z31t 
1.8660 00 -1. 5380-08 -1.Jcl.i:0-0& -1.5680-09 11. -'5138 o. 8235 
1,9310 00 -l .c.3.20-0b -1.4-670-08 -1.0,20-09 U.19108 o. 8Z32 
2,02d0 00 -1.1540-08 -1.5970-08 -l,57ou-o9 Y.82901 0,822• 
2,1280 00 -l.H550-08 -l.7l80-08 -1,2730-09 1. 3638" 0,8211 
2.2220 00 -2.0300-0i -l ,0~30-0d -l.8500-09 9.98061 0,8190 
2,3300 00 -2.0820-08 -2,0D4iJ-08 -1. 1 ... 00-10 3.86165 0,8173 
2.it-570 00 -2.2280-08 -2.10,0-oa -6.'t5do-10 2, 98122 0,&147 
.l, 5710 00 -2,3200-08 -2.3lit0-08 -b,2480-ll 0 .26998 0,8119 
2,7170 00 -2.39ZO-Oij -2,5080-08 1.1050-09 -'9,.6lt3~6o 0,8080 
2.8650 00 -2.5330-08 -2.70't0-08 l,7070-09 -6. 31356 o. 8037 
3,0210 00 -2. 7l 7ll"-08 -2.9100-08 l ·9230-09 -6.6083.3 0,7990 
3.1950 00 -2.8910-0d -3, 1400-08 2 • .\820-09 -7.90629 o. 7935 
3.3900 00 -3.1550-08 ... 3.3970-0& 2,4200-09 -7.1230't 0,7870 
3. 5400 00 -3,Jl7ll-08 -3.6040-08 2. 76t,0-09 -7.67556' 0 ,7117 
3.7450 00 -l .~•lD-Otl -J.d68'0-08 l,2680-09 -e.'".940 o. 7747 
1t.OOOD 00 -3. 7680-08 -lt.2040-08 4.366'0-09 -10.38353 o. 7655 
4,2020 00 -3.9550-08 -•,HlD-08 5, 1600'-09 -u. 53980 o.nai 
1t.1ts•D oo -lt.2670-08 -4.S.50-01 5.7760-09 -ll.92215 0. 7lt76 
"· 71 lD 00 -lt.8060-08 -5.1530-08 3.lt670-09 -6 .7-2927 0,7381 
5,0000 00 -S • .ZJ00-08 -5.5270-08 2,H2D-09 -5. 37725 o. 7279 
5,29"ii) 00 -5.dl70-06 -5.91.Z0-08 9 .4980-10 -l.60656 0.1166 
5,52,0 00 -6.5-020--08 -0.2210-oa -2 • SiloU-09 "1,.51069 0.101, 
s.a4:ao oo -7.08ltir08 -6.6"480-08 -'t.36Z0-09 6. 56091 0.6948 
&.1730 00 -7.7"'90-0ti -7 .0780-08 -•-7120-09 9.'t8°244 0.6819 
6.3690 00 -8.0890-08 -1 •. uao-08 -1. 5140-09 10,23920 O.b74l 
GOOONESS Of FIT: GAUSS CRl TEiUOt.l, OMEGA• 6.1960-18 
CONSTANTS FDUNO FOR POI.YNOIIIAL CURVE FIT OF DEGREE 1 : 
C:Ol'\ISTAt.lT VALUE STD DEV REL STD OEVIPPHI 
CUI 1.08580-08 9.86450-10 9 .0854 





HNI 111--PERIOOATE 'SYSTEH: 35.13 UETI>.. Gf CONSTANT FGR r,.u EFFECT 6/817 2 
CETERMINATlOh Of DEM.l't'ATIVE USllwG 11-POlfllT cualC SHUOTH 
.c. T111E AuSOKtiANC.E OERlVATlVE SLOPE "EIGHT 
0 .64bl 7 0.59000 -0.50564 -0.ZttOOO 0.82,l,.9.l 
0.66700 o. 516>00 -0.09909 -0.67200 0 .82.326 
0 .68783 a. 55 700 -o. 83443 -0.9i.l00 o. 82352 . 0.10db1 0 .51t000 -0.93276 -0.81600 o. 82353 
s o. 72950 a. s1 aoo -0.9!:»'e-31 -1.05600 0.82]21 
6 0 .15033 o.soooo -0.97471 -0.ijt»itOO o. 82266 
7 0.11111 0.40100 -0.96180 -0 .91200 o. 82177 ,. o. 79200 O.'e-5800 -0.99735 -1.10 .. 00 o.a2022 
9 0 .81283 0 .441-00 -1.02369 -o. 81600 a. 8ld72 
IC c. ti.3367 O.'tlft.00 -1.02"15 -l.Z9600 0.81562 
11 C.85450 0 • ..0000 -o. 97694 -0.67200 0.8136''t 
12 0.87533 0.37200 -0.9ft.74tt -1.3't400 o. 80876 
13 c. 89617 0.35600 -0.91457 -o. 70800 0.80536 
I'> Q.91700 0.3'tl00 -o. 83424i -0.12000 o. 80171 
15 C.93783 o .• 32200 -0.01059 -0.91200 0. 7963't 
lb o. 95a67 O. 30ZOO -0. 75081 -o. 96000 0. 7B905 
l7 0 .97950 0 .29000 -o. 74b3't -o. 57600 o. 78503 
lb l. 00033 0.21100 -0.68065 -0.624'00 0. J79't5 
.19 1.02111 0.25900 -0.62307 -0.864'00 0.77056 
20 l .O'tZOO 0 .24i800 -0.589·57 -0.52800 0.76436 
a l.Ob283 o. 23600 -0.516.ft.5 -o.57600 0. 7S682 
l2 1.08.36 7 o. 22600 -o. 55052 -0.0000 0. 74983 
2::, 1.10450 0.21300 -0,,52659 -0.62't00 o. 73962 
2• 1. 12533 o. 20300 -0.524-32 -O.'t8000 D. 73077 
2> 1.14611 0 .19100 -0 ... 0,uo -o. 57600 o. 71880 
26 1.16700 Q.18100 -0.44901 -0.4-8000 o. 70750 
27 l.187a3 O. l14CO -0 • .::19153 -O.J3b00 0.6987b 
l• 1.20001 0 .10500 -o. 36173 -0.'>3200 o.,tt636 
.i9 1. 22950 a. 1saoo -0.34"t05 -0.33600 0.67567 
30 1.2503) O.lS 100 -O.l.lt711 -0.33600 o.66395 
31 1.21111 0. l't500 -0.35179 -0.28800 0.65295 
l2 1. 29200 o. 1J600 -0 • .331178 -0.43200 0.634SO 
33 l. •. H28J 0 .12900 -0.jl6S3 -o. 33600 O.blb41 
\l,U .. UES OF OTHEH. JNPUT PARA11ETERS: 
NUHz '3 KOROP:s 0 JUEL T• .z. Ott330-02 T.iTART• 5.42000-01 
CA TIN• l..J.4000-06 AST ART• O.t.tO Tl• 0 .451:10 T Z• o. tl337 
MN(III--PEkl"OOArE SYSTfM: lSol3 UETN Uf CONSTANT FOit NTA Eff~CT 
Y COBS J YI i.;.ALC.,I OEVI YI , oevc YJ IEIGHTIYI 
l.b'iSO 00 -9.2bbD-Oli -o. 7900-09 -.2. 't 760-09 )6.'t-66S't 0.8229 
1.7360 00 -8 • .Zt»S0-09 -7.37thJ-09 -8.9020-10 li..06602 o. 8233 
1. 79'50 00 -6.3770-0Y -8.2.C3u-OCJ -1.5310-10 l.86910 0.8235 
l.ts!;20 00 -8.9140-09 -9.0JOIJ-09 1.1600-10 -1.28477 0.8235 
l.93lU 00 -1.0220-01:i -1.0151l-08 -6.d'o00-11 0.67378 o. 8232 
2.0000 00 -1.1000-oa -1.Uttll-08 -lt.5720-10 -..10213 0.8227 
l.0790 00 -1.,1oo90-0li -1.zi10-oe -1.2210-09 9. 9't769 o. 8218 
2.1830 00 -l.4b00-08 -l .3 76JJ-08 -l .OltiD-09 1.s-.522_ 0.8202 
2.2680 00 -1.o21U-<Yts -l.'t9oD-Oa -l •. UlD-09 8. 7623• o.8U7 
.c!:.415D 00 -1 .a.t.30-08 -l. 7070-011 -1.1590-09 6e 79006 0.81§6 
2. 5000 00 -l.9590-08 -1.8280-08 -1.3110-09 7.17370 o.8136 
2.6880 00 -2.0690-08 -2.0970-08 2. 7Zl0-l O -1.29838 o.aosa 
2. 8090 00 -2.19,0-oa -2 .2690-0.8 7 .ft.230-10 -3.27139 o. 8054 
2. 9330 00 -2.ft.621.i-Oti -2.'t460-08 -l.b7l0-10 0.68312 0.1011 
3.1060 00 -2.5920-0d -2.b920-0i, 1.0090-09 -.3. 74'690 o. 7963 
3. 3110 00 -Z.db00-08 -2 .9860-01 1.2soo-09 -4.21708 o. 7a96 
3.ft.48) 00 -2. 9400- O& -3.1820-08 2.'t19U-09 -7.60158 0.7850 
l.6100 00 -l.i.920-01:1 -3.'t.UU-08 1. 2060-0.9 -3. 53323 o. 7195 
J. 8610 00 -3.0710-0i -J.1710-08 9.95't0-10 -2."3971 0.1106 
4.0JZO 00 -3. 9590-08 -'t.0150-08 5. 6210-10 -1.39999 0.76.\<!Ct 
4.2370 00 -4.U00-08 -'t.308,0-08 1. Hl!0-09 -4.12755 o. 7568 
4.4250 00 -ii.4090-08 -4i.5750-08 1. 6610-09 -3.63080 0.7 .. 98 
't.6950 00 -'t.c,91:SD-08 -h96,l0-08 2.6260-09 -S.29,.12 o. 7396 
't.9260 00 - .... 80&>-01:S -5.2910-08 4.83'i-O-Oq .... 13535 o. 7308 
5.2360 00 -5.25Lt0--08 -S. 7330-0b It. 79.20-09 -8. 35935 o.n .. 
5.5250 oo -s .-e220,..()9 -6.14-60-08 3.2370-09 -5.26795 o. 7075 
5. 7470 OiJ -6. 7960-0B -6.lt63"D-08 -3.3290-09 S.15167 0.6988 
6.0610 00 -7.Lt650-0ci -6.9100-08 -5. 7.20-09 e. 30890 O.Cll64 
6.3290 00 -8.005o-oa -7 .2940-08 -7.1130-09 9. 75291 0.;.6757 
6.6230 00 -e. 0690-08 -1. 7120-08 -3. 5650-09 't.6220.i 0.6639 
6.8970 00 -8.09LtCrOi -1.10..0-00 9. 3790-11 -o.usn 0.6530 
1. 3530 00 -8.5930-08 -8. 7550-08 1.6170-09 -1.84612 0.6346 
7.7520 00 -9.2910-08 -9.324'0-0i 3 • .39.0-10 -0.36.18 0.6184J. 
GOODNESS Of flT: GAUSS CR HER JUN, OMEGAz "'· 7210-18 
CONSTAMS FIJU~D FOH. POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT Of DEGREE l : 
CONST MIT VALUE STD DEY REL STD OE V(PP_HJ 
Clll 1. 74030-08 1.ozz50-09 5.875" 





HCIU--PERIOOATE SYSTEM: jS..l't DETN OF CONSTANT FOK NTA. CFFCCT 


























c.00 .. 11 
ll.&2500 
0 .04583 





















































































































































o .• 64709 
0.63672 
o. 61595 
t-.UM"" .1tO KOROP.:z O TCELT• 2.0cU30-02 TSTAK J.a 5.0000D-01 
CATlill"" l.24000-08 ~STAk.T• 0.610 Jla O.lt580 Jla 0.770& 
6/8/lZ MNC 111--PEkiODATE SYSTE14: J5.llt OETN UF ~UNSTANT FQa NTA EFFECT 
1.7150 00 








z. 4630 00 
2.02.so oo 
2. 7620 00 






•• 2020 00 
't.44't0 00 







7 .0420 00 
7.2990 00 
7.8110 00 
UUtsSJ Y (CAt.CJ 
-o.1aiu-o-J -6.c:.:,ao-09 






-1. 't290-08 -1.2110-00 
-1.6260-08 -l.JSOU-08 
-l .9930-08 -1.50-lt0-08 












-4 .b'tl0-0& --lt.6811)-08 



































































































GOUONESS OF F JT: GAUSS Ck.I TERJON, UMECiA• 2.1850-18 
CONSTAr-.rs flJUhO FOR POLYNOMIAL CURVE FJ T OF OEGREE 1 : 
CONSTANT VALUE STD OEW' REL STO DEV(PPHI 
CUJ 1.26.H0-06 7.lBJltO-i"°O 5.686't, 





Hfotl(ll)--Pl:11.IOUATE SY;)TEH: 35. 15 Ul:TN Of COI\ISTAiH fOk NTA EFFECT 
CET E;tM INATIUN Ot- ilER 1 VA Tl VE lJSI filG 11-~GI /1/T CUdl C SHCCTH 
NU. Tl""E Ati)LJl'ttiAN~t; LERI VAH VE SLUPE ME lbHT 
l O.b0417 o .5a5·oo -0.61001 -0 .48000 o. 1:12305 
2 o. 62 ,oo o. 50900 -O.l:J44ltl -o. 7£icl00 O.ti.Z.339 
3 O.tJ4!)83 0 .5,.800 -l.O't086 -1.oocsoo o. 82355 
c. 60tJ6 7 0.5.Z.500 -l.16972 -l ."10400 0 .82336 
0.68750 O.SOlllO -J.. 24 ... 27 -1.15.lOO o.a2210 
0. 70833 0 .,u 100 -1.£7656 -1.4.4000 o. 8.2116 
o. 72917 G.44800 -l.2H27 -1.10400 O.tH93d 
•· 0. 75000 o.1t.aoo -l.19606 -l.Z't800 0.8166't 
9 a. 770d3 0.39500 -1.16394 -1.29600 o. 81.t.86 
10 0. 79167 o. 37200 -l.1392't -1.10400 0.80876 
11 G .dl2!>0 0.35.lOO -1.11571 -o. 96000 o. 80lt4't 
ll O.tiJ.H3 u.J.?:900 -1.08117 -1.10400 o. 79842 
u o. 85417 o. 30100 -1.0J'tUl -1. 34't00 0. 78928 
14 0 .iUSOO 0 .lti300 -0.99352 -o. 861t00 o. 78211 
15 Q. 895CB o.2osoo -O.CJ2572 -O.d6400 0.77369 ,. C.91667 o.21t1tOO -o. 82"16 -1.ooaoo o. 7619't 
11 Q.93750 0 .z,ooo -o. 74730 -O.t.,7200 o. 75271 •• o. 95~33 o. 21200 -o. 70885 -0.86 ... 00 o.11a11 
'" 0 .97917 o. J.9900 -0.66137 -O.t:i.t.'tOO o. 72b95 20 1. 00000 o.uteoo -0.62310 -o. 521:100 o. 71554 
21 1. 0208.3 O. l 7't00 -0.5970.rt -O.b7200 0.69876 
22 l .O'tlo7 0.10100 -o. 53368 -0.62't00 o. 680J 7 
23 1. 062~0 O. l ... 900 -0.49444 -0.57b00 0 .66038 
l4 1.08.Hl o.11t100 -0.4412't -0.31::i'tOO O.b't508 
25 l .lO'tl7 G.HlOO -O.J9"t~4 -0.36't00 o. 627d5 
VALl.rl:S Gf OTHER INPUT PARAMETERS: 
/1/UHa 35 KOkQPz 0 TtlEL. T"" 2.08330-02 JSTARTz s.00000-01 
C.ATI/14• i.24000-0d 4STAKT• 0.010 Tl• O.<t7b0 Tl• o. 7083 
6/l:J/72 MN(III--PEklODATE SYHEH: .35 .15 OETh Gf CONSTANT FOR NT.A EFFECT 
YlOtlS) YIC.,U.CJ DEV(Y J .\ DEV( Yt IIIElGHH YI 
1.7090 00 -7.9151.1""09 -6.9330-09 -9.82~-10 1 .... 11113 0.8231 
1.7570 00 -7.B00-09 -7 .JJ69-09 -3.9't60-10 5.37\l't7 0.8234 
1. d250 00 -tf.l't!>0-09 -1. 9000-09 -2. 'i5J0-10 3.10,.93 o.a21, 
1.9051) 00 -9.lJ!>l;-09 -B .~100-09 -s. 6530-10 6. 59625 0.823~ 
1. 9960 00 -1.0570-0d -9.33:i0-09 -l.Zl30-09 11.20l't't 0.8227 
.2 • .i.230 00 -1 • .iUtllrOd -1.ottoo-oa -2.0290-09 19. 5078't o.e212 
2.2320 00 -l • .l99U-OO -l .J.31 o-oa -1.6770-09 lit. 82't95 o. 819't 
2.3700 oc -1. 'iOSO- 08 -l.Zit,70-0& -1. 5800-09 12.67207' 0.8166 
2.53.ZD 00 -l.483tr08 -1.38.20-08 -1.0110-0<11 7.31230 o. 8129 
2.08ao oo -l.557D-Od -1.H'tU-Od -'+.3030-10 2.84297 0.8088 
2.81t10 oo -l.63W-Ol::I -1. 6420-08 1.0330-10 -0.6.2906 o.8044 
l.0400 00 -1.7270-0d -l.dOS0-08 e.1490-10 -'t. 50691 0.7984 
.t.3220 00 -l.d<t90-08 -2.0't5D-08 1.9600-09 -9.S81tit,'il o. 7893 
3.5]'t0 00 -l.97.30-08 -4!.2.2.20- 08 2. 't9J0-09 -ll.2ld62 o.1a21 
]. 7740 00 -2.161:10-0U -2.'t.2.S0-08 .z.5550-09 -10. S41t94 o. 7731 
... 09d0 00 -2.'t9l0-0& -2.6950-08 2.0400-09 -7 .567'tb 0.7619 
't.3-\tlO 00 -2.tlL00-08 -2.9040-08 9. lt360-10 -).2't874 0. 7527 
"·7170 00 -3.02t10-08 -3.214\0-0tl 1.9sso-09 -s. 77078 a.nee 
5. 0250 00 -l. 3160-08 -3.472U-08 1.5580-09 -4.48579 0.1210 
5.3190 00 -3.!>950-08 -3.7180-08 1 • .2360-09 -3. 3.2Z66 o. 7155 
s.11t10 oo -3.tlJ00-08 -lt.0770-08 2.4710-09 -6.0616't o.6988 
6 • .2110 00 -4·.3120-00 -'t.,.660-01:i 9.3920-10 -2.10293 Q.680't 
6. 7110 00 -4.8130-08 -...8aso-oa 7.1820-10 -1.47010 0.660, 
7. 0920 00 -5. 5000-08 -5.2040-08 -2 .9520-:09 s.&1221 0.6"51 
7.5J.90 00 -6.2750-08 -S.5620-08 -7. l.S'tll-09 12. 82603 0.6279 
GOODNESS Of flT: GAUSS CRITERION, OME~A"" 3.3J40-lt1 
CONST.AMS f0U"4:C FOR POlYNOHJAL. CURVE FIT Of DEGREE 1 
CONSTANT 'll'AL!..1E STO DEV KEl STD DEVCPPtiJ 
Cl 1J 7.39300-09 9. 75920-10 lJ.2005 





flhl II )--PEKIOOATE SYSTEl'I: JS.16 OETN OF CU•.SUNT FOK NTA EFFECT bJtiJ1Z 
CETERf'IA.UJON Of DEKJ>JATIVE.uSlP.G 11-PuJNT CIJdlC SM.OUTH 
NG. T lME AlbO~oANCE uE,d VA T1 VE SLOPE WEIGHT 
0.43717 a. 59200 -O.o1t2940 -0 .33600 o .a2285 
o .-.saoo o. 57900 -.a. Sb3.ft8 -0.62.ftOO o. 8i320 
o.,...7dBJ 0 • .56600 -0.70198 -a .0"400 o. 8.l:343 
0.49'167 o. 34800 -Ci. 8166C -o. 86lt00 Q.8.2355 
o.::;20,0 0 .s.:.soo -O.d761l -0.62.ftOD o. 82)49 
• a. :,4133 o.51soo -0.92139 -0.96000 0.82314 
7 0.56217 a. 49300 -0.9ltlo\6 -1. 0~600 O.d.2237 
• 0 .56300 0 .47 300 -0.93340 -0.9b000 o. 82129 9 c. 603b3 o. 45600 -o. 92354 -o .81600 0 .H200b 
10 0 .02467 O.lt3600 -0.902ltlt -0.90000 o. fil821 
11 o.o ... 550 O.ltl900 -0.91119 -0.81600 o. 016.?7 
12 o. 66633 o. 39900 -0.925ll -0.90000 0.'3U4-8 
B 0 .68717 0.37900 -0.92154 -o. 96000 o. 8l01Q 
" o. 1oaoo 0.35900 -0.8~102 -0.96000 o. d0b04 15 0.72t:183 o. 3'200 -0.86008 -o. 81600 o.eo197 
lo 0.1't967 0 .32500 -,_Q.81016 -o. i31600 o. 79725 
17 o. -17050 0.30800 -0.79264 -0.81600 o.19ue 
18 o. 79131 0.29200 -o. 7521.3 -0. 76800 0. 78583 
19 0.8lll7 0 .27600 -0.73077 -G. 76800 o. 778'19 
lO O. 833CO 0:.26100 -0.69161t -0.12000 o.nlo2 
21 C .d5l83 Ou:4700 -0.65391 -0.67200 o. 763 77 
22 C. l:!740 7 0.23600 -o .o 1922 -0.>21:!00 o. 75682 
,3 C .8":1550 0.22000 -o. 595.91 -o. 76800 o •. 11t52a ,. Q.91033 0 .21000 -O.!t7Jl8 -0.1t8000 o. 73706 
,s c. 93 111 0.19800 -0.537...r, -0.57600 0. 72597 
2b 0.95BOO 0.18700 -o. 50022 -o. 52800 a. 714't3 
n 0.97dtb 0.17600 -O • .ft5473 -.0.~2ts00 o. 7013-3 
28 o.99961 O. lo8CO -0.42642. -0 .36't00 0.69065 
29 1.0,oso o.1oooo -0.38521 -o. 384-00 o. b7883 
30 1.0'tl33 o.1>100 -0.3714-lt -o • .ft3200 0.66395 
31 1. 06Zl 7 O. l.ft400 -0.36900 -0.33600 0.1'15103 
3" l .Ocl300 0.13100 -o. J6291 -o. 33600 0.63672 
J3 l.103d.3 O.J.l900 -0.3.ft.OIH -0.38't00 0.61841 
VALL-ES Of OTHEK INPUT PARAMETERS: 
"UHa •• 1'0RUP.a 0 T DEL T• Z.08330-02 TSTARTz 3.33000-01 
CAT IN.a i • .24000-08 A START• 0.010 Tl• 0 • .3040 T2• 0.5022 
M~llJJ--PERiOD,UE .S't.)ft:.lrt: 3!>.U, OHi\. (.f CONSTANT FOR. t,,TA EFFECT 
Y(tJSSf 't'(~ALC.) l)CV(Yf .C UEV CY l 111E1Gt1T (YI 
1.0890 00 -1.(W2D-09 -1.ZltbD-09 -5.5580-10 1.07132 c. 8229 
1. 727U 00 -1. ':1520-0i -7.t.,.ft00-09 -3.lZlU-lO 4.08527 0.8232 
1.7671) 00 -d.,c::27£.i-09 -a.osw-09 -1.71t8il-10 l. 1112, o.8l3• 
1.ts251l 00 -8.d5dU-0'1 -a .b53 o-o-J -z.~290-10 2.].ft4.ft.6 0.8236 
1. b690 00 -1.0ll0-08 -9.1160-09 -'JJ.92~0-10 10.ijd.ftO"' 0.8235 
1.9420 00 -1,1550-0• -9 .ti 700-09 -1. b800-09 u.02030 o.&Zll 
2. C2tm 00 -1.3381.1-00 -l • .J77U-Oti -2.b050-0'i 24-.l8bltlt. 0.822, 
2.1140 00 -l.J990-0ti -l. lbbll-08 -2.J290-09 19.97290 o .8213 
2.1930 00 -l • .ft.050-0d -1.21t&0-08 -2.1650-09 17.31\o\98 o. 8201 
2. 291tD 00 -1. 5510-08 -1.3530-08 -1.9790-0'il l4.63i38 o.a1a2 
2.31:170 00 -l.5i:i70-08 -l .. 't"t9D-08 -1.375"-09 9.lt8995 0.8Ut3 
2.5000 oo -l.bl30-0tl -l.574"U-Oa -3.9580-10 2. 51538 o. &135 
2. b3<;0 00 -1.6700-08 -1.1110-·oe lt.074U-l0 -Z.38120 0.8101 
2. 7860 00 -l.7d0D-08 -l.8640-0d &. 3910-10 -'t. 50187 0.8060 
2.92lt0 00 -1. &980-08 -2.00BLJ-08 1.0950-09 -5.lt5320 o.aozo 
3.0770 00 -2.05ao-oa -2. lb7D-08 1. 0910-09 -5,03533 0. 7972 
3.2470 00 -.t.1770-0d -2.34JO-UO l .65b0-09 -1. 06890 o. 7918 
3.4250 00 -2.3570-08 -2.5280-08 1.1120-0• -o.77186 o.1asi 
3.6230 00 -Z.4890-08 -2.7340-08 2.oftlt 70-09 -a. 95078 0.1190 
3.8310 00 -2.6980-0B -2.~510-06 2.s2ao-09 -·S.56109 o. 7716 
It. Olt90 00 -~.9250-08 -3.1160-08 2.514-0-09 -7.9l607 o. 7638 
lt.2370 00 -3.1640-0ti -3.J720-08 2.oaJ0-09 -6.17613 0.15b8 
4te5it50 00 -J.3660-0i -3 .6930-08 3.264t0-0'i -8 .. 83995 o. 7•53 
lt. 7020 00 -3.5810-0B -3.91-70-0H 3.]b40-09 -8.58766 o.un 
S.0510 00 -3.90.lO-Od -4-.2170-08 3.1500-09 -7 • .ft6902 o. 7260 
5.34-60 00 -.ft.2900-08 -lt.5260-0d 2e36l·0-09 -5.21655 o. 71~• 
5.6820 00 -lt.8220-08 -4-.auo-o.a 5.1690-lO -1.0607.ft o.1ou 
5 ,9520 00 -5 .. .t5l0-0d -s.1s:;o-08 -9.6680-lO l.87561 0.6906 
o.25CV 00 -5.931\0-08 -5.lt61t0-0i -4.701t0-09 8.60819 o.,1aa 
6.6230 00 -6 • .ZSOO-OS -S.85lu-oa -•·2190-09 7.33103 0.6639 
6.9't40 00 -6·••so-oa -6 .1850-08 -2:.6250-09 lt.2lt3'011 0.6510 
7.2990 00 -6.6850-08 -6. 55't0-08 -1. 3050-09 1-.99132 0.6367 
7.7520 00 -7 .1.:'.91.>-0d -7.0240-08 -1.0'30-09 l.'t8't88 0.618't 
GOODNESS OF f JT: GAUSS CRITERfOt.l, OHEGAz 3.5110-ld 
CONSTANTS fUUt.D FOR PI.I.YNOl11AL CURVE FIT Of DEGREE 1 : 
CONST ... T \tlALUE STD DEV REl. STD UEVIPPHI 
Cl 11 · 1,03010-08 8. 57690-10 8.3215 





n11tIII--PERJODATE SYSTEM: NTA ADDEO 35.17 
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o .... 1os1t 
,~l.P!"" 3c l(UROP• 0 TOELTa 2.08330-02 TSTARTa 5.J0000-01 
C.UIP\i• 2.24000-08 A~TAAT• 0.610 Tla 0.5lit0 T2• 0.7083 
t,/6/72 HNtlll--PEKI00ATE SY!:.TEM: NU ADUED J5, l7 
Y(OtiSJ YICAU,I DEVI YI I UEV( Y) •EIGHTI YI 
1, 7180 00 -'t. itBlU-O'i -lt.0480-09 L.672U-l0 -3.59t,51 0,82ll 
1,7790 00 -5.1950-0lil -~.0760-09 -1,1940-10 2, 3531~ 0,8ll5 
1.8590 00 -6.1980-0 .. -5 e63lU-O'I -5 .ood0-10 10.065bl C.8235 
1. 9490 00 -7.t,540-0Ci -6.2Q:»D-09 -1.J890-09 22,17199 0.8231 
2 .0.600 00 -9 .4'110-09 -7 .0830-09 -2.3580-09 33.29510 o.•219 
2.1830 00 -1 • l d,t0-08 -7 .YO'tll-09 -3.<Jl00-09 49 .59334 o.e202 
Ze32o0 00 -1.l)l0-08 -8.1H90-09 -3.ltl BJ-09 38. lt0386 0.8176 
2.4880 00 -1.2040-08 -1.0030-08 -2.6060-09 25,S72H o. 8139 
l. 6810 00 -1.33.:i0-08 -1.1390-0d -1.9460-09 17.08100 0.8090 
2.8570 00 -1 • ..3850-08 -1.2620-os -1.2280-09 9. 73193 0.8040 
3.1060 00 -1.1t590-0a -l .'t3b0-0ti -2 • .ZiU,0-10 1, 59210 o. 7963 
3.4C1D QC -1.5520-0B -l.64.lU-08 9. ll80-10 -5.556"4', o. 786• 
3.6500 00 -l .6930-08 -1.a110-oa 1.2380-09 -6.81662 0. 7781 
4.0.~ 00 -l.804'0-UH -2.0960-0d 2 ,3170-09 -11.os51.o 0.1.31 
't.4050 00 -2.01eo-os -2.3,1t60-08 2. 6760-09 -11.40691 o. 7506 
4. 7850 00 -2.J:5.JO-Od -2.6110-08 3,5820-09 -13, 71950 o.1362 
5,2C80 00 -2."tbDO-Oti -2.9080-06 't.4730-09 -LS.38463 o. 7199 
5.11100 oo -2. 7790-08 -J.3080-08 5 • .2870-09 -15.98183 0.697'> 
b,4100 00 -3,0520-08 -J.7"t90-08 6.9720-09 -18,59900 o. 672• 
6.9930 00 -3. 5650-0li -lt>.1570-08 5.9210-09 -1 .... 2 .... 1, 0.6.91 
7,5700 00 -lt.J440-08 -lt.5650-08 z. 2010-09 -4, 82261 0.6255 
8.2&40 00 -s·.1370-0• -5.04'70-08 -9 .0100-10 1.79727 o.5976 
a.9,290 oo -5.7~80-08 -5.5110-08 -2.1650-09 3,92815 o.s1os 
9.5240 00 -6.3920-08 -5.9280-08 -4.6380-09 7.82455 o. 5it-62 
l, 031U 01 -7, 16•0-08 -6 • .(p78D-08 -6.d59D-09 10 .58714 0.5139 
1.11o0 01 -7.7890-08 -7 • .2160-08 -5, 727IJ-09 1, 93707 0,4705 
GOODNESS OF f lT: GAUSS CRITERION, OMEGA• a.~11so-1a 
CONSTANTS FUUNO FOR PCILYN0f4Ut. CURVE FIT OF DEGREE 1 
CUIIIST ANT VALUE STO DEV ~EL STD OEV(PPHJ 
CUJ 7.37830-09 1.30060-09 17.6276 





l"l\l lll--PE1UUOATE SVSTEJit: J5.la OET1'4 OF C-UNSU.NT fOK t,,iTA EFFECT 
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t,.UM'"' J5 t<.DROP:s TOELfa 2.0dJ.30-02 TSURTa 4.17000-01 
CATJl'tl:: 2.24CCO-Od •STAKfs Q.615 Jl:s 0.3d50 T2a Oo64c.2 
6/8/72 MM llJ--PERilk.lATE :»V~TEM: 35.18 UET~ Cf CONSTANT FOk ~TA EFFECT 
VI LIDS) Y ICALCI iJl:Vtr I I CEVIYJ WElGHH\'J 
1.6890 00 -0.20"'-0-09 -5 .4.340-09 -1.1010-10 l't • .1 7012 o. 8229 
1. 1510 00 -b. l.ts.J0-09 -5.9250-09 -2. 5d .. i>-10 4.36097 0.82l'o 
leiHlD •JO -o.tt790-09 -6.4010-09 -1. 8200-11 l.l2163 0.11235 
1.a1no oo -7 • .2tt9L-09 -c..'111/50-09 -2.5430-10 3. 63520 o. 8234 
le 972U 00 -8. 0010-09 -7.c.llil-09 -9 • .3640-10 12 .20045 o.sz29 
2.Cil1.30 OG -1.0l.lU-Oti -8.5470-09 - l.57.lD-09 lb.39269 0.8217 
2.2 080 00 -1.1000-00 -9.52UU-09 -2.2710-09 23.83426, 0.8198 
2·3260 00 -l.2.i't0-08 -l.Oitb0-08 -1. 8d20-Q9 17.989•5 Dotll76 
Z .4630 OD -1.29"1:I-Otl -1.1550-08 -1.-1900-09 12. 04120 o. 81't5 
2.6.390 00 -l.3640-08 -1.2931)-08 -1.0350-10 5o4't010 0,8101 
2.so10 oo -1.1t11to-oa -1. 't.!20- 08 1. 52'10-11 -o. 52953 0.8056 
3.01w oo -l .4950-08 -1.5d8 U-08 9 • .2930-10 -5.115111 o. 7993 
J. 2360 00 -1. b.310-08 -1. 7050-00 lol'tZD-09 -7.59980 o. 7921 
3.4720 00 -l. 7t15(r0ti -1.9520-08 l.6670-09 -a. 5418> 0.78it2 
3. 7450 00 -1.9380-0i -2.1070-0lt 2 • .Z980-09 -10.60199 o. 7747 
ft.0000 GO -2.1510- Cit -z. 3690-08 2.1 730-09 -9.172~7 0 • 7655 
4.3100 00 -2.3900-08 -2.bl"i)-08 2.Z360-09 -d. =>532Z o. 75'ol 
't.6510 00 -2.6170-0B -2.t113lll-Ocl 2.0550-09 ~9.20801 o. 71t13 
5.0000 oo -2.8970-0i -3.1580-08 z. 61"0-09 -B.27•17 o.7l.79 
5.3480 00 -3.J.91tD-08 -3.'tl3Cr0cl 2.J900-09 -6.9606• o. 71"4 
5. 7140 00 -3. 5830-01! -3. 7230-0i 1.3990-09 -3. 75794 0.1001 
0.2110 00 -4.16.Z0,,,08 -lt.1150-0ti -It. 7210-10 1.1"870 0.680. 
6.5790 00 -lt.0850-08 -1t.'t050-08 -2.7920-09 6.33766 0.6657 
7.0't20 00 -5.0660-08 -4.7710-08 -z. 943.0-09 6.16759 0.6.11 
7 .4630 00 -5 .4990-08 -5.10.30-08 -J.9510-09 7. 7426(J o.6J01 
GOOD~ESS OF flT: GAUSS CRITERIOt,,i, OHEbA:s 2.a110-.1e 
CONSTANTS FOUt.11 FUR P91,.YNOHUL CURVE FIT OF DEGREE 1 
CONS.TANT VALUE STO DEV REL STD DEVCPPHJ 
Cl 11 7.907W-09 8.90590-10 11.2632 





MN(IU:....-PERJOOATE SYSTEM: NTA AODED, OETN 01- RATE CUN~T.ANT FOK. NU EFFECT 0/ll 
Y 10.S I Y(CALC.I i>EV( 'f I I UEVC YI we lGHT( YI 
4.472()-09 -IJ.2.i::.7U-09 -7.993;J-09 -1.23'dJ-oc; 15.4J'll;9 3. 8078 
o.01 1w-09 -9. 74SU-O<i -1.0270-0d 5 ,2290-10 -5. 0922:2 b. 5535 
4. 3btkl- 09 -7.71tSu-Oi -7.d830-09 1.ldOD-10 -1. 75126 4 .9392 
d • .:!520-09 -l .j,d0-06 -1.2oou-o& - 1. 2280-0'ii 10. 2333.9 2.6.ll 1 
l. C02J-OEI -l.42:70-0tl -1 .... soL1-0d 2 .2t1i 70-10 -1.57009 3.3149 
7. 70citJ-09 -1.i21u-oa -1. 11~~-0tl 1. tl4'r0-10 -1 .. cil45 7 4 •. 1211 
... 5100-0IJ -8.JtllD-09 -8.lhJD-09 -l.4tllD-10 4. 33364 3. 38136 
0.2010-09 -L.0390-08 -9.'11160-09 -4.7530-10 4.79310 3,8557 
"t.5010-09 -6.9"990-Q'il -8.0230-09 1.02~-09 -1"2. 76169 3.257-& 
4. t:lblu-09 -7.tJ980-09 -e .407 0-09 5.0860-10 -t,. 0495] 3. 6772 
..iJulJNtSS Cf flT: GAUSS CkUE~lUN, OMEGA""· 2.2040-18 
CU,\l!>UNT!, hlUf,.iu fUI\ PGLYNUMIAL CUR.VE FIT OF OEGRH 1 
CuN:,TANT \IALUE STD DEi/ REL 5,JO OEV(PPHI 
Ct l J .:. .:, • .l!J4l0-09 8.04 760-10 -Zit. 729~ 
ct2J -1.05960 00 1.24970-01 -U.794'3 
<J 
Dcll:r(Ml,\iATlJ1'<11 Jf S.'r'!:aTEM PARAHETERS--SUMMARV' Of RESULTS 
MEAN VALUES C,f kATI: l,;UNSTANTS: 
COt-.lSTANT VA_lUf STD DEV REL s·ro CIEV { PPHj 
Kl .tt.lib~D 05 1.5814'0 05 37.68275 
., 3.07290 Ob 7. 599't0 07 2~. 72994 
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